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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

(AISI) 1
ABSTRACT

The Automated Integrated Surveying Instrument (AISI) is a single total

statio: concept instrument combining the usual properties of a theodolite-and

electrinic distance measuring equipment.

Traditionally the Army's main utilization of surveying equipment has been

for'field artillery operations, military construction, and topographical

pur'poses. With the advent of total station units the Army plans to conduct a

series of field and laboratory tests to determine the feasibility and

suitability of the new total station concept with respect to the Army's

traditional role.1
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AUTOMATED INTEGRAM1ED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

(AISI)

INTRODUCTION

The AISI is a current state-of-the-art surveying instrument being uscd

presently by civilian construction and geodetic surveyors in the performance
of their respective tasks. AISIs, in conjunction with the personal computers

and special surveyors' programs developed for these computers, have increased
productivity and revised surveying computational methods. Given similar
military construction and geodetic surveying conducted by military personne..,
in a military environment; the AISI instruments, methods and procedures should
be similar or identical. With this in mind; a program to environmentally and

field test three preselected AISI (total station) surveying systems, has been
planned. The three surveying instruments to be evaluated are:

- Cubic Precision; Model TIA
- Geodimeter Inc.; System 440.
- Wild Heerbrugg; Model T0O00

This report documents the procedures for the various AISI environmental

testing, field testing, and performance demonstrations including the pass and
fail criteria. Also forming part of the general test procedures are such
considerations as human factors, safety, maintainability, and reliability.

This report has been written in a self-contained fashion, i.e. there are no
references or outside information necessary. All pertinent data, charts,
graphs, or criteria are incorporated within the text.
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENi'

(AISI)

GLOSSARY i

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION i

Am Peak acceleration magnitude 1
B Bandwidth

B-A Mean Angle 3
c Collimator

C Collimator

OC Degrees Celsius/Centigrade 5
CA Wavelength Correction Factor Coefficient

Cm Centimeter

COGO Coordinate Geometry

db Decibel I

d.c. Direct Current

D-C Mean Angle

e Is the number such that log e = 3
EDKE Electronic Distance Measuring Equipment

EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility !

EMI Electromagnetic Interference 3
OF Degrees Fahrenheit

FC Analyser Center Frequency

Ft Feet

Freq Frequency 3
g Gravitational Acceleration 980.6

cm/sec. 2 , 386 in./sec.
2
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRU ENT

(AISI )

GLOSSARY (CON'T)

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

G Gauss

GHz Gigihertz

h Design drop weight

hr Hour

Hg Mercury

Hz Hertz (Cycles/Second)

in Inches

Kg Kilogram

KHz Kilohertz

Km Kilometer

KPa Kilo Pascals

A Wavelength

log Logarithm

M, M1 , M2 , Mv  Repeatability

MHz Megahertz

MS Milliseconds

m Meter

min Minute

mm Millimeter

mph Miles Per Hour

mw Microwatts
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYINU INSTRUMENT 3

(AISI)

GLOSSARY (CON'T) 3
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION l

P Percentage

Pa Pascal 3
% Percent

r Pi

PSD Power Spectral Density 3
R VI+V2+V 3

R1 Analysis Sweep Rate (Linear)

R1 , R2  Reverse pointing

RC Analyser System Constant 1

RH Relative Humidity 1

rms Root Mean Square

Sec Second

t Circle graduation error

T True Averaging Time

TD Time Duration of Am

Temp Temperature

TF Shock Pulse Fall Time 3
TR Shock Pulse Rise Time

Type I Degree-reading Instrument 1

Type II Mil-reading Instrument 3
V Mean of Residual Angles

V 1 , V 2 , V 3  Residual Angles 1
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

GENER-AL REQ q REMENTS

GENERAL. The following are standard guidelines applicable to the AISI

equipment to be laboratory tested. Unless specifically deviated from in the
individual test plans. e.g., Rain Testing, these guidelines shall be observed.

.. TEST CONDITULNS. Unless otherwise specified herein or in the equipment

specifications, measurements and tests shall be made at the following

conditions:

a. Standard ambient. Ambient measurements and checks (e.g., pre-and
post-test) are conducted 3t room ambient conditions as follows:

Temperature: 25°C + 10'C (77°F + 18°F0

Relative humidity: Uncontrolled room ambient

Atmospheric pressure: Site pressure

b. Controlled ambient. When the ambient conditions must be closely

controlled, the following shall be maintained:

Temperature: 230C + 20C (730F + 3.60F)

Relative humidity: 50 percent + 5 percent

Atmospheric pressure: 96.45 +66 kPa

-10.0

(725 +50 mmHg)
-70

(28.5 +2.0 inHg)

-3.0

3. TOLERANCES FOR TEST CONDITIONS. Unless otherwise specified, tolerances
for test conditions shall be as follows:

a. Te-perature. The test item shall be totally surrounded by an envelope
of air (except at necessary support points). The temperature of the test
section measurement system and the temperature gradient throughout this
envelope, which is measured close to the test item, shall be within + 2°C +

(3.6*F) of the test temperature and shall not exceed 1°C per meter or a
maximum of 2.2*C total (equipment nonoperating).

b. Pressure. When pressure is 1.3 x 10-3 Pa or higher, it shall be
measured with an accuracy of +5 percent of the measured value.

c. Low pressure. When Dressure is lower than 1.3 x 10- 3 Pa, it shall be
measured with an accuracy of +10 percent of the measured value.
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I
d. Humidity. Relative humidity at the chamber control sensor shall be +5

percent of the measured value. m

e. Acceleration. Acceleration shall be measured to within +10 percent.

f. Time. Elasped time shall be measured with an accuracy *1 percent.

4. ACCURACY OF TEST INSTRUMENTATION CALIBRATION. The accuracy of instruments

and test equipment used to control or monitor the test parameters shall be
verified prior to and following each test and then cdlibrated in predetermined

intervals to the satisfaction of the procuring activity. All instruments and

test equipment used in conducting the tests specified herein shall:

a. Be calibrated to laboratory standards whose calibration is traceable
to the National Standards via primary standards. I

b. Have an accuracy of at least one-third the tolerance for the variable

to be measured. In the event of conflict between this accuracy and a

requirement for accuracy in any one of the individual test plans the latter
shall govern.

5. CALIBRATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. i

a. Calibration System Description. The contractor shall provide and

maintain a written description of his calibration system ccvering measuring

and test equipment and measurement standards. The portion dealing with
measuring and test equipment shall prescribe calibration intervals and sources

and may be maintained on the documents normally used by the contractor to

define his inspection operations. The description for calibration of
measurement standards shall include a listing of the applicable measurement
standards, both reference and transfer, and shall provide nomenclature,

identification number, calibration interval and source, and environmental I
conditions under which the measurement standards will be applied and
calibrated. The description system and applicable procedures and reports of

calibration shall be available to the Company's or Goveriiment's j
representative.

b. Environmental Controls. Measuring and test equipment and measurement

standards shall be calibrated and utilized in an environment controlled to the I
extent necessary to assure continued measurements of required accuracy giving
due consideration to temperature, humidity, vibration, cleanliness, and other
controllable factors affecting precision measurement. When applicable, I
compensating corrections shall be applied to calibration results obtained in

an environment which departs from standard conditions.

c. Intervals of calibration. Measuring and test equipment and I
measurement standards shall be calibrated at periodic intervals established on
the basis of stability, purpose, and degree of usage. Intervals shall be

shortened as required to assure continued accuracy as evidenced by the results i
of preceeding calibration and may be lengthened only when the results of
previous calibrations provide definite indications that such action will not
adversely affet the accuracy of the system. The contractor shall establish a •

recall system for the mandatory recall of standards and measuring and test

equipment within established time limits or interval frequencies.
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d. Calibration procedures. Written procedures shall be prepared )r

provided an utilized for calibration of all measuring and test equi:ment and

neasurement standards used to assure the accuracy of measurements involved in

establishing product conformance. The procedures may be a compilation )f

1,ublisned standard praccices or manufacturer's written instructi-ns and need

-.t )e rewritte.n to satisfy the requirements of this report. As a minimum,

t': r--ejdures shail specify either the measurement standard to be ised for

recuir~d accurac7 of the standard and the accuracv of the instrument neinz

.a ibrated The orocedure shall require that calihration be performed bv

:marison with hiher accuracy level standards.

e. Adecuacv :)f the calibration system. The contractor shali establish

rocedure to evaluate the adequacy of the calibration system based on out-crf-

"oIerance data generated from calibrating test and measuring equipment. The

Drocedure shall include, but not be limited to, adjustment of calibration

.requencv, adequacy of the measuring or test equipment, calibration procedures

ind measuring or test procedures. The procedures shall specifically provide

_)r the identification and prevention or use of any equipment which does not

: crform satisfactorily.

f. "otification of out of tolerance conditions. The contractor's

orocedure shall incrude the requirement for the calibration activity to notify

he measurement and test equipment user or appropriate contractor element of

-;ignificant out-of-tolerance conditions so that appropriate action an be

taken by the contractor or test and measuring equipment user to correct

possible non-conforming products. The procedure shall define what constitutes

a significant out-of-tolerance condition.

g. Domestic contracts. Measuring and test equipment shall be calibrated

by the contractor or a commercial facility utilizi;-g standards whose

calibration is certified as being traceable to the National Standards, has

been derived from accepted values of national physical constants, or has been

derived by the ratio type of self-calibration techniques. Standards requiring

calibration by a higher level standards laboratory shall be calibrated by a

commercial facility capable of providing the required service, a Government

aboratory under arrangements made by the contracting officer, or by the

National Bureau of Standards. All standards used in the calibration system

shall be supported by certificates, reports, or data sheets attesting to the

date, accuracy, and environmental or other conditions under which the results

furnished were obtained. All subordinate standards and measuring and test

equipment shall be supported by like data when such information is essential

to achieving the accuracy control required by this standard. In those cases

where no data are required, a suitably annotated calibration label on the item

shall be sufficient to satisfy the support data requirements of this

paragraph. Certificates or reports from other than the National Bureau of

Standards or Government Laboratory shall attest t- the fact that the standards

used in obtaining the results have been compared at planned intervals with the

National Standard either directly or through a controlled system utilizing the

methods outlined above. The contractor shall be responsible for assuring that

the sources providing calibration services, other than the National Bureau of

Standards or a Government Laboratocy, are in fact capable of performing the

required service to the satisfaction of this standard. All certificates and

reports shall be available for inspection by authorized Government

representatives.
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I
h. Application and records. The application of the above requirements

will be supported by records designed to assure that established schedules and I
procedures are followed to maintain the accuracy of all measuring and test

equipment, and supporting standards. The records shall include an individual
record of calibration or other means of control for each item of measuring and 3
test equipment and measurement standards, providing description or
identification of the item, calibration results of out-of-tolerance
conditions. In addition, the individual record of any item whose accuracy
must be reported via a calibration report or certificate will quote the report I
or certificate number for ready reference. These records shall be available
for review by authorized Government personnel. u

i. Calibration status. Measuring and test equipment and standards shall
be labeled or some other suitable means shall be established for monitorinR
the equipment to assure adherence to calibration schedules. The system shall
indicate date of last calibration, by whom calibrated and when the next
calibration is due. The system may be automated or manual. Items which are
not calibrated to their full capability or which require functional check only
shall be labeled to indicate the applicable condition.

6. STABILIZATION OF TEST TEMPERATURE.

a. Test item operating. Unless otherwise specified, temperature
stabilization is attained when the temperature of the operating part of the
test item considered to have the longest thermal lag is changing no more than
2.0*C (3.6'F) per hour.

b. Test item nonoperating. Unless otherwise specified, temperature

stabilization is attained when the temperature of the operating part of the
test item considered to have the longest thermal lag reaches a temperature
within test tolerances of the nominal test temperature, except that any
critical component (e.g., battery electrolyte for engine starting test) will

be within I°C (1.80F). Structural or passive members are not normally
considered for stabilization purposes. When changing temperatures, for many
test items, the temperature of the chamber air may be adjusted beyond the test
condition limits to reduce stabilization time, provided the extended
temperature does not induce response temperature in a critical component or
area of the test item beyond the test temperature limit- for the test item.

7. TEST SEQUENCE. Experience has shown definite advantages to performing
certain tests immediately before, in combination with, or immediately following
the individual testing plans or shall be defined by the Government or 3
contractor representatives.

8 TEST CONDITIONS. Whenever practical, specific test levels, ranges, rates,

and durations shall be derived from measurements made on actual or
appropriately similar equipment.

I
!
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9. GENERAL TEST PERFORMANCE GUIDANCE.

a. Pretest performance record. Before testing, the test item should be
operated at standard ambient conditions (see 2a) to obtain and record data
determining compliance with the requirements document(s) and for comparison
with data obtained before, during, and after the environmental test(s). The
identification & environmental test history of the specific item(s) should be
documented for failure analysis purpose.

b. Pretest record. The pretest record shall include (as applicable):

(1) The functional parameters to be monitored during and after the
test if not specified in the equipment specification or requirements document.
This shall include acceptable functional limits (with permissible degradation)
when operation of the test item is required.

(2) Evaluation criteria additional to the Failure Criteria.

10. INSTALLATION OF TEST ITEM IN TEST FACILITY. Unless otherwise specified,
the test item shall be installed in the test facility in a manner that will
simulate service usage, with connections made and instrumentation attached as
necessary.

a. Plugs, covers, and inspection plates not used in operation, but used
in servicing, shall remain in place.

b. Electrical connections normally used in service but not in test shall

be provided with electrical connectors having dummy cables with protected
terminations. Such mechanical connections shall also be protected.

c. For tests where temperature values are controlled, the test chamber
shall be at standard ambient conditions when the test item is installed or as

specified in the individual methods.

d. The test item shall be operated according to the applicable technical

order or technical manual, when available, to determine that no malfunction or
damage has resulted from faulty installation or handling. The requirement to
operate the test item after its installation in the test facility applies only
when the item is required to operate during the test.

e. Test items shall be positioned at least 15 cm (6 inches) from each
other or from walls, floors, ceilings, etc., to allow for adequate
circulation.

f. If the item to be tested consists of several separate units, these
units may be tested separately provided the functional aspects are maintained
as defined in the requirements document.

11. PERFOl IANCE CHECK DURING TEST. When operation of the test item is
required during the test exposure, suitable tests shall be performed to
determine whether the test exposure is producting changes in performance when

compared with pretest data.

11



I
12. INTERRUPTED TESTS. Unless otherwise specified in the individual methods,

the following procedures and Figure I shall be followed when a test is
interrupted. Any deviation from this guidance shall be explained in the test

report.

12.1. IN-TOLERANCE INTERRUPTIONS. Interruptions during which the prescribed

test tolerances are not exceeded shall be considered as part of the total test

duration. (No allowance is necessary if exposure to the proper test levels

was maintained.)

a. Undertest. If test tolerances have been exceeded resulting in an

undertest condition, the rest may be resumed from the point at ich I
tolerances were exceeded following reestablishment of prescrib, conditions

(expect as noted in the individual test plans), and extended to ensure that

the prescribed test cycle is achieved.

b. Overtest. If an overtest condition occurs, the preferable course of

action is to stop the test and start over with a new test item. However, if

any damage is a direct result of the overtest conditions and will not affect I
other test item characteristics, or if the item can be repaired, the test may

be resumed and extended as in the undertest condition. If an item failure

occurs during the remainder of the test, the test results shall be considered U
invalid.

13. HANDLING OUT-OF-TOLERANCE TEST INTERRUPTIONS. Any such interruption must

be carefully analyzed. If the decision is made to continue testing from the I
point of interruption, to restart the last successfully completed test cycle,

or to restart the entire test with the same test item, and a failure occurs,
it is essential to consider the possible effects of the interruption or of the I
extended length of the test.

14. COMBINED TESTS. Combinations of tests may produce a more realistic
representation of the effects of the environment than a series of single tests

can. Combined testing is encouraged.

15. POST-TEST DATA. At the completion of each of the AISI tests, the test I
item shall be inspected in accordance with the equipment specifications, and

the results shall be compared with the pretest data. 3
15.1 Post-test data shall include:

a. Complete identification of all test equipment and accessories. 3
b. The actual test sequence (program) used.

c. Deviation from the planned test program. I
d. The room ambient test conditions recorded periodically during the test

period. 1
e. Test item operational data.

f. A signature and data block for certification of the test data by the I
test engineer.

U
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g. Other data as specified in the individual methods or equipment
requirements document(s).

16. FAILURE CRITERIA. Failure of the test item to meet any one of the

following conditions shall constitute a test item failure:

3. Deviation of monitored functional parameters level beyond acceptable

imits established in Pre-test Performance Record or other as stiDulated by
the Contractor or Government representatives.

b. Nonfulfillment of safety requirements or the development of safety

hazards.

c. Nonfulfillment of specific test item requirements.

d. Changes to the test item which could prevent the equipment from
meeting its intended service life or maintenance requirements. (For example:
Corroded oil drain plug cannot be removed with specified tools).

e. Deviation from established environmental requirements.

f. Other.

17. ADDITIONAL OR DIFFERENT FAILURE CRITERIA. Any additional or different

failure criteria shall be as specified in the equipment specification or by
Government and contractor representatives.

13
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SE No Interruption?l
Yea

SEE14No Outside l

Tolerancesl

SEE I No Overtet?

Yee
SEE 2b No Item No SafetyDamaged? Problem?

SYea Yea

SEE 2a Item ISEE 2
lRepairable?J

Yea

NOTES: 

1

1. Continue test (refer to individual test plan); extend test time if

necessary.

2. Alternatives:

a. Restart at the beginning.

b. Complete the test with undamaged or repaired test item. 3
(NOTE: Test results will be invalid if an item failure occurs.)

I
I
I

FIGURE 1. Interrupted test cycle logic. I
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

(AISI)

TEST PROCEDURES

1. Scheduled Testing:

Each individual AISI, total station, item will follow a test sche-

dule as listed below in Table I.

TABLE .

TEST SCHEDULE

SPECIFIC TESTS

Examination Performance/Accuracy

Acr!uracy Vibration
High'temperature Operation Performance/Accuracy

High-temperature Storage Secure Lighting
Performance/Accuracy Magnetic Environment

Solar Radiation Performance/Accuracy
Performance/Accuracy EMI

Stability Performance/Accuracy

Humidity Sand and Dust
Performance/Accuracy Performance/Accuracy
Low Temperature Storage Power Consumption

Performance/Accuracy Battery Life
Rainfall Human Engineering
Performance/Accuracy Reliability

Vibration - Out of Case Performance/Accuracy
Vibration - In Case Maintainability
Shock Infrared Radiation

Safety

As indicated in Table I accuracy maintainability (performance) test

will be conducted prior to and after each mechanical and environmental test. A

determination will be made at the end of each, as to whether the performance was

acceptable or not. Specific acceptability criteria are provided for during the

various test procedure descriptions.

II. Test Item Preparation:

Previous to commencing the tests each AISI item will be subjected

to the following checks:

A. Operational

B. Accuracy and Range
C. Distance Measurement Time

17



U
These AISI item checks, with their respective criteria for failure,

are as follows:

A. Operational:

Operate and check as follows to determine operational capabili-

ties with respect to Table 2.

Manipulate all movable For freedom of movement and I
parts and check: noninterference with other

parts in various operating
positions throughout their I
maximum ranges.

Fit or attach all accessories For functionality as 5
and check: specified.

Check the levels: For free movement to deter-
mine if the bubble remains I
within the graduations and

if the bubble ends of the

coincidence level remain I
visible.

Rotate about horizontal and For uniform and steady 3
vertical axes, and check the operation.

illumination system:

Check microscope focus: For uniform and clear focus I
around each entire circle.

Check parts, components, For damage. 1
accessories:

TABLE 2 3
OPERATIONAL FAILURE CRITERIA

Evidence that the components or accessories will

not function as specified will be judged by:

presence of broken, cracked, or shifted major parts
or accessories; or opened joints and loosened hard-1
ware; or splintered, cracked, swollen wood on the i
cases; each or in combination shall constitute I
failure of this test.

I. I
B. Accuracy, Range, and Time:

These tests are to be conducted under stable excellent
atmospheric conditions, i.e; overcast, no haze, visibility approximately 30
kilometers, and no heat shimmer. Excellent atmospheric and other conditions

are described in Table 3. Prism range data are displayed in Table 4. 3
18
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TABLE 3

ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS

Excellent Good Average Poor

Visibility I 40 km 23.5 km 15 km I 3 km
I 25 Miles 14.6 Miles 9.3 Miles 1.9 Miles I

Haziness None None Light I Strong I

Sky I Overcast Partially Moderate Bright

Clear Sun Sun

Heat Shiafmed None Minimum Light ISevere I

TABLE 4

PRISM - RANGE DATA

INSTRUMENT 1 NUMBER MAXIMUM RANGE - METERF

OF ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS
__ _ PRISMS POOR I GOOD/AVERAGE I EXCELLENTI 1 1

CUBIC I 3 500 - 10001 2000 - 4000 4000 - 50001
7 7 1000 - 20001 4000 - 60001 6000 - 7000

i 10 2000 - 30001 5000 - 60001 7000

! I20 7000

WILD 1 1200 2500 3500
3 1500 3500 5000

I 11 1800 5000 7000

GEODIMETER 1 TBD 2300 3000
I 3 I TBD 3500 I 5500

8 I TBD I 5000 I 7000
SI 9

19



I
Conformance to accuracy and range shall be tested previous to and

as per sequence in Table 1, test schedule. It is permissible to reject one
reading out of the group of 10 required for a distance measurement. More than
one reject in a distance measurement shall be cause for rejecting all 10
readings and initiating a new measurement. Rejection of two consecutive
distance measurements shall in any case (either reference line or baseline),
constitute failure of the test. No allowance shall be made for plumbing
errors in test set-ups. The accept/reject criteria herein have already
provided for the maximum allowable error. It is permissible to reduce the I
number of retroreflecting prisms at distances less than 200 meters in order to
eliminate possible off-set errors and prevent "saturating" the instrument
receiver. Tests for accuracy range are described in the following set-ups:

C - Accuracy: A baseline consisting of a master monument and a
10-meter beam, graduated at 2ach meter,

respectively, with one of the meter spacings further
graduated in 10 equal spacings, shall be used. The
graduated beam shall be placed with the zero end at

a distance of 30 meters from the master monument, I
then aligned radially away from the master monument.
AISI equipment shall be positioned over the master
monument at a height coincident (+ 0.10 meter) with
the retrodirective prism, mounted on the beam.
Distance measurements shall then be made at 0
through 10 meters in 1-meter increments, then 0
through 1 meter, ur where graduated, in 0.10-meter
increments and corresponding time noted. Accuracy
and corresponding time measurements not conforming
to those criteria listed in Table 5 shall constitute
failure of the test.

D Range: A baseline consisting of a master monument and eight
monument stations set on line 100 to 150 meters
apart, at the same elevation, + 1.0 meter, with an
approximate overall length of 900 meters + 50 meters 5
shall be used. Horizontal baseline distances to
first order accuracy shall be used. A distance
measurement shall then be made to each station and
corresponding time noted. A distance measurement is I
defined as the average series of 10 readings
interrupted only by repointing at the end of the
first five readings. Accuracy and corresponding I
time measurements not conforming to those criteria
in Table 5 shall constitute failure of the test.

E -Time: A baseline consisting of a master monument and I
remote monument located 7 kilometers, +200 meters or
-0 meters, shall be used. AISI equipment shall be

positioned over the master monument, a series of I
three distance measurements taken, and corresponding
times noted. Accuracy and corresponding time
measurements not conforming to those criteria in
Table 5 shall consititute failure of the test.

I
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F - Field The field procedures to be used as guides during the
Pro- conduct of the operational field tests are outlined
cedures: in Appendix V.

TABLE 5

FAILURE CRITERIA

ACCURACY, RANGE AND TIME

Accuracy and range: The instrument shall measure
distances from 2 m to 7 km in excellent atmospheric

conditions with a standard error not to exceed
+ (5 mm + 3 PPM) after entering meteorological PPM
data or correction factor when used in a system of one
electro-optical package (distance meter) and one prism

assembly.

Distance measurement time: After setup and actuation

of the instrument's off-on power switch to the "ON"
position, the time required for an initial distance
reading in ambient temperatures from 1200 F to -50 F

shall be not more than 4 minutes. Subsequent readings
shall be accomplished in not more than 6 seconds on a
fixed station. The same time limitation shall apply

after having been warmed from -45' F to -5 ° F by the
winterization kit, when applicable.
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i
III. Evaluation: 3

a. The AISI evaluation tests shall be performed on the Engineer

Proving Ground base line in accordance with standard acceptance procedures.

The collected data are to be reduced and a least squares adjustment performed. 

Adjustments should yield the following categories of information:

1. Combined atmospheric and instrument scale error.

2. Combined reflector and EDME constant.
3. Variance of unit weight, based on the instrument

manufacturer's stated accuracy.

4. Standard error of scale error determination. 
5. Standard error of EDME and reflector constant.

b. Calibration Base Line Procedures: 5
Observations are to be taken to a target-reflector combination,

mounted on a standard tribrach. A complete set of observations consists of :0

readings to the back station.

Air temperatures are to be measured at both ends of the line
being observed. The measuring devices shall be standard Army thermometers l
having an accuracy of +O.I°C. The temperatures shall be measured at the

beginning and end of each position. The thermometer is to be elevated at
least 3 m above the ground and kept in the shade. Temperature and barometric

pressure of the atmosphere shall be measure before and after each position at
each end of the line. Barometric pressure is to be measured with a standard
barometer having an accuracy of +0.5 mm of mercury. The barometers are to be
periodically checked with a mercury column.

c. Total Function Test:

This test is to be performed by occupying fcur points on a test

quad. Each station shall be firmly positioned in the ground and topped by

tribrach. Before occupying each station, the tribrach shall be collimated.

HI, height of instrument or target, will be measured to the height above the
mark of each tribrach to +0.1 mm. This height is to be measured each time the

station is occupied. Next, an acceptable tribrach shall be fastened to the

adjustable tribrach on the stand and carefully leveled. I
The targets used shall be designed to have a retro-reflector

at the center of a metal plate with one vertical and one horizontal stripe to

permit sighting the center of the reflector. Two more horizontal stripes are
to be placed above and below the reflector at distance corresponding to the

offset between the optical axis and EDME axis of each instrument that was not

made coaxial. White stripes on a black -"..,vand, if chosen, make for maxi-
mum contrast and ease of pointing.

i
I
i
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Each station of the quad is to be occupied with each instrument

three times, each time with a different observer. Each observer shall measure
horizontal Jirections using 16 plate positions (either electronic or
:nechanicafl with direct ;nd reverse pointings. Sixteen sets of zenith
oistances, :r vertical angles, to be observed in circle left and circle ri2ht.

-ione distances are also measure 16 times. The difference of elevation, .r
Jelta i function, is also observed and recorded. Temperature and barometric
-ressure. Ire to be measured for each set of observations. The instrument
Thall he shaded always by an umbrella.

d. Instrument Familiarization:

The primary rational for performing these tests by the
principal perator and crew is to become familiar with the functions and
cnaracteristics of the three instruments. Because various functions differ
trom instrument to instrument, this initial procedure will determine anv
nodificati~ns required in the data collection process to accommodate a

particular instrument.

e. Field 'perational Checksheets:

A copy, of each of these sheets, is contained in Appendix VII.

. Sensitivity Tests:

Prior to performing the field measurements each instrument
shall be bench tested to check for level vial sensitivity, horizontal and
vertical collimation error, cross hair linearity, and automatic compensator
sensitivity. The purpose of these tests is to verify that the instrument is
operating to the manufacturer's specifications. These tests are to be used as
prequalifiers prior to field testing.

g. Automatic Compensator Sensitivity:

This test shall be performed to check the function of the
.nstrument's automatic compensator while utilizing a Level Trier test
instrument.

The Level Trier consists of a platform mounted on a beam hinged

at one end and supported by a very finely threaded screw at the other end.
The screw has a dial attached to it which is graduated such that on division
of the dial, from the fixed index, tilts the platform 1" (arc sPrnnd). Thus,
the platform may be titled through an arc of several minutes very accurately
and the vertical angle correction of the instrument may be conveniently
checked.

The test is performed by setting the Level Trier dial to zero
and carefuiiy leveling the instrument on the platform. The telescope is
aligned with the beam and the vertical angle set to 900 . Then the Level Trier
is titled 10" by turning the dial and the vertical angle is recorded. This is
repeated until the instrument has been titled 1' (arc minute). Then the
vertical angle is changed 100 and the instrument is titled through one more
minute of arc in 10" increments. Now the Level Trier is reset, the angle is
changed 10', and the sequence is repeated. The observed change in the
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vertical angle should correspond to the amount of tilt set into the Level
Trier. The range of vertical angles to be checked is limited from 450 above I
the horizon to 45' below the horizon, this being considered the most commonly
used range.

h. Determination of Sensitivity and Level Vial Value: The purpose
of this test is to determine the sensitivity and value in arc seconds of the
level vial on each of the instruments. The level tube used in surveying|

instruments is a glass vial with the inside ground barrel-shaped, so that a

longitudinal line on its inner surface is the arc of a circle. The tube is
nearly filled with a 50-50 mixture of sulfuric ether and alcohol. The
remaining space is occupied by a bubble of air that takes up a location at the I
high point in the tube. the tube is usually graduated in both directions from
the middle; thus, by observatfon of the ends of the bubble it may be centered,
or its center brought to the midpoint of the tube. I

A longitudinal line intersecting the curved inside surface of
the bubble at its upper midpoint is called the "axis of the level tube." When
the bubble is centered, the axis of the level tube is horizontal.

If the radius of the circle to which the inner chamber of the
level tube is ground is large, a small vertical movement at one end of the
tube will cause a large displacement of the bubble; if the radius is small,
the displacement will be small. Thus the radius of the tube is a measure of
its sensitivity. The sensitivity is generally expressed in the number of I
seconds of arc of the central angle, for one division marked on the tube.
For most instruments the length of a division is 2 mm. The sensitivity
expressed in seconds of arc is not a definite measure unless the spacing of
graduations is known.

This test is performed on the Level Trier. Basically, the

level bubble is zaoved through the range of its scale, and readings are taken I
simultaneously on the bubble and Level Trier micrometer. The amount which
each end of the bubble moves for each new setting of the micrometer is
computed, "difference, left and right." To detect irregularities in the level I
vial, values are computed by dividing the interval between successive
micrcmeter readings by the number of division the bubble moves between
observations. The level value for each set of observations is derived by
summing successively computed values and dividing by the number of computed I
values. The final value is determined by summing the level values from each
set of observations and dividing by the number of sets. 3

i. Horizontal and Vertical Collimation Check: Each instrument
shall be tested for horizontal and vertical collimation errors. The
instrument shall be adjusted so that there is no parallax in the telescope for
the individual observer performing the test. After careful leveling a
pointing is made in the direct position at the infinity target in a visual
collimator. The instrument is reversed and pointed at the same target. Both
horizontal angles are recorded. The procedure is repeated six times. The sum
of the mean direct and reverse pointing should equal 3600 00'00". If the
collimation is greater than 10", appropriate adjustments to the cross hairs
are made. The test shall be reported on a test report form similar to that I
shown in Figure 1. A duplicate of the complete test report form shall be
placed within the carrying case of the instrument to which the report applies.
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The test shall be conducted in accordance with the following instructions I
which shall be printed as part of the test report form:

This test is based on a series of observations on two
collimators approximately 36 degrees (640 mils) apart and on a plane having an
elevation approximately the same as that of the horizontal axis of the
instrument being tested. In making the following observations, each circle
reading shall be estimated to the nearest tenth of a graduation of the I
breakdown scale. This test measures the following parameters of the

theodolite:
(a) Ability of the instrument to repeat measurements I
(b) Average circle graduation error
(c) Collimation error 5

Two sets of measurements will be made. Each set will consist of 20 angles (40
measurements) by using all sections of the horizontal circle as follows: 5

With the telescope in the direct position, the instrument is

pointed on the left collimator with a circle reading of approximately 0
degrees and 36 minutes (5 mils). The circle is read and the seconds (mils)
are recorded on line 1, column I. The angle is then turned to the right
collimator, the circle read, and the seconds (mils) recorded on line 2, column
I. The telescope is then reversed and pointed on the left collimator, the
circle read, and the seconds (mils) recorded on line 1, column II (this will
be 180 degrees (3200 mils) rather than 0 degrees (0 mils) as with the
telescope direct). The angle is then turned on the right collimator, the
circle read, and the seconds (mils) recorded on line 2, column II. The mean I
of the two readings (columns I and II) is entered on column III. Repeat this
technique by changing the position of the horizontal circle to read between 36
and 72 degrees (640 - 1280 mils). Advance the circle in this fashion until
all parts of the circle are covered during the test.

The second set of measurements shall be made identically and
shall be recorded in columns IV and V. The mean of these readings shall be in I
column VI. Taking the difference between the two mean readings from column
III, angle 1 shall be determined and shall be written in column VII. Likewise
the difference between two mean readings from column VI shall be made and I
angle 2 shall be determined and written in column VIII. The difference of
these two angles represents the pointing and readin error of the test (A).
These shall be written in column IX. Column X is Al. From Column X, M2 2
y& 2 x 1/n shall be calculated, where n represents the total number of
readings. In the-case of 36 degrees (640 mils) n - 40, therefore M2 2 .
1a 2 x 1/40 < 4 sec 2 (0.0001 mill). Numbers for M2 2 larger than 4 sec

2

(0.001 mil 2) indicates excessive pointing and reading error. The test setup I
should be checked and, after correction two new complete sets of readings
shall be made. Excessive values of M2 l the second time indicates that the
instrument is not capable of accurately repeating readings and shall
constitute failure of this test.

To check for vertical collimation, the instrument is carefully
leveled and pointed at the infinity target in a visual collimator. The
appropriate calculations, as above, are performed and any required adjustments
made to ensure a minimum collimation error.
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j. Cross Hair Linearity: This test is done to ascertain that the
vertical and horizontal parts of the cross hair are truly vertical and
horizontal, respectively. This check is performed by simply pointing the
vertical cross hair at a well-defined point and observing that point while the
telescope is moved vertically through the field of view. The same is done
with the horizontal cross hair. Any observed deviation is corrected by cross
hair adjustment.

k. Effective aperture: A scale graduated in millimeters shall be
placed in contact with the front of the objective lens. The effective
aperture is the diametrical distance of the lens. An aperture of less than 40
mm shall not be acceptable.

1. Field of view: The field of view shall be measured by pointing
the telescope on a collimator or on a target not less than 300 feet (100
meters) from the theodolite. The target shall be brought to be intersection
of the edge of the field and the horizontal crossline, and the horizontal
circle shall be read. The target shall then be brought to the intersection of
the horizontal crossline and the opposite edge of the field, and the circle
shall again be read. The difference in circle readings is the field of view.
The field of view in the vertical plane shall be measured as specified herein,
except that the target shall be brought to the intersections of the vertical
crossline and the edges of the field and the readings shall be taken from the
vertical circle. Field of view shall not measure less than I degree 20
minutes for type I instruments or 24 mils for type II instruments.

m. Minimum focus: The telescope shall be focused on a collimator,
the reticle of which has been set to simulate 7 feet (2.2 m), or the telescope
shall be set at minimum focus and a graduated scale shall be moved along the
line of sight until the markings are most sharply defined. The distance from
this point of the scale measured along the optical axis to the vertical axis
of the instrument is the minimum focus. Minimum focus shall not be more than
7 feet (2.2 m).

n. Resolution: Observations for resolution shall be made within
the stadia lines, employing specially designed charts with high contrast.
With the chart placed 77 feet (23.5 meters) from the telescope, (a resolution
of 4 seconds, or better, of arc) the telescope shall be capable of resolving
the pattern.

o. Magnification: The magnifying power, in diameters, of the
telescope shall be measured by focusing the telescope for parallel light.
Without change of focus, a transparent graduated scale shall be placed in
front of the objective lens and as near thereto as practicable. A measuring
microscope shall be focused on the image of the scale. The magnification of
the telescope shall then be determined in diameters as the ratio of a given
length of the scale to the length of its image in the exit pupil. When an
autocollimation eyepiece is furnished, the test shall be performed in the same
way. Any other method yielding values accurate within 2 percent may be used
in lieu of the specified method. Evidence of a magnification for the
telescope autocollimation eyepiece having a magnification less than 18
diameters is not acceptable.
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I
p. Reticle lines: 3

1. Double vertical reticle lines. With the theodolite sighted

on a collimator, the interval between the double vertical lines shall be

measured by means of the horizontal circle. Readings differing from an

apparent angle of 40 seconds, plus 5 seconds or minus 10 seconds are not
acceptable.

2. Single vertical reticle line. With the theodolite sighted I
on a collimator, the interval between the inner edge of a double vertical
reticle line and the adjacent edge of the single vertical reticle line shall

be measured. The interval between the inner edge of the other double vertical I
reticle line and the adjacent edge of the single vertical line shall be

measured in the same manner. These angles should be equal. An error of more

than plus or minus 0.5 second is not acceptable. 3
q. Stadia lines: With the theodolite sighted on a collimator, the

length of the horizontal and vertical stadia lines shall be measured by means

of the horizontal and vertical circles. Any measurement less than 5 minutes I
or more than 7 minutes of arc is not acceptable.

,The solar circle radius (r) can be calculated: r = (64 + V2).

Calculated measurement differing from 15 minutes 30 seconds plus or minus 10 I
seconds of arc are not acceptable.

r. Automatic: The collimation error of the vertical circle with a 5
self-indexing device shall be determined by sighting in the direct position on

a mark with the horizontal crossline of the reticle, obtaining coincidence on

the micrometer, and reading the circle. The operation is repeated in the I
reverse position. The sum of the readings should equal 360 degreea or 6400

mils. Any difference includes twice the vertical collimation error. A net

error of more than 12 seconds or 0.060 mil, or failure of the device to damp

within 5 seconds of time is not acceptable.

s. Optical plummet: 3
1. Focusing. Failure of the optical system of the plummet to

produce a clear image throughout the operating range form tripod height to not

less than 110 feet is not acceptable.

2. Integral with alidade. The optical plummet shall be tested

for alignment with the vertical axis by viewing a target and rotating the

alidade 360 degrees. Evidence that the line of sight of the optical plummet
is not concentric with the vertical axis of the theodolite on all points of

the circle is not acceptable. 3
3. On tribrach. The theodolite shall be centered over a

ground marker by the plumb bob. The plumb bob shall be removed and the

centering checked by means of the optical plummet. This test shall be 3
repeated with the optical plummet over each side of the tripod head. Evidence

that the line of sight is not concentric with the vertical axis is not

acceptable. 3
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t. Stadia distance: With theodilite leveled on a stand or tripod,
a graduated rod set at a known distance over 100 feet from the instrument
shall be sighted on. The stadia interval shall be read by means of the stadia
hairs, first with the rod in the horizontal position and then in the vertical
position. This interval shall be multiplied by 100. Evidence of the stadia
distance being in error more than plus or minus 0.3 percent of the measured
distance is not acceptable.

u. Data collection and processing system: Owing to the
multiplicity of data to be accumulated in testing the AISI instruments; the
observing, recording, checking, and reduction of measurements will be a
lengthy process. To reduce the time involved, a data collection and
processing system was developed.

The system hardware consists of a Zenith 248 MS-DOS, an IBM
compatible microprocessor with a 20 megabyte hard disk, a floppy disk drive,
printer, and plotter. Software types for recording measurements and
processing data are commercial off-the-shelf items. This external
microprocessor system will be tested to ascertain if the capabilities, as
required by the Operational & Organizational Plan approved 27 September 1986,
can be met. The designed external microprocessor capabilities to be
substantiated are:

a. Fully MS/DOS compatible with AISI and other peripherals.

b. Direct interface with the data storage device.

c. Fully compatible modem/radio interface.

d. Direct interface to a printer and a 24 x 30 inch plotter,
with a multi-pen capability for different colors and pen
sizes.

e. Software package consisting of a full range of available,
AISI-compatible geodetic and topographic programs.

f. Power supply 110-220 volts AC with battery backup to
prevent loss of data if primary power is interrupted.

IV. Winterization Kit:

When a winterization kit is specified it shall be furnished for use
with the AISI equipment for ambient temperatures below -5* F. The kit, when
applicable, shall be utilized for heating up the AISI equipment previous to
Accuracy, Range, and Time performance checks. Temperature and Time for
heating to operating temperature shall be: from -25* F in 25 minutes, from
-45* F in 45 minutes. An external four (4) hour d.c. lead-acid battery source
or a military vehicle power source, via an external cable, are each
acceptable.
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V. Operational Temperatures:5

The AISI equipment shall operate with no external assistance,
without damage, from an external 12-volt d.c. power source, within the
accuracies specified in Table 5, when in thermal equilibrium in air at any I
ambient temperature from 1300 F to -50 F. The equipment shall also operate
without damage and within the accuracies specified herein from 00 F to -450 F
while using a winterization kit. 3

VI. Environmental Testing Procedures:

A performance check, which is basically the Accuracy & Range 3
Checks, shall be made previous to and after each of the environmental tests
specified in Table 1. None of the AISI equipment will be exercised during any
of these test phases. It is solely the purpose of the tests from the report
to qualify the equipment after its being subjected to various environmental
and field deployed conditions independently.

VII. High-Temperature Operation: I
AISI equipment, mounted in the operating position, with cases,

battery, and all accessories shall be placed in a temperature-controlled I
environmental test chamber. The temperature in the chamber shall be gradually
raised at the rate of 25*F per hour until the chamber temperature reaches
120'F + 5°F, -O°F. It shall be maintained at that temperature for 4 hours,
then allowed to decline to normal ambient temperature. This cycle is to be 1
repeated four times.

VIII. High-Temperature Storaget 3
Upon completion of High-Temperature Operation test, the AISI

equipment shall be subjected to 160*F and held at that level for four hours.
At the end of the 4 hour period, the temperature shall be lowered to normal
ambient and the AISI equipment shall be subjected to the Performance Tests and
all accessories shall be examined for damage. Evidence of damage, inability
of any accessory to function properly, or nonconformance to the performance
criteria shall constitute failure of this test.

IX. Performance Tests: 3
These tests are similar to those in paragraphs IIB, IIC, lID, and

lIE. 3
X. Solar Radiation:

AISI equipment, mounted in the operating position, shall be U
stabilized in the test chamber at 110F, and a source of directed radiant
energy simulating solar radiation of not less than 335 Btu per square foot per
hour shall be applied for a period of four hours. At the end of this period, I
the equipment will be subjected to the Performance Tests.

I
I
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XI. Performance Tests:

These tests are similar to those in paragraphs TIB, 1IC, I1D, and

XII. Stabilitv:

AISI equipment shall be tested for stability by aligning over one
cf the baselines; then with a fully charged internal battery take readings
continuously until the battery is expended or the low voltage cut-off is
reached as noted on the battery strength meter. Accuracy measurements not
conforminR to Table 5, Accuracy and Range, shall constitute failure -' :,is
Zest.

XIII. Humiditv:

a. Place the AISI equipment with power off, mounted in the
operating position, with its battery, open cases and all accessories, in a
humidity chamber conforming to Appendix I. The chamber temperature shall be
raised to 120*F, +2°F; and 95 percent +2 percent humidity applied. These
conditions shall continue for not less than 24 hours at which time the
temperature and humidity shall be removed and conditions allowed to stabilize
for 4 hours at ambient conditions. Evidence of damage or nonconformance to
Table 6, Damage Criteria, shall constitute failure of this test. AISI
equipment shall be inspected also and tested as specified in Performance
Tests.

TABLE 6

DAMAGE CRITERIA

Any deformation, corrosion, loosening of parts,
breakage, or change of fit of any component or
part, or any physical condition resulting in
noncompliance of the AISI equipment with
provisions of this specification.

XIV. Performance Tests:

These tests are similar to those in paragraphs IIB, IIC, lID, and
IIE.

XVA. Low-Temperature Operation:

The AISI equipment will be tested as per paragraph VII, High
Temperature Operation, except the temperature will be gradually lowered to
-5°F +O°F -5°F for one cycle only. Performance tests similar to paragraph XVI
will be perforred.

XVB. Low-Temperature Storage:

Upon complacion of low-temperature operational testing, the chamber
temperature shall be lowered to -50°F and held for a period of not less than 6
hours. At the end of the 6-hour storage period, the chamber temperature shall
be returned to laboratory condicions, allowed to stabilize and dry out for a
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I
period of not less than 24 hours at a temperature not less then 850F. The
equipment shall then be inspected for damage. Evidence of damage per criteria I
in Table 6 shall consistute failure of those tests.

XVI. Performance Tests:

These tests are similar to those in paragraphs TIB, IIC, lID, and
liE. 3

XVII. Rainfall:

AISI equipment mounted in the operating position, with its battery
and with cases closed and containing accessories, shall be subjected to rain
in accordance with Appendix II and the following procedure:

The wind source shall be installed and adjusted to produce a I
horizontal velocity of not less than 30 miles per hour. The test item shall
be exposed to simulated wind-driven rainfall at a rate of 3 +1 inches per hour
for not less than 5 minutes. At the end of the 5-minute exposure, install the I
rain covers, as applicable. The wind shall be maintained at this velocity for
not less than 55 minutes. Three of the four sides of the instrument and cases
shall be subjetted to not less than 15 minutes of wind-driven rain, except the i
first side, which shall be exposed for not less than 10 minutes. The total
test duration, then, is not less than 1 hour. At the end of I hour, the rain
and wind shall be removed. The instrument, battery, and cases shall be wiped
dry. The protective cover(s), when applicable, shall then be removed and the
test item inspected, with particular attention to evidence of water
penetration, such as free water, swelling of material or other deterioration
of the instrument or cases. Evidence of damage per criteria in Table 2 and/or I
water penetration shall constitute failure of the test. Water found inside
the equipment which is deemed to have entered during post rain inspection or
during removal of covers, shall not be considered. 3

XVIII. Performance Tests:

These tests are similar to those in paragraphs IIB, IIC, lID, and IE. I
XIX. Vibration - AISI Equipment Out Of Case: 3

This vibration test shall be performed with the AISI rigidly mounted
on the vibration table. The test shall be conducted in accordance with
Appendix IV with the following exceptions: 3

a. Along each of the three major axes, fifteen minutes of cycling
(fifteen 1-minute sinusoidal cycles) from 10 to 55 Hz and return,
with a 0.10-inch double amplitude or maximum acceleration of 1 g,
shall be performed and the major resonance noted.

b. The instrument shall be vibrated 3 minutes at 0.10-inch double 3
anlitude, or I g acceleration, on the major resonant points.

c. If there are no major resonant points below 55 Hz, the instrument
shall be vibrated at 55 Hz at a double amplitude of 0.10 inch, or
max acceleration of I g, tor 3 minutes.

I
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XX. Vibration-AISI Equipment in Transport Case:

The vibration test for the equipment and accessories in the transport

case(s) shall be performed with the case(s) rigidly mounted to the vibration
table. The test shall be conducted in accordance with Appendix IV with the
following exceptions:

One 5-minute Logarithmic cycle for each of the three major axes, from 7 to 200
Hz and return, with a maximum acceleration of 1.5 g, shall be performed.

XXI. Shock:

AISI equipment stowed in transport cases, shall be shock tested in
accordance with Appendix III except that the drop height shall be not less
than 42 inches. There shall be one flat drop on each of the six faces, and
four corner drops. Corners selected for shock shall be optional; however, two
corner drops shall be sustained by the bottom shell of the case and the other
two sustained by the top shall of the case. In all drops, the case shall be
restrained from the secondary shock by bouncing or tumbling. At the

conclusion of this shock test, the equipmenL shall be inspected for damage.
Evidence of damaged componentry, as outlined in Table 7, of the AISI shall

constitute failure of the test. The cases shall be examined. Inability of
the case(s) to protect the componentry shall constitute failure of the test.
Damage to cases shall be allowed provided that it does not prohibit the case
from continuing its mission. Examples, of allowable damage, are as follows:

a. Superficial hairline cracks.
b. Deformation, of sealing edges less than 1/8 inch end-to-end of

case, which does not inhibit action, leveling action, or

sealing.

c. Wrinkling of corners which will rebound.
d. Locking latches distorted but not loose at mountings or

allowing case seal to deteriorate and still able to function.
e. Handles abraded but not deformed.
f. Case abrasion but no through-the-wall rupture.

TABLE 7

For purposes of these tests damage is
considered to be any deformation,
corrosion, loosening of parts, breakage,
or change of fit of any component or part,
or any physical condition resulting in
noncompliance of the AISI equipment

with provisions of this report.

XXII. Performance Tests:

These tests are similar to those in paragraph IIB, 1IC, lID, and

lIE.
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XXIII. Vibration:

A. Purpose:

Vibration testing is performed to determine the resistance of

equipment to vibrational stress expected in its shipment and application
environments.

B. Environmental Effects: I
Vibration can cause.

i. Wire chafing.

2. Loosening of fasteners.
3. Intermittent electrical contacts. I
4. Touching and shorting of electrical parts.
5. Seal deformation.
6. Component fatigue.
7. Optical misalignment.
8. Cracking and rupturing.
9. Loosening of particles or parts that may become lodged in

circuits or mechanisms.
10. Excessive electrical noise.

C. Guidelines For Determining Test Procedures And Test Conditions: 3
1. Application. This test plan is intended for all types of

military material, with exceptions, but including AISI type surveying
equipment.

2. Sequence. Vibration testing may be performed anytime in
the test program. The accumulated effects of vibration-induced stress may I
affect equipment performance under other environmental conditions, such as
temperature, altitude, humidity, leakage or EMI/EMC. When it is desired to
evaluate the cumulative environmental effects of vibration and other
environments, a single test item should be exposed to all environmental
conditions, with vibration testing generally performed first.

3. Test variations. I
(a) Test apparatus.
(b) Test item configuration. I
(c) On/off state of test item.
(d) Vibration spectrum and intensity.
(e) Duration of exposure.
(f) Axes of exposure.
(g) Location of accelerometers.

4. Choice Of Test Procedures. The choice, of test i
procedures, in this test plan was governed by the vibration environments to
which the AISI equipment would be subjected to from the manufacturing

facility, transportation to the field, and under field utilization. It is I
considered that the AISI equipment would be transported as secured cargo or

I
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thie category, basic transportation. Table 8, Test Procedure & Time Schedule
for the Transportation of Secured Cargo, should be utilized. Specifically,
transport mode; rail, air, sea, truck & semitrailer should be followed as
depicted in Figure 2 curve AW. Additionally, APP:NDIX IV figures as described

in Paragraph 5, Basic Transportation, form part of the test procedures. The
specific tests to be conducted and the necessary apparatus are also described
in Appendix 1V, Vibration Test Apparatus.

ACCELERATION LEVELS: _g (PEAK)

02 .0.3 7 5g

AX2.59

Z ;W AV ,.59

SAW 1.5

0 01--02 I

zn I -

I 
IZ

I ii
0 Ii

3 I I

2 7 5 5 ' 0 38 50 92110 200

FREQuENCY (MZ

NOTE: ALL CURVES SHALL BE EXTENDED TO 2 Hz WHEN TEST
ITEM RESONANCES BELOW 5 HZ ARE EXPECTED

VIBRATION TEST CURVES FeR EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORTED AS SECURED CARGO.

Figure 2.
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5. Basic Transportation. All equipment shipped as secured

cargo by land, sea or air will encounter a basic traniportation environment.

The test levels recommended are based upon land transport stress levels

because these are higher than air or sea stresses, and all air and sea

transport scenarios include prior or subsequent land transport.

The land mobile environment is characterized bv broadband

vibration resulting from the interaction of vehicle suspension and structures

with road and surface discontinuities, Representative conditions experienced I
in moving materiel from point of manufacture to end use are depicted in

Appendix IV Figures 2 through 7 and represent real measured stresses. These

stresses were created from a common carrier, and composite tactical wheeled I
vehicles. These conditions may be divided into two phases, common carrier

transportation and mission/field transportation. Common cartier

transportation is movement from the manufacturer's plant to any continental I
United States storage or user installation. This movement is usually
accomplished by large truck and/or tractor-trailer combination. Mileage for

this transportation generally ranges from 2000 to 4000 miles over improved or

paved highways.

Mission/field transportation is that movement of materiel.
as cargo where'the platform may be two wheeled trailers, 2-1/2 ton to 10-ton I
trucks, semitrailers, and/or tracked vehicles. Typical distances for this

phase are 300 to 500 miles. Road conditions for mission/field transport
differ from the common carrier in that, in addition to the paved highway, the

vehicles will traverse unimproved roads and unprepared terrain (off-the-road)
under combat conditions.

a. Test levels. Whenever possible, measured data should be I
collected on a variety of large conventional trucks, semitrailers, forklifts
with shipping pallets, and conventional flatbed transport vehicles used in the

common carrier environment with a realistic load configuration of 75% of the I
vehicle load capacities by weight. For the mission/field environment, data

are required from typical tactical vehicles, to include: two wheeled
trailers, 2-1/2 ton to 10-ton trucks, semitrailers, and any tracked vehicle

capable of or used for transport of cargo. In as much as no AISI data exists,

the vibration inputs contained in Appendix IV Figures 2 through 7 are to be
utilized. I

Figures 2 through 4 depict the common carrier environmtnt.
These figures are based upon data measured at the cargo floor of seven

different configurations of trucks and tractor-trailer combinations. Both I
conventional suspensions and air-cushioned suspensions are represented. These
data were collected from typical interstate highways with rough portions as

part of the data base. 3
Figures 5 through 7 represent the cargo environment at the

cargo bed of a composite of tactical wheeled vehicles, the 5-tcn M813 truck

and the 12-ton M127 semi-trailer. These data include differing vehicle I
loading conditions traversing over specially designed courses ranging from
paved highway to offroad conditions at various vehicle speeds. Again the

spectrum is broadband random with peaks and notches at various discrete

frequency bands. Break points are provided for establishing the spectrum

shape.

I
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b. Test durations. The test duration for Basic Transcortaticn

should be based upon total miles of expected transportation. It is
anticipated that the AISI Surveying Equipment will be subiected to [nn -iles

if common carrier transportation as depicted in Figures 2 tiriuh 4. These
"ibration spectra recommended are for 60 minutes testing ner , O miles f
transportation. Figures 5 through 7 portray the recommended vibration soectra
.or composite tactical wheeled vehicles: 60 minutes testing ner -'c( miles f
transportation.

Test Procedure and Time Schedule for the
Transportation of Secured Cargo.

Table 8

Transport Figure Applicable Test Sweep Time
Mode Curve4/ I 3/

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Rail, air, sea, AW Sinusoidal Cycling 12 minutes
truck or semitrailer for 84 minutes Per 5-200-5 HZ

L/ Axis

Any of above plus AV Sinusoidal Cycling 12 minutes
tracked vehicle 2/ for 84 minutes Per 5-200-5 HZ

Axis

I Any of above plus AX Sinusoidal Cycling 12 minutes
2-wheeled trailer for 84 minutes Per 5-200-5 HZ
2/ Axis

I/ The normal transport of items as secured cargo, with land transport
over paved roadways.

2! The transport of items as secured cargo to include land transport over
paved roads, unimproved roads and cross-country terrain.

3/ Sweep time may be 15 minutes if test requirements go to 2 HZ.

4/ For vibration isolated items, curve AA is to be used in the lower
frequency range (below i3 HZ) and the curve appropriate to the mode of
transportation for the higher frequencies.
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XXIV. Performance Tests:

These tests are similar to those in paragraph liB, IIC, lID, and
liE.I

XXV. Secure Lighting:

The AISI equipment will be tested to ensure that all external

lighting conforms as follows: The AISI instrument panel shall have internally
mounted illumination for night operation with panel dials, knobs and switches
which shall be functionally grouped and constructed for simple operation. The

front panel shall consist of not less than the following functions: I
a. Off-on.
b. Battery strength.

c. Self-check.
d. External signal return.

e. Measurement actuator.

f. Slope distance display.
g. Illumination for control panel.

h. Tracking mode.

Ninety five (95) percent of all external lighting energy, emitted
between 300 and 1100 nanometers, shall be a blue-gLeen color between 400-700

nanometer wave lengths, No light shall be visible beyond a 50 meter circle with

the AISI instrument as center point under moonless & starless night
conditions. All external visible light produced shall be intensity
adjustable & shall not exceed current level footlambert intensity. 3

XXVI. Magnetic Environment:

The AISI electronics shall be positioned over a point from which a 3
baseline distance has been established. As magnetic source shall be
positioned to produce a magnetic field of not less than 3 gauss (G) at the

instrument. Ten distance readings shall be made with the lines of magnetic

force directed in each of the following directions: North-south, east-west,
and vertical Readings and corresponding times not conforming to Table 5

accuracy and range and distance measurement time shall constitute failure of

the test. I
XXVII. Performance Tests:

These tests are similar to those in paragraph lIB, IIC, lID, and

lIE.

XXVIII. Electromagnetic Interference (EMI): I
The AISI instrument3 shall be placed 30 inches + 2 inches above the

facility floor. No external ground shall be attached. The instrument's I
external power source with external power cable (battery pack) shall be
positioned on the stand beside the instrument during the radiated test.

Antenna equipment shall be oriented at 1 meter test distance from the AIST

instrument with all emissions being measured from one position. During

I
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radiation tests, no point of the antennas shall be less than I meter to the

walls & 0.5 meters to the ceiling of the shielded enclosure or obstruction.

The broadband & narrowband emission limits are shown in Figures

3 & -, respectively. The electromagnetic interference emission frequency
spectrum scan shall be from 0.014 through I GHz during the radiated tests with
the following exceptions: (a) broadband radiated emissions at 0.3 MHz and 0.7
MHz shall be increased 5 db and, (b) broadband radiated emissions at 150 M4z

shail be increased 6 db above the requirements of Figure 3.

Nonconformance to the limits set by either Figure 3 or Figure 4

shall constitute failure of this test.

XXIX. Performance Tests:

These tests are similar to those in paragraphs lIB, IIC, lID, and
MiE.

XXX. Sand & Dust:

The AISI equipment, not in its transport case, without its lens

cover, and the closed transport case shall be placed in sand and dust testing

chamber not less than 36 inches high, 36 inches wide, and 36 inches deep.
Sand and dust of 140 mesh silica flour shall pass through the chamber at a
velocity of 100 to 500 feet per minute. The density of sand and dust shall be
maintained at 0.1 to 0.5 gram per cubic foot within the test area. The
internal temperature shall be maintained at 77°F + 5°F. The relative humidity
shall not exceed 30 percent. The AISI equipment shall be subjected to this

test for a period of 15 minutes. Nonconformance to the following shall

constitute failure of this test: After being subject to the sand & dust test
the AISI equipment & transport case shall show no evidence of sand and dust

penetration into the optics of electronics package, or any lens abrasion. The

transport case shall no evidence of sand or dust penetration.

XXXI. Performance Tests:

These tests are similar to those in paragraphs IB, IIC, lID, and

IE.

XXXII. A. Power Consumption:

While the AISI equipment is being utilized in its normal

functions, the power required shall be monitored continuously. Any power

consumption in excess of that specified in power (see below) shall constitute

failure of this test.

B. Power:

AISI equipment shall operate from an internal 12-volt dc NiCad
battery or from an external lead-acid 12-volt dc battery via the external

power cable. AISI equipment shall contain built-in protection against reverse
polarity from each power source. Winterization kit heating elements shall be

operable from either 12-volt dc batteries.
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I
XXXIII. Battery Life:

Main power: AISI equipment shall be set up on a baseline used in

accuracy, + 5mm + 3 PPM. Measure the distance, using the main power source

(NiCad battery), until the power is insufficient for operation or the

measurements are not in compliance with + 5mm + 3 PPM accuracy and range. The
total operating time shall be determined and nonconformance to main power

source shall constitute failure of this test.

External power source: The AISI equipment shall be set up on a

baseline used in accuracy, measure the distance using the lead acid battery

external power source. Nonconformance to accuracy, of + 5mm + 3 PPM shall I
constitute failure of this test.

Main power source: AISI shall be provided with a nickel-cadmium

battery or battery pack with a combination of cells to give 12-volt operation. I
The battery shall be an internal or external power source. The battery shall
be rechargeable via a 110/120 volt, 50/60 Hz charger supplied with the system

and shall provide at least one hour of measuring time at 680 F (200 C). The
charger will include an adapter for connection to 220 volt power suppliers in

Europe. The battery(s) shall be spillproof and shall have no detectable

liquid or gas -regardless of operation or storage orientation and shall not be I
damaged when subjected to shock testing as specified in Shock, Para XXI. The

battery shall not be damaged nor lose capacity when charged continuously from

the charger supplied with the system. 3
XXXIV. Human Engineering:

In the course of testing the AISI equipment it shall be tested for 3
considertion given to field/soldier applicable human engineering factors.

During the course of all testing herein, test directors shall scrutinize the

equipment to determine hardware compatibility to required operator functions.

The following functions shall be noted specifically.

a. Suitability for backpack.

b. Operation using arctic mittens.

c. Ease of sighting, tangent running, and clamping.

d. Adaptability to night operation.
e. Location and configuration of all controls. I
f. Compatibility of operation with other surveying hardware.

g. Adaptability to charging battery.
h. Interchangeability of AISI componentry with other hardware

during operation.

i. Adaptability to easy "setup" in field operation.

j. Hardware presents no safety hazard from electronics, optics, or

mechanical hazard to operator, maintenance personnel, and

others.
k. Operation using chemical/biological protective clothing. 3
Consideration should be given also to other factors of field

applicable utilization and possible improvements in design.

I
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XXXV. Reliability:

The AISI equipment shall be tested for reliability as follows: The

specified Mean-Time-Between-Failure (MTBF) of the AISI shall be 20 missions

for the system and 300 hours for the continuous Electronic Cycling.

The reliability test mission shall consist of 10 cycles of the

following profile:

a. Start with AISI equipment packed for transport.
b. Unpack and set up for operation over a known baseline.

c. Perform 10 readings.
d. Dismantle AISI equipment and repack for transport.

e. Perform manual transport function for not less than 5 feet and

return to original position.

NOTE: The use of a pedestal in lieu of a tripod on the baseline is allowed to

minimize operator errors in plumbing.

Power for the reliability test shall be either internal volts dc or external

power from a 12 volt military battery. The use of two batteries to complete
the reliability test is allowable. For the purpose of this test, a mission
reliability failure shall be defined as any malfunction, degradation of

performance outside specified limits, or personnel and equipment safety hazard
which requires more than 30 minutes total operator maintenance time (active

and waiting clock time) to correct in order to continue with the defined
mission. Repetitive malfunctions occuring more than two times, though

corrective within 30 minutes, shall be considered a mission reliability
failure. Once the mission is interrupted for more than 30 minutes, it is

stopped and counted as a failure. Malfunctions attributable to operator error
shall not be considered as chargeable reliability failures. Continue testing

until either an "accept" or "reject" decision is reached. The accept/reject
decision for the AISI mission reliability test shall be based on 20 missions
with three failures being cause for rejection of the the instruments.

Electronic Cycling Test: For the Electronics Cycling Test portion,
two instruments shall be placed in an environmental chamber in the operational

mode. The chamber temperature shall be set and remain at 55*F for the
duration of this test. Power to the instruments shall be supplied by an
external source. Measurements shall be initiated an continued for the
duration of this test with the following exceptions:

(1) The instruments shall be cycled through "self-check" twice

each minute.

(2) The instruments shall be turned off (using the instrument
switch) for period of 30 + 5 seconds once in each ten
minute period. This procedure shall continue 24 hours

each day for an uninterrupted seven day period. Automatic
cycles are allowable for the test. At the end of the
seven day period the instrument shall be removed from the

chamber and tested in accordance with performance test,
para XXXVI. Only active operating time shall count
toward the seven day test period.
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Inability of an instrument to perform any of the operational functions either
in the chamber or during operational testing shall constitute failure of this
test. Two failures within the seven day time span of this test shall
constitute failure of this test. Two successive failures of the Electronic
CyclinR Sequence shall consititute failure of this test.

XKXVI. Performance Tests:

These tests are similar to those in paragraph lIB, IIC, lID, and i
lIE.

XXXVII. Maintainability:

Maintenance support evaluation. Maintenance operation required

during first article testing shall be accomplished to determine conformance to
the following.

Maintainabilitv. I
Maintenance support. Assemblages or support elements such as

technical manuals, repair parts, special tools, and test equipment outlined in i
Data Requirements and Provisioning shall be adequate to perform the intended
function of assisting or conducting maintenance operations during testing as
specified in Table 1. i

Data requirements. The contracting officer should include
requirements for such data as technical publications, instructional materials,
illustrated parts lists, early delivery of AISI systems of training
development, and contractor's maintenance and operational manual to be
furnished with each instrument.

Provisioning. The contracting officer should include provisioning
requirements for repair parts and maintenance tools as necessary (including
any special tools) and instructions on shipment of instruments.

Maintenance ratio. AISI shall have a maintenance ratio of not more
than 0.05 when tested as specified in performance paragraph II, A, B, C, D and
E. Maintenance ratio is defined as the ratio of the total active maintenance I
man-hours required (scheduled and unscheduled) to the total operating time.
Operating time to perform each mission and the active maintenance man-hours
required for both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance shall be recorded. I
Man-hour for repair of replaced components and scheduled before-and-after
operation checks are excluded. A maintenance schedule shall be furnished
prior to the start of any testing. 5

Ease of maintenance. AISI construction shall provide ease of
access to batteries and fuses (or reset buttons) such that tools are not
required to connect a battery or external power nor to change a fuse. AISI
construction shall provide a self-test display to verify satisfactory
operation capability prior to initial distance measurement. i

i
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Failure of the support elements to maintain the AISI shall

constitute failure of this test. Errors or inadequacies in the manuals shall

not be considered in assessing the maintenance support.

XXXVIII. Infrarpd Radiation Testine & Verification:

infrared Radiation Testing & Verification: The Contracting Officer

has received and evaluated contractor furnished infrared irradiance and power

test data for each of the AISI systems. The test configuration utilized was

as depicted in the figure below:

TEST SETUP FOR TOTAL POWER MEASUREMENT

LENS MUST COLLECT TOTAL BEAM AND FOCUS TO SPOT NO LARGER THAN DETECTOR

After evaluation and comparison with applicable government requirements each,

of the submitted data, was determined to be in compliance. An AISI pertinent

illustrative computational example is submitted in Appendix V1. Two

parameters recognized for safe irradiance levels are: infrared tube power

less than the allowable maximum power; and margin of safety on irradiance of

one (1) or greater. Both of these are established in Appendix V1.

XXXIX. Safety:

Safety: As a result of the information and facts presented in

paragraph XXXVIII and the AISI Safety Assessment Report of March 1987 the AISI

systems have been determined to contain no uncontrolled hazards to operators,

bystanders, or maintenance personnel.
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

APPENDIX I

TEST FACILITY.

a. The required apparatus shall consist of a chamber or cabinet, and
auxiliary instrumentation capable of maintaining and continuously monitoring the
required conditions of temperature, and relativE humidity throughout an
envelope of air surrounding the test item(s). See General Requirements.

b. Unless specified otherwise, the test volume of the chamber or abinet
and the accessories contained therein shall be constructed and arranged in sucn
a manner as to prevent condensate from dripping on the test item(s). The test
volume shall be vented to the atmosphere to prevent the buildup of total
pressure and prevent conLamiration from entering. Relative humidity shall be
determined by employing either solid-sLaLe sensors whose calibration is not
affected by water cgndensation or by an equivalent method, sucn as fast-reacting
we'-bulb/dry-bulb sensors or dewpoint indicators. Sensors that are sensitive to
condensation, such as the lithium chloride type, are not recommended for tests
with high relative humidity levels. A data collection system separate from the
chamber controllers shall be employed to measure test volume conditions. A
recording device shall be mandatory for the data collection system. If charts
are used, the charts shall be readable to within +0.60 C. If the wet-wick
control method is approved for use, the wet bulb and tank shall be cleaned and a
new wick installed before each test and at least every 30 days. Water used in
wet-wick systems shall be of the same quality as that used to produce the
humidity. Water bottle, wick, sensor, and other components making up relative
humidity measuring system shall be visually examined at least once every 24
hours during the test. The velocity of air flowing across the wet-bulb sensor
shall be not less than 4.5 meters per second (900 feet per minute), and the wet
wick shall be on the inlet side of the fan to eliminate the effect of fan heat.
The flow of air anywhere within the envelope of air surrounding the test item
shall be maintained between 0.5 and 2 meters per second (98 to 394 ft/min).

c. Relative humidity within the envelope of air surrounding the test item
shall be created by steam or water injection. Water used in either method shall
be distilled, demineralized, or deionized and have a resistance of not less than
500,000 ohms. Its quality shall be determined at periodic intervals (not to
exceed 15 days) to assure its acceptance. If water injection is used to
humidify the envelope of air, the water shall be temperature conditioned before
its injection to prevent upset of the test conditions and shall not be injected
directly into the test section. Condensation developed within the chamber test
volume during the test, shall be drained from the test volume and discarded.

d. No material other than water shall be brought into physical contact with
the test items that will cause the test items to deteriorate or that will affect
the test results. No rust or corrosive contaminants or any material other than
water shall be introduced into the chamber test volume.
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e. Dehumidification, humidification, heating, and cooling of the air

envelope surrounding the test item shall be achieved by methods that do not
change the chemical composition of the air, water, or water vapor within that
volume of air.

2. CONTROLS.

a. Test parameters. Unless otherwise specified in the requirements i
documents, temperature and relative humidity measurements made during the test
shall be continuous if measurements are in analog form, or at intervals of 15
minutes or less if measurements are in digital form. I

b. All instrumentation used with the selected test chamber shall be capable
of meeting the accuracies, tolerances, etc., as stated in Rain Testing, I
Paragraph 10, Tolerances for Test Conditions.

3. TEST INTERRUPTION.

a. TJnderthst interruptions. An undertest interruption may be best handled i
by keeping the chamber closed in an effort to maintain tolerances. As long as
the tolerances are maintained, testing may be resumed by reestablishing the
prescribed conditions and continuing from the point of the interruption. If an
unscheduled interruption occurs that causes the test conditions to exceed the
allowable tolerances toward standard ambient temperatures, the test must be
reinitiated at the end of the last successfully completed cycle. Any test item
failure that occurs shall be treated as a failure.

b. Overtest interruptions. An interruption that results in exposure of the
test item to conditions more extreme than required by the requirements documents
should be followed by a complete physical examination and operational check of
the test item (where possible) before any continuation of testing. This is
especially true where a safety problem could exist, such as with munitions. IfI

a problem is discovered, the preferable course of action is to terminate the
test and reinitiate testing with a new test item. If this is not done and test
item failure occurs during the remainder of the test, the test results may be I
considered invalid. If no problem has been encountered, reestablish
preinterruption conditions and continue from the point where the test tolerances
were exceeded.

4. PREPARATION FOR TEST. 3
a. Preliminary steps. Before initiating any testing, the test chamber should

be operated and its proper operation verified before the actual test is begun. 3

1
i
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b. Pretest standard ambient checkout. All items require a pretest c"eckout
at controlled ambient conditions to provide baseline data. For this pretest
procedure, checkout should be conducted before Step 1. Conduct the pretest
checkout as follows:

Step L. Insert the test item into the test chamber.

Step 2. Prepare the test item in its required operational configuration in
accordance with Installation of Test Item in Test Facility; Appendix TI,
Paragraph 7.

Step 3. Adjust the chamber to controlled ambient conditions and maintain
:or 24 hours.

Step 4. Conduct a complete visual examination of the test item.

Step 5. Document the results.

Step 6. Conduct an operational checkout.

Step 7. Record results for compliance with Pretest Performance
Requirements.

5. PROCEDURES.

The following test procedures are so structured as to provide the necessary

Ififoration &'lcerning the test item in a warm-humid environment.

Step I. With the test item in the chamber in its operational configuration,
adjust the chamber conditions to those given in Table I for the time, 0000, of
the cycle.

Step 2. Perform a 24-hour cycle with the time-temperature-humidity values
specified in the appropriate cycle or the approximated curves of Figure 1.

Step 3. Perform an operational checkout of the test item at any convenient
time in the 24-hour cycle during which test conditions are constant and at
maximum temperature and RH levels. Operational checks should be conducted at
least once every five cycles.

Step 4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for Normal Test Duration Cycle-3 (45 cycles)

as indicated on Table II.

Step 5. Adjust the chamber to controlled ambient conditions and maintain
for at least 24 hours.

Step 6. Conduct a complete visual examination of the test items.

Step 7. Document the results as per Information To Be Recorded,
Paragraph 6.

Step 8. Conduct an operational checkout of the test items.
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I
Step 9. Document the results as in Step 7.

Step 10. Compare these data with the pretest data.

6. INFORMATION TO BE RECORDED. I

a. Previous test methods to which the test item has been subjected. 3
b. Results of each performance check (pre-, during, and post-test) and

visual examination (and photographs, if applicable).

c. Length of time required for each performance check.

d. Procedure and test levels used.

e. Exposure durations.

f. Time versus temperature Pnd humidity. I

1
3

i
I

I
I
I
I
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TABLE I

High-humidity diurnal categorieq _'

Natural

High Humidity
Time Cyclical

Temp RH
OF °C

0000 80 27 100 21/
0100 80 27 100

0200 79 26 100

0303 79 21 100
0400 79 26 100

0500 78 26 100

0600 78 26 100
0700 81 27 94

0800 84 29 88
0900 87 31 82

1000 89 32 79

1100 92 33 77

1200 94 34 75

1300 94 34 74
1400 95 35 74

1500 95 35 74

1600 93 34 76
1700 92 33 79
1800 90 32 82

1900 88 31 81

2000 85 29 91

2100 83 28 95
2200 82 28 96
2300 81 27 100

I/ Temperature and humidity values are for ambient air.

2/ For chamber control purposes, 100% RH implies as close to 100% as

possible, but not less than 95%.
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TABLE II. Test cycles (days).

NATURAL INDUCED

Hazardous Items Cycle I Cycle 2 Cycle 3 Cycle 4 Cycle 5

Normal 
I Test Duration-/ 20 120 90 30 30

Quick Look 1 / I 7 15 12 7 7

I Non-Hazardous Items

Normal 
Test Duration! /  10 I 60 45 15 15

1 I r
Quick Look1 /  I 5 I 15 12 7 7

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ I _ _ _

I/ Operational checks are required at least once every 5 days, but more

frequent checks are recommended for early detection of potential problems.
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

APPENDIX II

RAIN TESTING

PURPOSE. The rain test is conducted to determine the following:

a. The effectiveness of protective covers or cases in preventing the

penetration of rain.

b. The capability of the test item to satisfy its performance requirements
during and after exposure to rain.

c. The physical deterioration of the test item caused by the rain.

2. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS. Rain (when falling, upon impact, and as deposited
water) has a variety of effects on materiel.

a. In the atmosphere, it:

(I) Interferes with or degrades radio communication.

(2) Limits radar effectiveness.

(3) Degrades or negates optical surveillance.

(4) Decreases effectiveness of personnel in exposed activities.

(5) Inhibits visibility through optical devices.

b. On impact, it erodes surfaces.

c. After deposition, it:

(I) Degrades the strength of some materials.

(2) Promotes corrosion of metals.

(3) Deteriorates surface coatings.

(4) Can render electrical or electronic apparatus inoperative or

dangerous.

d. After penetration into containers, it:

(I) Causes malfunction of electrical equipment.

(2) May freeze inside equipment, which may cause delayed deterioration

and malfunction by swelling or cracking of parts.

(3) Causes high humidity which can, in time, encourage corrosion and
fungal growth.
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3. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS. I

a. Operational requirements. The failure of the test item to satisfy the
requirements of the equipment specification must be analyzed carefully and

related information must be considered, such as:

(1) Degradation allowed in the performance characteristics because of

rainfall exposure. 3
(2) Necessity for special kits for special operating procedures.

(3) Safety of operation.

b. Water penetration. Based on the individual test item and the

requirements for its nonexposure to water, determine if one of the following is a
applicable:

(I) Unconditional failure. Any evidence of water penetration into

the test item enclosure following the rain test shall be considered a failure.

(2) Acceptable water penetration. Water penetration of not more than
4 cm3 per 28,000 cm 3 (1 ft 3) of test item enclosure shall be acceptable, U
provided the following conditions are met:

(a) There is no immediate effect of the water on the operation of 3
the test item.

(b) The test item in its operational configuration

(transit/storage case open or removed) shall successfully complete the induced

temperature/humidity procedure as described in Appendix I, Humidity Test.

c. Differential Temperature. Experience has shown that a temperature I
differential between the test item and the rainwater can affect the outcome
(leakage) of a rain test. It is recommended that whenever possible, the test
item temperature be at least 10°C (18'F) higher than the rain temperature at the U
beginning of each 30-minute exposure period to produce a negative pressure
differential inside the test item.

d. Summary of test information required. The following information is I
required:

(1) Test procedure(s). i

(2) Test item configuration.

(3) Rainfall rate.

(4) Test item preheat temperature. 3
(5) Exposure surfaces/durations.

(6) Wind velocity. I
(7) Water pressure.
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(8) Water temperature.

(9) Additional guidelines.

4. RAIN TEST FACILITY.

a. The rain facility shall have the capability of producing falling rain up
to 10 cm/hr (4 in/hr) accompanied by wind blowing at various angles. The
facility temperature shall be uncontrolled, except as regulated by water
introduced as rain. The rain shall be produced by a water distributicn device
of such design that the water is emitted in the form of droplets having a
diameter range predominantly between 0.5 and 4.5 millimeters. The rain shall be
dispersed completely over the test item when accompanied by the prescrib'i wind.

b. The wind source shall be positioned with respect to the test item so
that it will cause the rain to beat directly, with variations up to 45' from the
horizontal, and uniformly against one side of the test item. The wind source
shall be capable of producing horizontal wind velocities equal to and exceeding
18 m/s (40 mph). The wind velocity shall be measured at the position of the
test item before placement of the test item in the facility. No rust of
corrosive contaminants shall be imposed on the test item by the test facility.

c. A water soluble dye such as fluorescein may be added to the rainwater to
aid in locating and analyzing water leaks.

5. CONTROLS.

a. The rainfall rate shall be verified immediately before each test.

b. The air velocity shall be verified immediately before each test.

c. Unless otherwise specified, water used for rain tests can be from local
water supply sources.

d. Combining tests may produce a more realistic representation of the
effects of the environment than a series of single tests can and is therefore
encouraged.

6. TEST INTERRUPTION.

a. Undertest interruption. Interruption of a rain test is unlikely to
generate any adverse effects, and normally the test shall be continued from the
point of interruption.

b. Overtest interruption. Any interruption that results in more extreme
exposure of the test item than required by the equipment specification should be
followed by a complete operational and physical check. If no problems are
encountered, the test item shall be restored to its pretest condition and the
test restarted at the point of interruption.

7. PRETEST STANDARD AMBIENT CHECKOUT. All test items require a pretest
standard ambient checkout to provide baseline data. Conduct the checkout as
follows:
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Step i. Stabilize the test item at standard ambient conditions per the

following:

a. Standard ambient. Ambient measurements and checks (e.g., pre-and
post-test) are conducted at room ambient conditions as follows: I

Temperature: 250C + 100C (770F + 180F)

Relative humidity: Uncontrolled room ambient

Atmospheric pressure: Site pressure i

b. Controlled ambient. When the ambient conditions must be closely
controlled, the following shall be maintained:

Temperature: 230C + 20C (730F + 3.6 0F)

Relative humidity: 50 percent + 5 percent

Atmospheric pressure: 96.45 +66 kPa

-10.0 I
(725 +50 mmHg)

-70 1
(28.5 +2.0 inHg)

-3.0 3

Step 2. Conduct a complete visual examination of the test item.

Step 3. Document the Step 2 results.

Step 4. Prepare the test item in the required test item configuration and
install as follows: I

a. Installation of test item in test facility. Unless otherwise specified

herein or in the equipment specification, measurements and tests shall be made I
at the following conditiGns:

(1) Plugs, covers, and inspection plates not used in operation, but
used in servicing, shall remain in place. I

(2) Electrical connections normally used in service but not in test
shall be provided with electrical connectors having dummy cables with protected U
terminations. Such mechanical connections shall also be protected.

(3) For tests where temperature values are controlled, the test 3
chamber shall be at standard ambient conditions when the test item is installed
or as specified in the individual methods. I

1
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(4) The test item shall be operated according to the applicable

technical order or technical manual, when available, to determine that no
malfunction or damage has resulted from faulty installation or handling. The
requirement to operate the test item after its installation in the test
facility applies only when the item is required to operate during the test.

(5) Test items shall be positioned at least 15 cm (6 inches) from

each other or from walls, floors, ceilings, etc., to allow for adequate
circulation.

(6) If the item to be tested consists of several separate units,
these units may be tested separately provided the functional aspects are

maintained as defined in the requirements document.

Step 5. Conduct an operational checkout in accordance with the approved
test plan.

Step 6. Record the results for compliance as follows:

a. Post-test data. At the completion of this environmental test, the
test item shall be inspected in accordance with the equipment specifications,
ind the results sh11 he c"'nrred with th pretest data obtained in accordance
with:

(1) Pre-test performance record. Before testing, the test item
should be operated at standard ambient conditions to obtain and record data
determining compliance with the requirements document(s) and foc comparison
with data obtained before, during, and after this environmental test. The
identification and environmental test history of the specific test item(s)

should be documented for failure analysis purposes.

b. Pre-test record. The pre-test record shall include (as applicable):

(1) The functional parameters to be monitored during and after the
test if not specified in the equipment specification or requirements document.
This shall include acceptable functional limits (with permissible degradation)
when operation of the test item is required.

(2) Any additional evaluation criteria.

c. Post-test data shall include:

(1) Complete identification of all test equipment and accessories.

(2) The actual test sequence (program) used.

(3) Deviation from the planned test program.

(4) The room ambient test conditions recorded periodically during the
test period.

(5) Test item operational data.
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(6) A signature and data block for certification of the test data by

the test engineer.

(7) Other data as specified in the individual methods or equipment

requirements document(s).

NOTE: No sealing, taping, caulking, et cetera shall be used except as
required in the test item drawings.

Step 7. If the test item operates satisfactorily, proceed to paragraph 8
RAIN TEST PROCEDURES. If not, resolve the problems and restart at paragraph 7
PRETEST STANDARD AMBIENT CHECKOUT, Step 1.

8. RAIN TEST PROCEDURES. The following test procedures provide the basis for
collecting the necessary information concerning the test item's I
watertightness.

a. Procedure for Blowing Rain. 3
Step 1. With the test item in the facility and its normal operating

position, adjust the rainfall rate to a minimum of 10 cm/hr (4 in/hr). (The
sealed test item shall be heated to a higher temperature than the rain water I
and restored to its normal operating configuration immediately before
testing.) 3

Step 2. Initiate the wind at the velocity of 18 m/s (40 mph) and maintain
for at least 30 minutes.

Step 3. If an operational check is required, the test item shall be
operated for the last 10 minutes of the 30-minute rain.

Step 4. Rotate the test item to expose to the rain source any other side I
of the test item that could be exposed to blown rain in its deployment cycle.

Step 5. Repeat Steps I through 4 until all possible variations have been £
accomplished.

Step 6. Examine the test item in the test chamber, if possible; otherwise,

remove the test item from the test facility and conduct a visual inspection.
If a noticeable amount of free water has penetrated the test item, judgment
must be used before operation of the test item. It may be necessary to empty
water from the test item to prevent a safety hazard. Measure the volume of I
water.

Step 7. Measure and document any free water found inside the protected U
areas of the test item.

Step 8. If required, operate the test item for compliance with the
requirements document. I

Step 9. Document the results. I

I
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9. TEST INFORMATION TO BE RECORDED.

a. Previous test methods to which the test item has been subjected.

b. Results of each performance check and visual examination (and

photographs, if applicable).

(I) Pretest.

(2) During test.

(3) Post-test.

(a) Length of time required for each performance check.

(b) Status of the test item for each visual examination.

(c) Exposure durations.

(d) Rainfall rate.

(e) Wind velocity.

(f) Water and test item temperatures.

(g) Water pressure (if applicable).

(h) Surfaces of the test item subjected to rainfall.

10. TOLERANCES FOR TEST CONDITIONS. Unless otherwise specified, tolerances for
test conditions shall be as follows:

a. Temperature. The test item shall be totally surrounded by an envelope
of air (except at necessary support points). The temperature of the test
section measurement system and the temperature gradient throughout this
envelope, which is measured close to the test item, shall be within + 2°C
+ (3.6°F) of the test temperature and shall not exceed 10 C per meter or a

maximum of 2.2*C total (equipment nonoperating).

b. Pressure. When pressure is 1.3 x 10- 3 Pa or higher, it shall be

measured with an accuracy of +5 percent of the measured value.

c. Low pressure. When pressure is lower than 1.3 x 10- 3 Pa, it shall be
measured with an accuracy of +10 percent of the measured value.

d. Humidity. Relative humidity at the chamber control sensor shall be +5

percent of the measured value.

e. Acceleration. Acceleration shall be measured to within +10 percent.

f. Time. Elasped time shall be measured with an accuracy of +1 percent.
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11. ACCURACY OF TEST INSTRUMENTATION CALIBRATION. The accuracy of instruments

and test equipment used to control or monitor the test parameters shall be
verified prior to and following each test and then calibrated in predetermined

intervals and get to the satisfaction of the procuring activity. All

instruments and test equipment used in conducting the tests specified herein I
shall:

a. Be calibrated to laboratory standards whose calibration is traceable to I
the National Standards via primary standards.

b. Have an accuracy of at least one-third the tolerance for the variable

be measured. In the event of conflict between this accuracy and a requirement I
for accuracy in any one of the test methods of this standard, the latter shall

govern. 3
12. CALIBRATION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS.

a. Calibration System Description: The contractor shall provide and 3
maintain a written description of his calibration system covering measuring and

test equipment and measurement standards. This portion dealing with measuring

and test equipment shall prescribe calibration intervals and sources and may be

maintained on the documents normally used by the contractor to define his I
inspection operations. The description for calibration of measurement standards

shall include a listing 3f the applicable measurement standards, both reference

and transfer, and shall provide nomenclature, identification number, calibration I
interval and source, and environmental conditions under which the measurement

standards will be applied and calibrated. The description system and applicable

procedures and reports of calibration shall be available to the Company's or

Government's representative.

b. Environmental controls: Measuring and test equipment and measurement

standards shall be calibrated and utilized in an envirotLment controlled to the U
extent necessary to assure continued measurements of required accuracy giving

due consideration to temperature, humidity, vibration, cleanliness, and other

controllable factors affecting precision measurement. When applicable, I
compensating corrections shall be applied to calibration results obtained in an

environment which departs from standard conditions.

c. Intervals of calibration: Measuring and test equipment and measurement I
standards shall be calibrated at periodic intervals established on the basis of

stability, purpose, and degree of usage. Intervals shall be shortened as
required to assure continued accuracy as evidenced by the results of preceeding U
calibrations provide definite indications that such action will not adversely

affect the accuracy of the system. The contractor shall establish a recall

system for the mandatory recall of standards and measuring and test equipment

within established time limits or interval frequencies.

d. Calibration procedures: Written procedures shall be prepared or

provided and utilized for calibration of all measuring and test equipment and I
measurement standards used to assure the accuracy of measurements involved in

establishing product conformance. The procedures may be a compilation of

published standard practices or manufacturer's written instructions and need not
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be rewritten to satisfy the requirements of this standard. As a minimum, the
procedures shall specify either the measurement standard to be used for the
required accuracy of the standard and the accuracy of the instrument being
calibrated. The procedure shall require that calibration be performed by
comparison with higher accuracy level standards.

e. Adequacy of the calibration system: The contractor shall establish a
procedure to evaluate the adequacy of the calibration system based on out-of-
tolerance data generated from calibrating test and measuring equipment. The
procedure shall include, but not be limited to, adjustment of calibration
frequency, adequacy of the measuring or test equipment, calibration procedures
and measuring or test procedures. The procedures shall specifically provide for
the identification and prevention or use of any equipment which does not perform
satisfactorily.

f. Notification of out-of-tolerance conditions: The contractor's procedure
shall include the requirement for the calibration activity to notify the
measurement and test equipment user or appropriate contractor element of
significant out-of-tolerance conditions so that appropriate action can be taken
by the contractor or test and measuring equipment user to correct possible
non-conforming products. The procedure shall define what constitutes a
significant out of tolerance condition.

o. Domestic contracts: Measuring and test equipment shall be calibrated by
the contractor or a commercial facility utilizing standards whose calibration is
certified as being traceable to the National Standards, has been derived from
accepted values of national physical constants, or has been derived by the ratio
type of self-calibration techniques. Standards requiring calibration by a
higher level standards laboratory shall be calibrated by a commercial facility
capable of providing the required service, a Government Laboratory under
arrangements made by the contracting officer, or by the National Bureau of
Standards. Ail standards used in the calibration system shall be supported by
certificates, reports, or data sheets attesting to the date, accuracy, and
environmental or other conditions under which the results furnished were
obtained. All subordinate standards and measuring and test equipment shall be
supported by like data when such information is essential to achieving the
accuracy control required by this standard. In those cases where no data are
required, a suitably annotated calibration label on the item shall be sufficient
to satisfy the support data requirements of this paragraph. Certificates or
reports from other than the National Bureau of Standards or Government
Laboratory shall attest to the fact that the standards used in obtaining the
results have been compared at planned intervals with the National Standard
either directly or through a controlled system utilizing the methods outlined
above. The contractor shall be responsible for assuring that the sources
providing calibration services, other than the National Bureau of Standards or a
Government Laboratory, are in fact capable of performing the required service to
the satisfaction of this standard. All certificates and reports shall be
available for inspection by authorized Government representatives.
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h. Application and records: The application of the above requirements will

be supported by records designed to assure that established schedules and I
procedures are followed to maintain the accuracy of all measuring and test

equipment, and supporting standards. The records shall include an individual

record of calibration or other means of control for each item of measuring and U
test equipment and measurement standards, providing description or

identification of the item, calibration interval date of last calibration and

calibration results of out-of-tolerance conditions. In addition, the individual

record of any item whose accuracy must be reported via a calibration report or

certificate will quote the report or certificate number for ready reference.

These records shall be available for review by authorized Government personnel. 3
i. Calibration status: Measuring and test equipment and standards shall be

labeled or some other suitable means shall be established for monitoring the

equipment to assure adherence to calibration schedules. The system shall 3
indicate date of last calibration, by whom calibrated and when the next

calibration is due. The system may be automated or manual. Items which are not

calibrated to their full capability or which require functional check only shall

be labeled to indicate the applicable condition.

13. STABILIZATION OF TEST TEMPERATURE. 5
I I

a. Test item operating: Unless otherwise specified, temperature

stabilization is attained when the temperature of the operating part of the test

item considered to have the longest thermal lag is changing no more than 2.0 *C I
(3.6°F) per hour.

b. Test item nonoperating: Unless otherwise specified, temperature

stabilization is attained when the temperature of the operating part of the test I
item considered to have the longest thermal lag reaches a temperature within

test tolerances of the nominal test temperature, except that any critical com-

ponent (e.g., battery electrolyte for engine starting test) will be within 10C

(1.8*F). Structural or passive members are not normally considered for stabili-

zation purposes. When changing temperatures, for many test items, the tem-

perature of the chamber air may be adjusted beyond the test condition limits to U
reduce stabilization time, provided the extended temperature does not induce

response temperature in a critical component or area of the test item beyond the

test temperature limits for the test item. 3
14. OTHER TESTING FACTORS.

a. Test conditions: Whenever practical, specific test levels, ranges,

rates, and durations shall be derived from measurements made on actual or

appropriately similar equipment. When specific measured data are not available,

the test characteristics shall be tailored using guidance from the contractor's

or Government's representative.

b. Performance check during test: When operation of the test item is

required during the test exposure, suitable tests shall be performed to

determine whether the test exposure is producing changes in performance when

compared with pretest data, e.g. data collector, during hot & cold testing, will

be exercised. 5

1
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c. Testing Methods: Each of these test methods contains guidance for

handling out-of-tolerance test interruptions. Any such interruption must be
carefully analyzed. If the decision is made to continue testing from the point
of interruption, to restart the last successfully completed test cycle, or to
restart the entire test with the same test item, and a failure occurs, it is
essential to consider the possible effects of the interruption or of the
extended length of the test.

d. Combined tests: Combinations of tests may produce a more realistic
representation of the effects of the environment than a series of single tests

can. Combined testing is encouraged.

15. FAILURE CRITERIA. Failure of the test item to meet any one of the

following conditions shall constitute a test item failure:

a. Deviation of monitored functional parameters level beyond acceptable
limits established in Pre-test Performance Record or other as stipulated by the
Contractor's or Government's representatives.

b. Nonfulfillment of safety requiretents or the development of safety
hazards.

c. Nonfulfillment of specific test item requirements.

d. Changes to the test item which could prevent the equipment from meeting
its intended service life or maintenance requirements. (For example: Corroded

oil drain plug cannot be removed with specified tools).

e. Deviation from established environmental requirements.

f. Other.
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

APPENDIX III

SHOCK TESTING

1. PURPOSE. Shock tests are performed to assure that materiel can withstand

the relatively infrequent nonrepetitive shocks or transient vibrations
encountered in handling, transportation, and service environments. Shock tests
are also used to measure an item's fragility, so that packaging may be designed
to protect it, if necessary and to test the strength of devices that attach
equipment to platforms that can crash.

2. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS. Mechanical shocks will excite an equipment item to
respond at both forced and natural frequencies. This response, among other
things, can cause:

a. Failures due to increased or decreased friction, or interference
between parts.

b. Changes in dielectric strength, loss of insulation resistance,
variations in magzeti. and electrostatic field strength.

c. Permanent deformation due to overstress.

d. More rapid fatiguing of materials (low cycle fatigue).

3. GUIDELINES FOR DETERMINING TEST PROCEDURES AND TEST CONDITIONS.

This method to be outlined is applicable to all materiel which may be
subjected to mechanical shock during its life cycle and specifically applicable
to the AISI equipment.

There are often advantages to applying shock and vibration tests before
climatic tests, provided that this sequence represents realistic service
conditions. Test experience has shown that climate-sensitive defects often show
up more clearly after the application of shock and vibration forces.

4. EQUIPMENT TO BE PACKAGED.

Application. This procedure is used for equipment requiring a shipping
container. It establishes, also, a minimum critical acceleiation level for a
handling drop height which may later be furnished to a package designer as an
acceptable critical acceleration.
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5. TEST CONDITIONS. The test item shall consist of the unpackaged AISI

equipment in a nonoperational mode. It shall be subjected to a series of !
trapezoidal 30-g shock pulses having a time duration to he determined from

Table I and the equation:

TD = 2 (2 h/g) 5
Am

where: 3
TD = time duration of Am
h = design drop height

g = 980.6 cm/sec
2 (386 in/sec 2 )

Am = peak acceleration magnitude

The pulse will be in accordance with Figure 1. A programmable shock I
machine will be more than likely be required to produce these test conditions

because of the displacement limitations of shakers. 3
6. RATIONALE. The trapezoidal waveshape was chosen bezause the computation of
velocity change it produces (for comparison with design drop height) is much

easier to make and more reproducible than most shock spectrum synthesis
routines. Also it provides an upper bound on primary and maximax* shock
response spectra for given peak acceleration input levels. I

I
U

I
I
I

*If measured data area available and utilized: The shock response spectrum

required for the test will be determined from reduction of the environmental
data to obtain either maximum absolute acceleration spectra or equivalent static

acceleration spectra. The spectra will be a composite of spectra for positive

and negative directions, sometimes called maximax spectra.
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TABLE I

SUGGESTED DROP HEIGHT

Design Drop Maximum Test !tem

Package Gross Weight, Height Velocity Change,*

Kg (Ib) Type of Handling cm (in) cm/sec (in/sec)

AISI 0 to 9.1 (0 to 20)** manual handling 76 (30)*** 772 (304)

9.1 to 18.2 (20 to 40) 1 manual handling 66 (26) 722 (283)

18.2 to 27.2 (40 to 60) manual handling 61 (24) 691 (272)

1 27.3 to 36.3 (60 to 80) manual handling 46 (18) 600 (236)

36.3 to 45.4 (80 to 100) manual handling 38 (15) 546 (215)

1 45.4 to 68.1 (100 to 150) mechanical

handling 31 (12) 488 (192)

68.1 to 113.5 (150 to 250) mechanical

handling 26 (10) 447 (176)

i113.5 - (250 - ) mechanical

handling 20 (8) 399 (157)

* For 100 percent rebound.

** The AISI systems are less than twenty (20) pounds.

*** Minimum height 36".
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FIGURE s. Traezoidal shock pulse confiurateon. l

TOLERANCE LIMITSI

T"ST PEAK VALUE (AM) 9 s NOMINAL DURATION (TD) ms

IFragility 10 to 50 I

2 (2 hl )

Packaged 30
Shock

I

NOTE: The Cime history display shall include a time about 3TD long with apulse located approximately in the center. The peak acceleration magnitude of
the trapezoidal pulse is Am and its duration is TD . The measured acceleration
pulse shall be contained between the broken line boundaries and the measuredvelocity change (which may be obtained by integration of the acceleration
pulse) shall be within ten percent of the ideal pulse. This ideal pulse |
equals approximately 0.5 Am g (TD-TRTF) where rise (TR) and fall (TF) times
shall be less than or equal to O. lTD .  The integration to determine velocity
change shall extend from 04TD before the pulse to O.1T% after the pulse.
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SHOCK APPARATUS

7. 7EST FACILITY. The shock-producing apparatus shall be capable of producing

,he test conditions as determined by computations utilizing the formula:

:9 = 2 (2 h/g) and Figure 1.
Am

The shock apparatus (probably programmable) may be of the free fall,
resilient rebound, nonresilient, hydraulic, compressed gas, electrodynamic
shaker, or other activating types capable of producing relatively large
displacements.

8. CALIBRATION. The shock apparatus will be calibrated for conformance with
this specified test requirement. Two consecutive shock applications to a
calibration load shall be produced each of which shall satisfy the Paragraph 5,
TEST CONDITIONS. The calibration load shall then be removed and the shock test
will be oerformed on the actual test item.

9. CONTROLS. The instrumentation used to measure shock pulses or shock
acceleration spectrA shall have the following characteristics.

a. Accelerometer.

(1) Transverse sensitivity of less than or equal to 5%.

(2) An amplitude linearity within 10% from 5% to 100% of the peak
acceleration amplitude required for testing.

b. Analysis system.

(1) Will not allow more than a 5% measurement error into the frequency
band of interest. (20 Hz to 10 KHz typically.)

(2) If filters are used to meet the previous requirement, a filter
having linear phase-shift characteristics shall be used.

(3) With filter (if used), shall have a pass band within a I db across
the frequency range specified for the accelerometer. (See a. Accelerometer.)

10. PREPARATION FOR TEST.

a. Preliminary steps. Prior to initiating any testing:

Determine the shock levels necessary for conducting the tests.

b. Pretest checkout. All items require a pretest checkout at standard ambient
conditions to provide baseline data. Conduct the checkout as follows:

Step 1. Conduct a complete visual examination of the test item with special
attention to stress areas.
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Step 2. Document the results. 3
Step 3. Where applicable, install the test item in its test fixture.

Step 4. Conduct an operational checkout applicable to the necessary testing
procedure & plan. I

Step 5. Document the results for compliance with the AISI GENERAL
REQUIREMENTS portion of this O/E/S TEST PLAN. I

Step 6. If the test item operates satisfactorily, proceed to paragraph 11
TEST PROCEDURES. If not, resolve the problem and restart at Step I.

11. TEST PROCEDURES.

a. Equipment to be packaged. 3
Step 1. Following the guidance as described in Paragraph 5, TEST

CONDITIONS, calibrate the shock machine as follows:

(a) Mount the calibration load (the actual test item, a rejected item,
or a rigid dummy mass) to the test apparatus in a manner similar to that of the
actual test item. Use a fixture similar in shape and configuration to the shock
attenuation system which will support the test item in its shipping container.
(The fixture should be as rigid as possible to prevent distortion of the shock
pulse imparted to the test item.)

(b) Perform calibration shocks until two consecutive shock
applications to the calibration load produce waveforms which are all within the I
tolerance envelope of the specified waveform as detailed in Figure 1.

Step 2. Remove the calibrating load and install the actual test item on the
shock apparatus.

Step 3. Perform a functional test on the test item. 3
Step 4. Subject the test item to the test pulse.

Step 5. Record necessary test data. This shall include test setup photos,
test logs, and photos of the actual test pulse. I

Step 6. Perform d functional test on the test item. 1

Step 7. Repeat steps 2, 3, 4, and 5 once in opposite direction for each of
the three orthogonal axes (six shocks). 1

Step 8. Document results.

I
I
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12. INFORMATION TO BE RECORDED. Test data shall be recorded as specified in

the AISI GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, portion of the O/E/S TEST PLAN and shall include

the following:

a. Prior test methods to which the specific test item has been subjected.

b. Pretest data required (see the GENERAL REQUIREMENTS).

c. Shock pulse selection, specifving shape, peak value, and duration.

d. Temperature extremes (if the shock test is done in conjunction with

temperature testing).

e. All instrumentation and filtering used.

f. Whether operation during the test is required, mode of such operation,

and if and how the operation is to be monitored.

g. Loading and tiedowns.

h. Failure criteria.
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

APPENDIX IV

VIBRATION TEST APPARATUS

i. APPARATUS. Any vibration-inducing machinery capable of satisfying the

test conditions, as described and stated in Figures 1-7, is acceptable.

a. Tolerances. The acceleration power spectral density of the test

control signal shall not deviate from the specified requirements by more than
,3db over the entire test frequency range. However, deviations of -6db in the

test control signal may be granted for frequencies greater than 500 Hz due to

fixture resonance, test item resonance, or facility limitations. The cumulative
bandwidth over which this reduction shall be allowed cannot be greater than 5%

of the test frequency range (see Figure 1). In no case shall the acceleration
power spectral density be more than -6db below the specified requirements. No
deviation shall be granted for frequencies below 500 Hz. When the test cannot

be controlled within +3db from the specified requirement, at the risk of the
tester, the test may continue. The risk shall be to assume no overtesting is
occurring, test resalts are valid, and appropriate corrective action will be
taken in accordance with the nature of the test. Tolerance levels in terms of
db are defined as:

Wi
db = 10 logl0 Wo

where

Wl = measured acceleration power spectral density in g 2 /Hz units.

W o = specified level in g 2 /Hz units.

Confirmation of these tolerances shall be made by the use of an analysis
system providing at least 100 statistical degrees of freedom. For all

procedures using broadband random vibration with random peaks, sinusoidal peaks,

or source dwell, analysis systems shall be less than or equal to 10 Hz in
bandwidth up to and including the frequency of the highest peak in the test

spectrum.

b. Digital analysis. A digital system is the preferred method for

performing a power spectral density control and analysis. Digital systems used
shall have accuracies in excess of standard analog analysis and control systems.
For line contiguous filter, equalization/analysis systems bandwidths should be

as follows:

(1) B = 25 Hz, maximum between 20 and 200 Hz

(2) B = 50 Hz, maximum between 200 and 1,000 Hz

(3) B 1 100 Hz, maximum between 1,000 and 2,000 Hz
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20 500 AF1  AF2  2000

Frequency (Hz) 3

ZAFi 15% of Test BW I

FIGURE 1. Example of acceptable performance within tolerance.
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c. Swept frequency analysis/constant bandwidthi. Such systems

characterized by constant bandwidth are as follows:

(1) Filter bandwidth as follows:

(a) B = 25 Hz, maximum between 20 and 200 Hz

(b) B = 50 Hz, maximum between 200 and 1,000 Hz

(c) B = 100 Hz, maximum between 1,000 and 2,000 Hz

(2) An-lyzing averaging time = T = 2 R'C = I second, minimum,
where T = True averaging time and R'C = analyzer time

constant.

(3) Analysis sweep rate (linear) = R' = B or
4RC

B2 (Hz/second) maximum, whichever is smaller.

d. Sweep frequdncy analysis/constant percentage bandwidth analyzer.

(1) Filter bandwidth = Pfc = one-tenth of ci--r
frequency maximum (0 .1fc) , where p = percentage

and fc = analyzer center frequency.

(2) Analyzer averaging time = T = 50 minimum

pfc

(3) Analysis sweep rate (logarithmic) = R' = Pfc
ZRC

or (pfc) 2 (Hz/second) maximum, whichever is

8 smaller.

2. PREPARATION FOR TEST.

a. General preparation.

Step 1. Prepare the test item in accordance with the O/E/S GENERAL

REQUIREMENTS, and as specified for in this VIBRATION TEST

PLAN.

Step 2. Examine the test item for physical defects, etc., and
document the results.

Step 3. Conduct an operational check and document the results.

IV-3



I
Step 4. The test setup shall be as follows: Each individual AISI

test item system shall be attached to the vibration generator I
directly or with a fixture, and securely held by iLs normal

means of attachment. The fixture shall incorporate actual

service structures as much as possible to minimize

unrealistic response characteristics during test exposure. I
Any connection to the test item, such as cables pipes, wires,

and the like, shall be arranged so that it imposes restraints
and mass similar to those present when the equipment is U
installed in the operational configuration. Excitation shall

be applied through the three orthogonal axes of the test

item. I
Step 5. Proceed to paragraph 3 TEST PROCEDURES if no problems are

found; otherwise, correct the problems and restart test with

Step 2.

3. TEST PROCEDURES. i
Step 1. Inspect test item to establish pre-test criteria and physical

condition.

Step 2. Verify the test items' functionality.

Step 3. Mount the test item on vibration equipment providing the

vibrational inputs available to secured cargo.

Step 4. Expose the test item to the test level and duration as determined

from Figures 2 through 7. I
Step 5. Inspect the test item and compare it to pre-test data and physical

condition. If applicable, verify the test item functionality and

record the results.

Step 6. Repeat Steps 1 through 5 for each of the three (3) orthogonal

axes.

Step 7. Document the test results in accordance with paragraph 4,
INFORMATION TO BE RECORDED.

4. INFORMATION TO BE RECORDED. a
a. Prior test history of the specified test item.

b. Inspection and test procedures, including inspection requirements, test

criteria, instrumentation, data requirements, and failure criteria.

C. List of all test equipment, including vibration generating and analysis
equipment, mounting arrangements, and fixtures.

d. Orientation of test item, including axes of applied vibration. 5

IV-4 3
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e Location & type of accelerometers used to control and measure
Vibration.

f. Resonant frequencies, including those selected for test, as applicable.

. Isolation characteristics, including sway amplitudes and

:ransmissibilitv versus frequency.

h. Applied test levels, durations, and frequency ranges.

i. Results of all performance measurements, including overall test

results.

j. Analysis of each failure and corrective action proposed.

k. Analysis bandwidth.
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

APPENDIX V

OPERATIONAL FIELD TEST

A. TRIANGULATION: Reciprocal vertical angles should be observed -t times of
best atmospheric conditions (between noon and late afternoon) for all orders
of accuracy. Electronic distance measurements need a record at both ends of
the line of dry bulb temperatures to +1°C, and barometric pressure to +5 mm of
mercury. The theodolite and targets should be centered to within I mm over
the survey mark or eccentric point.

SECOND ORDER CLASS II

Directions
Number of poisitions ................................................. 8 or 12+
Standard deviation of mean not to exceed .............................. 0.8"
Rejection limit from the mean ............................................ 5"

Reciprocal Vertical Angles (along distance sight path)
Number of independent observations direct/reverse ................. 2
Maximum spread ........................................................ 10"

Maximum time interval between reciprocal angles (hr) .............. I

Astronomic Azimuths
Observations per night ................................................. 16
Number of nights ......................................................... I
Standard deviation of mean not to exceed .............................. 0.6"
Rejection limit from the mean ............................................ 5"

Electro-Optical Distance
Minimum number of days............................................ .... I
Minimum number of measurements/day ................................ 25
Minimum number of concentric observations/measurement ............. 1
Minimum number of offset observations/measurement ................. 2
Maximum difference from mean of observations (mm) ................. 50
Minimum number of readings/observation (or equivalent) ............ 10
Maximum difference form mean of reading (mm) ........................... ++

Infrared Distances
Minimum number of days ................................................... I
Minimum number of measurements .................................... 2
Minimum number of concentric observations/measurements ............ I
Minimum number of offset observations/measurements ................ I
Maximum difference from mean of observations (mm) ................. 5
Minimum number of readings/observation (or equivalent) ............ 10
Maximum difference from mean of reading (mm) ........................... .+

+ 8 if 0.2", 12 if 1.0" resolution * two or more instruments.

5 one measurement at each end of ++ as specified by manufacturer.

line.
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT 3

B. TRAVERSE: Electronic distance measurements need a record at both ends of

the line of dry bulb temperatures to +10 C and barometric pressure to +5 mm of

mercury. The theodolite, EDM, and targets should be centered to within I mm

over the survey mark or eccentric point.

SECOND ORDER CLASS II i

Directions
Number cf positions .................................................... 6 or 8*

Standard deviation of mean not to exceed ........................... 0.8" I
Rejection limit from the mean ...................................... 5"

Reciprocal Vertical Angles

(along distance sight path)
Number of independent observations direct/reverse .................. .

Maximum spread ..................................................... .... 10"

Maximum time interval between reciprocal angles (hr) ...............

Astronomic Azimuths
Observations per night ................................................. 12
Number of nights ................................................... I

Standard deviation of mean not to exceed ........................... 0.6"

Rejection limit from the mean .............................................5" 

Electro-Optical Distance

Minimum number of measurement .................................... .

Minimum number of concentric observations/measurement .............. I
Minimum number of readings/observation (or equivalent) ............. 10

Maximum difference from mean of readings (mm) ......................

Infrared Distance i
Minimum number of measurements .......................................... . 1

Minimum number of concentric observations/measurement .............. 1

Minimum number of offset observations/measurement .................. I+
Maximum difference from mean of observations (mm) .................. 10+

Minimum number of readings/observation ............................. 10

Maximum difference from mean of readings (mm) ...................... § I
+ 8 if 0.2", 12 if 1.0" resolution.
* 6 if 0.2", 8 if 1.0" resolution

5 as specified by manufacturer.

++ only if decimal reading near 0 or high 9's.

I
I
I
I
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

C. GEODETIC LEVELING: Compensator-type instruments should be checked for
proper operation at east every 2 weeks of use. Rod calibration should be

repeated whenever the rod is dropped or damaged in any way. Rod levels should
be checked for proper alignment once a week. The manufacturer's calibration
standard should, as a minimum, describe scale behavior with respect to

temperature.

SECOND ORDER CLASS II

Minimal observation method ........................................... 3-wire

Section running .................................................... SRDS OR DR*

Difference of forward and backward sight lengths never to exceed
per setup (m ) .................................................... 10
per section (m ) .................................................. 10
Maximum sight length (m) ........................................... 70
Minimum ground clearance of line of sight (m) ...................... 0.5

Even number of setups when not using leveling rods with detailed
calibration ........ .................................................... yes
Maximum section misclosure (mm) ....................................... 8/D
Maximum loop misclosure(mm) ............................................. 8/E
3-wire method Reading check (difference between top and bottom intervals)
for one setup not to exceed ( nths of rod units) ...................... 2
Read rod I first in alternate setup method ............................. yes

Double scale rods
Low-high scale elevation difference for one setup not to exceed

(mm) with reversible compensator .................................... 2.00

",her instrument types:
Half-centimeter rods ............................................... 0.70
Full-centimeter rods ............................................... 0.71

(SRDS-Single-Run, Double Simultaneous procedure)

(DR-Double-Run)
D-shortest length of section (one-way) in km

E-perimeter of loop in km
* May single-run if line length between network control points is less than 25

km.

Double-run leveling may always be used, but single-run leveling done with

the double simultaneous procedure may be used only where it can be evaluated

by loop closures. Rods should be leap-frogged between setups (alternate setup
method). The date, beginning and ending times, cloud coverage, air

temperature (to the nearest degree), temperature scale, and average wind speed
should be recorded for each section plus any changes in the date,

V-3



I
instrumentation, observer or time zone. The instrument need not be
off-leveled/releveled between observing the high and low scales when using an
instrument with , Lcversible compensator. The low-high scale difference
tolerance for a reversible compensator is used only for the control of
blunders. 3

With double scale rods, the following observing sequence should be used:

backsight, low-scale 3
backsight, stadia
foresight, low-scale
foresight, stadia
off-level/relevel or reverse compensator
foresight, high-scale
backsight, high-scale 3

i

I

l
i
I
I
U

I
i
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AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

APPENDIX VI

RADIATION PROTECTION CALCULATION

aveleng-.n Range: a00 to 1060 nm

Exposure Time Range: 100s to 3xlO s

Defining Aperture: 7m

Protection Standard - 100CAliW-cm

C(X-700) z2241

Where Ck W

and X 865 nm

CA 2.08

Therefore

Protection Standard 100 x Z.08Uw-cm-

208mw-cm

Maximim Power Protection Standard x Defining Aperture
-2 2

2081.w-c x Tr (. 7)

4

80.1 zw

Limit Set by Military Standard is:

Max Power -Lmit 5 x Max. Power

- Sx 80.1i w

- 400.5 UW

Auto Ranqer II-X

Wave ength: 865nm
2

Transmitter Area 23.4 ca

Using 400 Uw as maximum output power, then the irradiance is:

Irradiance - 400 Uw
2

23.4 cm

- 17.1 vw-cm
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'ar::in 04 safety on irradiance is:

2
Margin 208Uw/cm

17.1 uw/cm2
12.1 I

Since the margin for irradiance is greater than a factor of ten, the
controlling factor is total output power.

I
I
I
S
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
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APPENDIX VII

FIELD OPERATIONAL CHECK SHEETS

CHECK SHEETS P CE

AISI TEST TASK SHEET ................................... VII-I .... VI -I2

COGO CHECKLIST ........................................ VII-13 .... VII-23

AUTOMATED STAKEOUT CHECKLIST .......................... VII-24 .... VII-26

DATA COLLECTION CHECKLIST ............................. VII-27 .... VII-30

DRAFTING CHECKLIST .................................... VII-31 .... VII-34
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COGO Checklist

The a:iiz', :o create and manipulate files for coordinate

s::rage. Optionaily. files may contain unreduced raw field

4aa. descriptive ;:.:ormation, plot sequences and a record of

Kevstrokes. The more file handling routines contained within

.he prcgram. the better. Typically, some basic file handling

routines are handled within the program, while the more

advanced functions must be performed by exiting to the

operating system.
Tasks/functions to look for include.

SCreve I E - User may name a file (project, job, etc.) and

create storage space where all coordinates for that project
will be stored. There may be restrictions on the minimum and
maximum number of points per file.

* Qanze a le - Renames or changes descriptive header
information (e.g., client name, job name, e.) about a file.

" Extn.d & file - Expands the number of points in a file.
Useful when the number of points, goes beyond the original
number set up. Sometimes this is done automatically.

Merge Two EiLe - Combines two different jobs into one file.

" P'_2r 1 - Erases a file.

* C y I ElI - Backs up, or copies, individual data files.

S=!02 oL Eile - Lists the names of all files on a disc.

Optionally, may include more descriptive information about
each file.

" E iat 2i1 - Backs up, or copies, all data files on a

disc.

SCoordinate Transfer (A" bi gL poin - Transfers a user
specified range of coordinates from one file to another.
Useful for working in separate jobs. with common boundaries.

SForat = - The process by which the user erases all
exisiting data and formats a disk to accept dtam in

accordance with operating system or program requirements.
Usually done with a new disc, prior to initial use.
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I

Overall Data Entry & Computation
Refers to the entry and computatior. of values, such as

coordinates, distances, directions, areas. etc. Accuracy, C
precision and flexibility of data entry are important
considerations.

Tasks/Functions to look for include:

* Computed Precision - The precision to which coordinates,
distances, directions, and areas are computed by the program.
Usually depends upon the significant digits possible within
the computer or the software program.

* Stored Precision - The precision to which coordinates, U
distances, and directions are stored by the program.

Maximum Significant Digits - The maximum number of digits i
possible for coordinates, distances, directions, and areas.
For example, there is no sense using the actual state plane
coordinates for your computations, if your computations are
handled by a floating point system, with an 8 place mantissa, I
since a coordinate value of 1,234,567.892 might be used as
1,234,567.9. -

" Digits To the Right of Decimal - User may specify number of
digits output to the right of the decimal for coordinates,
distances, directions, and areas. Values should be computed
to the highest possible precision, but may be printed as
specified by the user.

• Directions & Distance Conventions/Units - The ability of the
program to accept, compute, output and store different
conventions/units for directions and distances. Directions
may be bearings, north azimuth, south azimuth, deflection
left/right, angle left/right, etc. Distances may be in feet,
meters, chains, etc. Some programs accept unreduced field
notes that contain rod readings, stadia readings, etc. These U
are then automatically reduced to coordinate by the program.

" Point Protection - Protecs existing points from being
overwritten by the program. Operator is usually given the
option to overwrite the point or choose a new point number.

I
I
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Fieid 7ra-er e
Te , reduction and adjustment of observed field

a-a. s. as slope distance, vertical angle, horizontal angle,
:arget , e: nr. instrument height, EDM offset, rod readings,

e:. T.he ntrir; and u.Se Of consmtfls (curvature of the earth,
ret raction of iight. temperature, chain tension, scale, etc.)
for use in reduction computations should be an integral part of
.hese routines. Some of these reductions may be made by the
field intsrnument or data collector, but it is a good idea to
have them, in case they are needed. Standard adjustments
should also be included.

Tasks/functions to look for include:

" Sideshots Are sideshots entered during raw traverse data
entry or after adjustments? Some programs give you the
option of both. If input with raw traverse data, they may be
recomputed, based upon adjusted coordinates, or left
unadjusted. so be' careful.

" Manll o U E Numbering - The ability of the program
to automatically number points in sequence. Some programs
number sequentially, but not automatically (a 0+" is entered
instead of the next point number). May provide the
capability to switch back and forth between auto and manual
numbering.

'" J= 2f Traverse - Refers to the types of traverse the
program will handle. Maximum number of courses, type of
directions allowed (angle right/left, deflection right/left.
bearings/azimuths) and whether elevations may be carried with
the traverse are important considerations. The ability to
enter point descriptors i also important. Some programs
provide the ability to use the last entered angle Cole as a
default. If your traverse are all angle right, this saves
one step per leg. In addition, it is sometimes possible to
temporarily store a long traverse and restart raw data entry
at a later time. Types of traverses to look for include:

- C LIntern Refernce - The beginning and ending
points are the same and the reference direction is one of
the traverse legs,

- QUA (External efernee) - The beginning and ending
points are the same and the reference direction is
external to the traverse.

- E t M Pint - The beginning and ending points are
different, but have fixed coordinates.

- Q= - The beginning and ending points are different and
only the beginning point has fred coordinate. No
adjustments as possible.
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0 jlx i:a 2= Searely - Program saves unadjusted raw data
(directiocs qnd distances) in a separate raw data file. Some
programs require the creation and transfer of data to a I
separate file, whilt. others automatically create a separate

*field file" as a subset of the main coordinate file. Very
n portant. especially if you want to run mutliple closures on 1

the same data, or you need to come back at a later time tocorrect some undetected error.

* uiiple Adiusgents - The ability of the program to perform -I

different types of common adjustments. May be possible to
perform all adjustments and compare coordinates. Closing
distance, difference in closing and starting coordinates,
angular misctosure, ratio of precition, distance traversed
and area may be computed and prined. Errors and precision
should be computed before angle balancing and adjustment.
Some programi are able to automatically find this error of
closure by holding each leg in turn and printing a report of
the trial closures. Adjustment types may include. -

- Lmi Suares - Simultaneously adjusts the angular and
linear measuremenr- to make the sum of the squares of the
residuals a minimum.

- Compass Zl - The correction to be applied to the
laituge of any course is to the total error in latitde1
as the length of the course is to the length of the 1

traverse. The corrections to the deaures folIo, the
same rule.

- Crna l - The angular misclosure is first
distributed in equal portions to all the measured angles.
The adjusted angles sa then held r'-ed and all remaining
corrections placed in the linear measurements through a
weighted least squarm procedure.

- Irinsit IL" - The correction to be applied to the
latitude of any course is to the total error in Intrude
as the latitde of that coura, is to the arithmetical sum
of all the latitde in the travere. The corrections to
the departures follow the same rule.

Ng A - No adjustment is performed. Raw data is -

used to calculate coordinates.

-Antic BQaance - Spreads the total angular error among the
turned angles. Usually spreads the error equally, but I
may include the option to spread the error as the user
sees fit or hold specific angles. Sometimes done before I
adjustment.
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* j' -.. L e z:nser:s a missing leg in a traverse. Balancing 71
rncl auL~stet is then performed on the corrected data.

" J.. -Deletes an extraneous or incorrect leg from a
craverse. Balancing and adjustment is then performed on the,
:orrected data.

" .*-rt La - Corrects a direction and/or distance of any
traverse leg. May be performed before, or after, closure is
derez mined. Balancing and adjus-ment is then performed on
the corrected data.

" i Lag - Holds a known true leg. Balancing and adju.rments
are not performed on the held leg.

C:ordinate Geometry
The use of coordinate geometry equations to calculate

-oordinates of points, areas, in:rsections of lines and
:urv-s. The computation of line and cr,-ve parameters such as
bearing, distance, central angle, etc. are also included.

Two outstanding features, multiple point computation and
lines. are not part of any one task/function and deserve
special mention.

Mulirple point computation refers to the ability of the
program to i,,omatically perform similar computations on
groups, or ranges, of points, rather than on a point to point
basis. This saves keystrokes and increases productivity.
Routines that take advantage of this benefit include; &=

aaxese nd inverse. divie & Uine= strt intersection-
:l-e-sacs interscti etc.

A lines routine, on the other hand, may combine such
functions as taes inver bearint/ nse etc. into one
routine. The user merely enters the known information and the
:omputer automatically performs the corec computation.

Tasks, functions to look for include.

5 = Comiion - Computes area using known points.

a= T Iz m 4g diusimeng)x - Computes forward coordinates
given occupied station, backuisht station, algle and
distance. Forward station then becomes occupied station. No
adjustments ure performed.

" SiesJt - Computes sideshot coordinates given occuppied
sta!.on, backsight station, angle and distance. Occupied
station remains the same.

"A I1 Iravnn 61= I Lin - Computes a series of forward -
points along the same bearing at a common distance.
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SDivide o Segments - Divides the distance between two
kno.n Pc: :s into equal segments, given the number of
segments. May apply to a stiht lia. cu r spirl

• Inverse - Computes direction and distance information between 3
two known points. In the case of a curve, computes curve
data (arc length, central angle, etc.), given the P.C., P.T.
and radius point. May also compute area at the end of 1
inverse computations.

"A=t Invese - Inverses between a series of known points. -

"Ca C i - Computes a point on curve, given the
P.C.. radius point and one of the other curve parameters.
May also includ; computation of unknown curve parameters from I
known parameters, without computing coordinates.

i scrib C Rtwena Iw Ljne - Inscribes a curve between
two lines, given the P.I., the bearings into and out of the
P.I. and one other curve parameter.

• Line Interections - Computes coordinates of the intersection I
of two lines between two known points, given some combination
of distance and bearing information. May include
bearin,be2rin2- bearing/distance, disrance/dirn ad
ei.nty beari wit1h offse. Sometimes has two

distance/distance solutions, both a near ad a far.

Cooriate Malnamalaton - CreatCSL strLUj reclIl JUm 2L
j t. May include the ability to a1= or

delete- desgrintors/elevttions at a later time. Applies to
groups (sets, figurs etc.), as well as individual points. U
Some programs automatically store points to a file in order
to prevent data loss.

= and Reprocess Coodnazamnu tvl - Recomputes all
desired coordinate computations after S change or correction
is made. Often called bh g or keystroke
recording. Eliminates the nee to recompute all related I
computations. Unusual in a COGO package.

L S umma - Computes the distance, bearing, curve 1
information and area of a lot, given the lot corners. May
also be accomplished using inverse. May include the printing
of closing information and rounding of distances and
bearings. Some programs generate reports, comparing
individual areas to total area and individual lot frontgs
to total block frontages. If the valus are within a
specified tolerance, then rounding is done so that the sum I
exactly equals the pars. Useful for plat drafting and
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S=.....-i e-z.::ons - Computes the radius point. P.C. and
P.T. :f al four corners of a street intersection, given the
centenrine bearings, the corner radii and the widths of the
in:ersectng streets. Usually includes straight.straight.
c:rved,'curved o QL st1Lab e s intersections.
Sometimes includes an option to suppress computation of one
or more of the corners.

Intersctions - Computes a point at a specified
offset(s) from two intersecting lines, given the bearings
into, or out of, the intersection poinL

"oiaLT.T.venn Intersection - Computes the intersection of
Lines to a traverse, given known points and the direction of
the Lines between the points and the known traverse. The
known traverse may be composed of straight line and/or
curves. Sort of a multiple bearing/bearing intersection.
Useful for computing the front lot corners, when the back lot
corners and directions of the side iot lines are known.

SProportion Between Poin - Proportions distances along a
traverse made up of straight lines and/or curves. The last
computed point is compared to the known end point and the
closure error is proportioned among the individual distances.
May include the ability to "hold" certain distances.

* Poin 12 Point Area - Similar to inverse with area, or lot
summary. May include a cu r vei,.I iI.

R o t.te!TJns - Rotates a group of points, given an
angular rotation and/or a new starting location.

Comment - Inserts user comments on the printout. Useful for
instructions to field crews.

" 21 SMi - Computes the radius point, P.C. and P.T. of all
cul-de-sac curb returns, given the center point, main radius,
curb radius and the width and bearing of the intersecting
street. Often includes lb offse an knuckl. 01l d aa. II

• Stadrd Tempae - Qnz a U.d L= zmnAdUA
templae (figures, details, etc.) for placement at specified
locations. Almost always includes the ability to
wn tslnta and may include the ability to rescale nd
miror the templae. Useful for positioning standard
building footprints.

* EI&ILiLL.UfL Curve. i mIne - Computes intersection
points of a figure with a ljinL 0rIe. Qr c given a
known point and direction.
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* z:d.;--:j Ae - Computes the end point(s) of a line that
wil: yieid a user specified area of a lot. Usually includes

mlle L (r-=:zInaular IQ&J and hinged I& (tianul a
=,, but may also include radial sides (cul-de-sac lot).

* Stakeout Computes the angles and distances to be
turned to known staking locations, given the occupied and
backsight station. Sometimes computes bearings and/or
azmuth.s in addition to turned angles. May provide the
capability to limit computations to those points within a I
user specified distance of the occupied point.

" Offsetfrom IDe Ln - Computes the offset left/right and 3
station of known points in relationship to a known baseline.

* Renumber - Renumbers a range of points, given the old point
number range and the new starting point number.

* Prrtionat M asurmznt - Computes the location of a point
given 2 or four distances from 2 or 4 known points to the
unknown point. Useful for locating lost corners.

" Circl t h rL Eins - Computes the radius distance and I
radius point coordinates, given three points on a horizontal
curve.

* Line Tangent t CI - Computes the point of tangency for a
point outside of a circle, given the radius point
coordinates, the radius of the circle and the coordinates of
the point outside the circle.

* L u i Yn (famllei Immerse - Computes a left and/or
right offset Line paraleil to a given baseline, or I
centerline. May compute more than one offset (curb,

sidewalk, property) line in the same operation. May also
include curves, u well as stih lines.

*Pgin t2 PoiM Anal - Computes clockwise and counter
clockwise angles between three known points. -

* Search - Provides for the capability to perform a point
search by coordinates, point number, descriptor. Useful for
finding points with common characristics. I

SDenina EMU - Computes and recalls a bearing between two
known points and uses it in coordinate computations. Useful 3
for laying out parallel lines.

* Distance Ei - Computes and realA a distance between two
known points and uses it in coordinate computations. Useful
for dividing distances between lots.
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" M tsC - Integrates some math functions
with the computation of coordinates. Usually used in
conjunction with bearing and distance recall. For instance a
user may be able to recall the bearing between points I & 3,
add 90 degrees, then traverse a distance the same as from
points 4 to 5, divided by 4. These should be integrated with
coordinate computations and not a separate routine.

* ai Coordinates - Computes coordinates along a spiral
curve. !iven some information about the spiral and some known
coordinates.

* Parameters - Computes the remaining pareters of a
spiral curve, given certain base information.

Plotting
Refers to plotting lines between points on a screen,

printer, or plotter. Plotting elevstions, contours, annotation
and other descriptive information is a plus. In COGO packages,
generally used as a visual check of computations and not used
to produce finished drawings.

Tasks/functions to look for include

" Printer r Ploner - Plots lines and/or points on a
screen, graphics printer, or pen plotter. Usually requires
user to scale, orient and develop a plot sequence before
plotting is done. Usually plou point numbers and may
provide some limited point and line s capabilities.

&= P ot/S.le M Screen - Computer automatically scales and
orients the plot to the plotting surface. Useful for quick
and dirty pictoriaLs of previously entered dat.

*Sreen =o U X Cyomut - Points and/or lines are plotted
to the screen as they are computed. Some scaling and
orientation is necessary.

'Zm In/Out oa i a ! - Performs a screen blow up
or reduction of sections of the plot by outlining desired
section with a cursor.

Swindow 3u1igm oL EM - Samila to zoom in/out but requires
user to specify the plot window by defining coordinate
limits. Usefu for obtaining hard copy output of sections of
a plot.

L Lad nd & Elm Lini - May store a plot sequence for
later recall and reploting, or editing.

* Con tour - Interpolates and draws user specified contour
lines between elevations. Usually not very automated and
quite tediou.

E E levation2 - Plou elevations, in addition to point
numbers and X Y coordinates.
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Miscellanecus Prog. (Surveying)
Includes horizontal and vertical design computations. not

genera ly found in COGO packages. Computations may or may not
be stored. Sometimes used to generate design reports for
stakeout, vertical curves, etc.

Tasks/functions to look for include. 3
" j SuevC - The reduction of topographic raw survey data

to coordinates. Sometimes integrated with traverse routine.
May include reduction for a variety of field instruments and
methods, including = sttion- =a mounted E tw
insrment &ad sada surveys.

SVrtica Cures nd Grde - Computes elevations and stations
for parabolic vertical curves and straight liae grades, liven
certain known chancteristics, such as entry and exit zz L U
station interval, lenth gL su etc. May include the
computation of the hAh &nd Iw poin gu=v aUw throuah

La g f 2ga nin Ind nnn mmetrini - -

" Baseline Stakeout - Computes stakeout deflections and
distances for might Lnn circlar a gg Und Mi 3

"Section Di - Computes unknown section corners from
known quarter, center, or other known points. May subdivide I
into 4, 16, 64 parts.

" MaM Chk w/Plot - Automaticaly draws unscaled sketch from
map or property description bearings and distances. Usually l
computes area and closure error. Useful for checking record
maps and proptM deacripions.

SSdi Redctions - Reduce stdia notes to horizontal
distance, vertical distance and elevation. When not
integrated with coordinate computations, not much better than
stadia tables. 1

SCrnate - Converts between geographic
position and state plane coordinates for various U.S. zones. 1
Usually utilzes stored constants. May include Lmbm-
Transerse- A1 ZM Uni l zam Merezt go g
Obliaue Merctor projections.

"eswtion - Computes occupied station from three, or more,
known coordinates. Useful for steout.- -

C oordinat I fro = - Provides coordinate
compatibility and rmnsfer from and/or to other programs.
The most common examples are transfer with Hewlett I
Packard/Wild Volume C coordinate geometry, or AutoCAD's
drafting program. VI2
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Ds-n otz ion - Facilitates writing legal descriptions.
May te 3s simple as a basic text editor, or as sophisticated
as automatically recalling common legal description terms.
such as 'to the point of beginning', 'thence along a lineo,
etc. May also be integrated with coordinate computations, so
that points may be entered and automatically converted to
bearings and distances by the program.

" Lin Layout Erm Random Travere - Computes coordinates of
points on a baseline, or property line, from known points on
a random traverse, offset from the baseline. May also
compute distance and angle from the random traverse points to
the baseline Lad distance from the start of the baseline.
Useful when field obstructions make it impossible to run the
traverse along the intended line.

• e - Reduces raw slope distances to
horizontal distances, based upon zenith angle, EDM offset,
height of instrument, target height, curvature and refraction
constants, etc. When not incorporated with traverse or
coordinate computations, is little more than an expensive
calculator. Taping reduction may also be included.

" Celestial Observation - Computes the azimuth of a line from
observation of the ju. or a L= Ephemeris data is often
incorporated in the program and stored on disc.

" FUg &n& O k - Reduces and computes the mean of multiple
sets of angles from either a repeating or direction
instrument. May also compute deviation from the mea of
individual angles and the spread between angles. When not
incorporated with traverse computations, is little more than
an expensive calculator.

" A 2 C - Accepts and automatically reduces
data from field dam collectors. Providing reduction
programs for specific brands of data collectors is much
better than generic data collection packages, because they
take advantage of the specific capabilities of each. May
also provide two way communication out to the data collector
for automatic staking purposes. See modules on data
collection and automated stakeout for more information.

SVertical Plofint - Provides limited plotting of cross
sections or profdes from elevation information. Not
intended a a full capability road design or earthwork
program.

" Trinale Solions - Uses geometry to compute the missing
sides and angle of a triangle.
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Automated Stakeout Checklist I
I
I

Field Instrument
The ability of your electronic field instrument to track

the target, compute and display distance/direction to stakeout
point, communicate with the data collector, and calculate
coordinates.

Tasks/Functions to look for include.

On Board Computation - Usually, distances and directions are
entered from the keyboard or uploaded from a data collector. I
Tracking and computation of relative stakeout values
(direction, distance, etc.) is then performed. However, some
instruments may be able to compute stakeout distance and I
direction from coordinates entered via the keyboard.

" Number of Displays - Instrument displays all relevent
stakeout data (angle to turn, azimuth, distance to point,
coordinates of point, difference in coordinates to point,
etc) simultaneously. The more displays, the better. -

* Tracking - Instrument tracks the reflector with instantaneous
updates of distance. This is usually a case distance and
is computed and displayed much faster than a disamnce taken I
during a control traverse. Some instruments track relative
elevations and angles, as well. Measurement speed is
important. I

" Countdown To Zero - Some insrmument have countdown to eo
capabilites that display a zwo angle when the instrument is
on line and a zero disunce when the rodman is at the
stakeout point. In other words, the angle to the line and
distance to the stakeut point are tracked. I

" Beam Width - A wider mesurement beam will allow the rodman
to awander off lne more, before the instrument loses the
return signaL Usually specified as the angle between beam
edges. The greauer the angle, the better. I

• Time Out - Some instruments have time out of the beam
restrictions. In other words, if the rodman is out of the
beam for more than a specified period of time, the instrument
will lose tracking and a new measurement will have to be
initiated.

* Display Difference - Computes and displays the angle and
distance difference between the current point and the next
point to be staked. An X and Y distance to the sukeout
point may also be computed and displayed. Gives rodman
clearer idea of where he should go next. -
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Data Collector
Refers to the ability of the data collector to compute

sta.keout values from stored coordinates, upload them to the
instrument and record as staked locations.

Tasks/Functions to look for include.

" Store/RecaU Coordinates - Loads coordinates of known points
into dam collector memory for puposes of computation. May
be transmitted to instrument for further computation. Also
stores computed coordinates, such as as staked locationsm.

* Coordinate Computation - As discussed previously, data
collectors can perform many types of computations. Those
related to stakeout " include computation of stakeout
directions and distances from known points, trucking
computations (relative distances, directions and coordinates)
and resection. Some even have programs designed to compute
offset points from baselines. Useful in setting batter
boards for building comers.

" Resection - Computes the occupied station by using triangular
geometry and two or more known points. The greater the
number of known points and the more distance/angle
combinations possible, the better. May compute and record
the accuracy (standard deviation) of the overall measurement
and indicate the standard deviation of each resection point.
Often called free station. Caution! The accuracy of your
computation depends quite heavily on the geometry of your set
up and the accuracy of each measurement so be aware of the
math, before relying too heavily on the result

* Two Way Communication with Instrument - Uploads information
to the instrument and monitors intrument measurements during
stakeout.

* Record 'As Staked Loadoao - Records the location actually
staked in the field. May be recorded - absolute
coordinates, relative coordinates (delta Z - cut or fill),
distance left/right and in/out, direction and dimne from
occupied station, etc.
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Auxillary Equipment

Refers to electronic equipment that help rod and
instnument man communicate.

Radios - If you've ever tried to yeU instructions to a rod
man against a strong north wind, then you know two way radios
can be imporLnt. Hand signals are a substitute, but not as
productive.

Receivers/Transmitters - Refers to one way communication. I
Rodman may have an electronic display which receives stakeout
values from the instrument, or a radio type voice receiver.
Transmitter is 'at the instrument.

* Tracking Lights - Device that emits a light from the
instrument to the rodman, Usually changes color, depending
upon whether you are left, right, or on line. Sometimes
blinks at different frequencies as you get closer to exact
iine. -

" Miscellaneous Equipment - Refers to staking aids, such as
special targets, staking tripods, etc.

VI--I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Data Collection Checklist

Ref"er to general capabilities and functions of tne dat
:cilec::r. "hese may include:

Mesure Seuerc - Number of different sequences with
wtuc.j a user may CoLlect data. User may M= from built in
sequences, or d his own. A sequence refers to the order
in which measured and observed data (slope distance,
horizontal angle, vertical angle, target height, etc.) is
collected.

L:= Pror ammable Prnm - User may define his own prompts.
Generally allows btult - in prompts to be modified to user
terminology, or the addition of prompts not built - in.

"Q 3utrall Transfer - Refers to the transfer of al measured
dam (slope distance, horizontal angle. vertical angle) to
the dam collector at the touch of one button. If that
button is on the instrument, the data collector can be hung
on the tripod, leaving the operaor's hands free.

SManua - Allows measured data to be entered
manually from the keyboard. Desirable if field instrument is
not electronically linked to the collector.

* • - Corrects and changes collected data. Some retain
both the original and corrected data. This may be required
from a legal standpoint.

•Seah - Finds dam by searching for a particular known point
number, angle, dismnce, code etc.

"E=E Edi-e M - Same as editing, only original data is
destroyed. This may not be desirable. Some dam collectors
give you the option to ers or keep original dat.

au Instrument Pamim - Chuncteristics of different
field equipment (EDM offset, prism offset, type of EDM. type
of theodolite, etc.) may be input. These parameters a then
reflected in all darn reduction computations. Some of these
may be set in the istum-nL-

• Met M mrien eemmus - Sets the characteristic of
measured dam (curvature & refraction, sea level correction.
pressure/temp, etc.). These panmers are then reflected in
all dam reduction computations. Some of then may be set in
the insummentL

W 4 uk A L 2I& fL - sn angle and disstan
tolera nces for multiple masunmsna. The user is then
warned when the measurement does no:t use tolaiuneft

• 2irz oZ &iL &nIul - Records angles with either a
direcuon or repenting instumenL
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AnU - Records multiple turned angles for
later reduction by either the data collector, or an office
Sc ftare package. -

Su-2.edP Cg= - Numeric codes, which will later be
decoded by the office software to plot a symbol, or a line
between points may be entered. 3

"TIie Stames aM - Provides some method of automatically
recording the time and date of measurements.

SRecords Multiple h= - Records data for more than one I
project at a time. Should be recorded in separate,
designated files.

Data Recorded -

The ability of the data collector to record measured and
observed dam. The following may be recorded.

" Proiec' Reference - Descriptive information for each project 3
May include file name, project name, client name, field crew,
etc.

" Instr-ment Parmeters - Sel ca Instument Parmeter above. 1
" Measurement Parameters -See Set Measurement Parameters/

above. -

" * N oe - Text may be entered to further describe
points, conditions. etc. -

Pit ao=e - An alpha or numeric code designed to describe
the point being measured. Usually, decoded by the software
and translated into a descriptive note, and/or plotted
symbol. 1

• Poit * - Point number recorded with measured dam. -

SQupid Station - The instrument station from which measured
data is taken.

a at Innment - The vertical distance from the instrument -

center ground point to the horizontal axis of the telescope.

* aL I=m . The vertical distance from the measured ground - - -3

point to the center of the reflector/prim.

S = Distance - The measured slope distance from the center
of the instrument to the reflector.

H rionml Anki - The measured horizontal angle between the
backsight and target. -

"Vericl Anu, - The measured vertical angle between the
taret and either the vertical axis (zenith angle), or the
horizontal axis (vertical angle) of the instrument.
Sometimes referred to as zenith angle.
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Duplication of Datm
The ability of the data collector to duplicate repetitive

-ata automatically. Very important in determining overall ease
,f use and field productivity. The tollowtr.; may te
zupiicated.

! " Cjj - Automatically repeats the last point :ode,
unless told differently by the operator.

E Pi NZi t I. - Automatically increments the point number by
one, until told differently. Sometimes decrements number by
one.

* iL Target - Automatically repeats the last target height.
unul told differently.

Built-In Programs
The ability of the dam collector to act as a calculator,

or computer. Refers to built in *turn-key' programs provided
by the manufacturer. Some of these calculations may be
performed by the field instrument and the results transmitted
to the da collector.

* Traverse - Records backsight, occupied and foresight station
data in such a way that the data collector and/or an office
comouter may compute traverse coordinates. Optionally, may
compute and record coordinates and compute closure error.

* ITonnr x - Records backsight point, occupied station and
sideshot target data in such a way that the data collector
an ,'tr an office computer may compute coordinates.
Optionally, may compute and record coordinates. Some record
both measured data and reduced coordinates. Useful for
topographic surveys.

0 t - Allows the opmeator to stake out points from
coordinates stored in the data collector. Data collector
calculates angle and distance. based upon known coordinates
of the backuight point, occupied station and stakeout poinL
May provide two way communication of distance and angle to
stakeout point, record gas staked coordinates', compute
cut/fill etc. Sometimes referred to as *setting out.
Discussed in more detail in Module 4.

* Invrse - Computes distance and direction information between
two points of known coordinates.

0Resection - Computes the occupied station by using triangular
geometry and two or more known points. The greater the
number of known points and the more distance/angle
combinations possible, the better. May compute and record
the accuracy of the measurement. Useful for stakeout
applications (see Module 5 for a more complete definition).

* Renmote Eleatin - Computes the elevation of an inaccessable
target point above/below a measured ground point.

* Calcuate Cooaii - Computes the coordinates of a point
by itS relative position to a known ooin. Uses mesured
i.ta.
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So inaes - Records. as well as computes,
coordinates.

" In a w Kn f tramv - Refers to keyboard input of
reference information, such as back azimuth. starting
coordinates, etc. this information is then used by other
built in programs to perform computations.

* inay RLaw Q= - Provides for the review of raw measured 1
and observed dam.

Cllimatin Corretion- Determires the field instrument's I
collimation error and automatically applies it to
measurements.

ability to pnnt formatted readable field notes directly to a
printer, without the aid of a computer. Typically, most data
collectors provid, an RS-232C interface and transmit a
computerese type *COMS' output to the printer. A formatted
output takes this one step further and identifies all
measuremenu and observations with english headings, such as
horizontal angle, slope distance, etc.

ProgrammabiLiry
The abiliry to chango or program, either the recording

order of measured data (see measurement sequences above) or the
function of the data collector.

SProtm Frm E= KeyLboar - Manually programmed from the keyboard i
of the dam collector. Usually refers to changing
measurement sequaas only.

" Download Frm Computer - Programming from an office computer I
may be downloaded to the dam colector.

Number C Thu ]3 a i SfLa, - Usually, them are 3
some memory ilimtaons that restrict either the number
and/or sun (number of bytes) of additional programs that can
be stored in the collector. i

I
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Drafting Checklist

zI

Linework
The abiLiy to plot a variety of line types. Includes,

-he number zf standard choices and capability to create
additional line types. May include the ability to plot lines
by specifying ranges of consecuti .e or blocks of non
consecutive points. The ease with which this can be done is
extremely important.

Optionally, may include the abisiry to graphically
represent ground elevations, by plotting point elevations,
contours, cross sections an,4 profiles. While most drafting
programs have limited 3D capabilities, they arb primarily
designed for 2 dimensional plan views. Any extensive 3D
capabilities are usually reserved for specialized software,
such as tt'pographic modelling, road lesign and earthwork
oackages.

Tasks/Func.ons to look for include:

" Sandard- Number of standard line types which a user
may select For example solid, uashed, centerline, etc.

0 U=Definable I= - Number of line types which a user may
create and store for later use. For example fence line,
railroad tn-cks, etc.

" Rer yen Pattern Lentths - Can a user vary the repeat
pattern length of line rypes? For example, short, or long,
dashes.

0 =in &=ne og Pont Plots lines between a rings of

consecutive points. Useful for automatically plotting
similar line types with similar attributes.

" ELM &a 2L 12nt - Automatically plots a set (group,
figure, layer etc) of non comcutive points Thes sets are
usually created in coordinate geometry. Useful for plotting
similar line types, with similar attributes. For example, a
boundary, centerline, R/W line, or lot perimiter may be
described as a set and plotted with one command.

C Hjr a m A - Highlts selected areas of the plot
with cru hatching, 4hading, or special symbcl.

a =1t Sea[ Li - Uses a digitizer to plot from a scale,
rather than betwee coordinates. Useful for plotting scaled
easement line.

• iuz Drwn- - Existing mas may be digitized
and stored for later replotting. A plotter may have some
limited digitizing, features to orient existing mae on the
plotter bed, but this usually requires a dilit n table and
puck (digitzing site, with numeric keypad). May include the
ability to tn m g gSUE a well u digitize the
end points of smight ine.
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Ccat PIZ Contourn - Calculates and plots user
specified contour intervals between spot elevations. This
can laboriously proceed on a poin( by point basis or be I
automatically done by the program.

"Drw Parafell Linn - Draws a line paralell to another line,
without compuung the end point coordinates. Useful for
plotting easement and other lines that do not require
coordinates to be staked in the field. I

SDraiws Lad In Arrow - Plots lead in arrows from annotation,
or notes that are cast off from a line.

" Insmnt CM =1ot - Plots a line sketch on the screen as 1
points are being computed or the plot file is being
developed. Useful for checking your work as you proceed. -

Annotation
The ability to automatically annotate lines or points with

their parametric values. The values are computed by the
program and placed at user specified locations.
Tasks/functions to look for include:

SL Lin Parameters - Includes bearing/azimuth and distance. 5
"C*U Parameters - Includes arc length, chord length, tangent

length, radius, central angle, deflection angle, etc.

Egint Parameters - Includes X Y Z coordinates, descriptors,
point numbers, etc. -

A nnoation Loion - The user specified position of the
annotation for strmaiht inM curves Ind giM Often set
up by menu selection, before the plot sequence is entered.
Usually provides a choice of two or more locations. When I
your choice doesn't fit, program automatically put
information in a curve fable, for later ploting. Some
programs provide the capability to specify a& alternam

Usrtion Digzb ased pros are, generally, more
flexible than keyboard based programs.

ie - User may specify the siz of annotation by either an 1
absolute value or a value relative to scale.

-II-I

I
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Symbols/Figures
The ability to select, position and create point symbols

3nd special figures. Building footprints, trees, manholes,
etc. are examples. Using a table digitizer to create these is
much faster than using a keyboard to enter coordinates or a
plotter digitizer to digitize locations.

Tasks/Functions to look for include:

*Stndard - Number of standard symbols/figures provided by the
program. For example, point marks, tic marks, circles,
squares, triangles, trees, etc.

U= D - Number of symbols that may be defined and
stored for later use.

" Sie - User may specify size of symbols/figures by either
absolute values or values that vary with scale.

" Mir Iman Symbolsiznm - Flops over, or mirrors,symbols and figures. Useful for plotting standard building
~footprints.

SSpecif R o - Specifies the rotation angle about a point

of the symbol or figure.

Keyboard Text
Inputting, positioning and plotting special text, such as

notes, street names, lot numbers, block numbers, etc.
Different than annotation, as all text entry is manually input
from the keyboard. User may vary the ie t-k and 1Mln.

oii is chosen by coordinate positions or with a digitizer.
Some programs allow the user to plot a rectangular box where
text is be located (includes annotation). Allows user to got a
quick look at the plot and decide whether everything looks okay
before a final drawing is attempted. May be done on the screen
or plotter. Using a tablo digitier t locate text is best.

Miscellaneous Functions
Includes program wide functions, not specific to

annotation, keyboard text, or linework.

Tasks/functions to look for include

°Vary 1= &a With 3MMg - Selects text and/or annotation
size in proportion to scale. When th plots scale is
changed, all text is automaticlly changd to fit.

Y 1 HIL./id t oada - Elongates, or squMe tet

I
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_Ahto adzg izeo - Progrim automatically increments lot
numbers once location is chosen. When used in combination
with a digitzer, or with a program that automatically places •
the number at the center of the lot, thi can be a very

powerful tool.

Ao t Lal Descriptio - Facilitates plotting legal i
descriptions. May be as simple as a basic text editor, or as
sophisticated as recalling common legal description terms,
such as "to the point of beginning', *thence along a line',
etc. May also be integrated with coordinate geometry, to
that points may be entered and automatically converted to
bearings and distances by the program.

" Lin& Prai, r h Editors - Allows text corrections on a line
by line or paragraph by paragraph bais. Paragraph editor's
are usually pore flexible, because they contain some word
processing functions and automatically reformat paragraphs.

" Listint & Ed iina = Sflencesl - Liss and corrects plot
files (sequences). May be as tedious as changing every line,
or as simple as making one change and having it reflected in
the rest of the file. Some programs an search and replace
plot instructions. For example: 'search for all dashed lines
and replace them with solid lines'. This can be a very
powerful editing tooL Copying standard plot sequences from
one part of the file to another, can also be very useful.

* A=to Beol Entir Drw - Automatically replots the entire
drawing. Useful when changing scales and orientation. Most
programs can easily replot iUnes points and annotation, but
special text, north arrows and tables are sometimes manually
located after the drawing is complete.

* Orient /Rt t - Orients and rotams the location of the i
plot on the plotting surface. Usually requires a rotation
point and X Y location from a corner of the plot surface,
plus a direction of romliOn scale, overall plot dimensions,
etc. AU annotation and text should be automatically
re-oriented to read properly.

"Window 5 a oL oM - Isolates and plots a section of the I
plot file.

SeMn Supported - How many pens does the program support. The -

more pens it supports, the Is often you have to manually
change pens.
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INDEPENDENT EVALUATION PLAN
FOR THE

MARKET INVESTIGATION

OF THE
AUTOMATED INTEGRATED SURVEYING INSTRUMENT (AISI)

1. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Automated Integrated Survey Instrument (AISI) is an electronic sur-
veying system intended to supply the military surveyor with a single device
with which to achieve all functions formerly carried out with theodolites and
distance measuring devices. With the fielding of the AISI, the Surveying
Equipment, Distance-Measuring, Medium Range (SEM-MR) and the Wild T-2
Theodolite will be deleted from the inventory. The AISI will automatically
perform horizontal and vertical angle measurement, horizontal and vertical
distance measurement, and slope and zenith distance measurements. It has an
on-board microcomputer to automatically calculate the above functions at the
push of one or more buttons by the operator. The results of these functions
are then displayqd on the instrument panels, and can concurrently be routed
to a portable data collector for retention and later use in the office. The
data scored in the collector is transferred to an external microprocessor for
direct printing by a printer and/or plotter, or refinement with the use of
commercial surveying software programs.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 The requirement for the AISI was identified in the Topographic Support
System (TSS) Required Operational Capability (ROC) (Reference 1) in 1978;
however, at that time only one manufacturer was known to produce such an
instrument and it cost approximately 50 thousand dollars. The decision was
made to postpone procurement of the AISI, but not to delete the requirement.
The deficiency was again identified in the May 1983 Combat Support, Engineering
and Mine Warfare, Mission Area Analysis, and the market surveillance now shows
that commercial AISI's are available.

2.2 The U.S. Army Engineer School requested that the TSS ROC be authenticated
as the approved requirement document for the AISI. The approved Operational
and Organizational (040) Plan (Reference 2) describes the need for AISI by all
elements of the topographic survey units, topographic and intelligence teams,
and engineer construction units.

2.3 The survey equipment currently in use by survey units requires that all
raw data be collected by conventional manual means, which is very time
consuming, prone to errors, and causes survey projects to be completed in
weeks and months, instead of the required hours, days, and weeks defined in
the May 1983 Combat Support, Engineering and Mine Warfare, Mission Area
Analysis.

2.4 A Market Surveillance was conducted to identify industry's technical
capabilities and capacities to demonstrate user identified requiresnts, and
provide information which was needed in order to conduct a more thorough market
investigation. The market surveillance has shown that an HDI - Category A
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(off-the-shelf) acquisition program is feasible. Contract award is scheduled I
for the 4th Quarter FY 88. A Market Investigation is now underway to identify
the systems in existence which demonstrate the military mission requirements as
specified in the AISI O&O. The Market Investigation involves the gathering of

test data from comercial AISI manufacturers and AISI users, and evaluations
conducted by the Govermnt.

2.5 The Milestone I/1I, In-Process Review (IPR) is scheduled for the 2nd 1
Quarter FY 88. The Technical &ad the User Independent Evaluation Reports
(UZR's), along with the generic comnrcial market specification will be used as
the basis for type classification of a generic £15 specification or purchase I
description. ImpOrtant milestones in the ASI acquisition program are
contained in Appendix B. 3

3. OVJECTIVES

The Independent Evaluation Plan (1EP) is intended to: 3
- Provide a plan for the TECOM technical independent evaluation of the

AISI during the.Proof of Principle phase of the Acquisition Cycle. 3
- Provide an outline of the methods which will be used to assess the

extent that AISI candidates demonstrate requiremnts of the TSS ROC (Reference
1), O&O Plan (Reference 2), and applicable military standards.

- Describe the methods which will be used to determine whether AISI is
ready to enter into the Production and Deployment Phase of the acquisition

cycle.

4. SCOPE 3
4.1 This IEP includes the evaluation issues, methodologies, and data
requirements for evaluation of AISI. The evaluation vill assess the technical

and environmental performance, couatibility/interoperability, reliability,
logistic supportability, human factors, safety, physical characteristics, and

surveying operations capabilities. Results of the individual characteristics

assessments will be used to determine the military utility of the AISI. I
4.2 All test data and data from technical documentation, regardless of the
sources, will be considered in the evaluation in compliance with the Single
Integrated Test Concept (SITC). Govermant test and evaluation organizations
involved vith Technical Testing of the A1S include the U.S. Amy Test and
Evaluation Coand (TECO), the Selvoir Research, Development, and Engineering
Center (BIDEC), and an independent engineering services contractor appointed by I
IIDEC. Testing during the Market Investigation will be conducted in accordance
with Government revieed and approved test plans.

S. OPERATIONAL ENVIRO MENI

5.1 Threat. There are no major survivability and endurance pals that require 3
validation. No attempt is being made to nuclear harden the AIS, or protect it
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.rom NBC effects since it is an off-the-sneif comerciai product. Testing vi'
.4enrif'v :e effects on survivability and endurance of varying environmental
zonditions, high-altitide electromagnetic pulse (EMP), and chemical-biological
econtaminatcon procedures.
., Climatic. The AISI will be operaed in the ambient temperature range from

-5"F to 120°F. .he AISI will be expected to be used in the Hot, Basic, and
=oc zlinmact design types as defined by AR 70-38 (Reference 3), Table 2-1.

5.3 Transportability. he AISI will have the same transportabiiity
characteristics as present transportable (mobile) survey instruments. Field
parties normally travel in 5/4-ton CUCV vehicles, survey company personnel in
1/4-ton trucks, and the survey section of the Topographic Support System in a
5-ton tractor vehicle.

5.4 Environmental Constraints. Certain environmental conditions, such as air
drop, bounce, fungus, resistance, severe temperature, and military oriented
2rotective posture evaluation, may result in the identification of operational
:onstraints in severe environments.

6.1 Does AISI meet the IIMWlT1it'UT urtse for topographic and
.onscruc:ion surveys as specified in the AISI 0&O Plan and the Topographic
Support System ROC, during day and night operations? The following
:naracteristics will be included:

a. Minimum and maximum range

b. Horizontal, slope, and zenith distance measurement accuracy

c. Horizontal and vertical angle measuring accuracy

. -Dtical capabilities

Does AIS meet the mission MUS,4E .G7L nd
"

transportatiot in all the expected environments, including nuclear high
altitude electromagnetic pulse (EMP) and can the AISI be decontaminated?

6.3 Are the measured =U=-lit. ak lt *-.4 wd-,.n
available t nsanir and is the AISI ft 7wib'uuWIMUii l
microprocesuorw for further production of survey functions?

6.4 Do the aff-Al"-!.equalent
inter face with AISI to I!w'11

6.5 Does the AISI meet the established .- ,- 1u-ti and, if not,
what impact will this have on mission requirements?

3
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6.i Does the lag. tt plan for the AISI system (A:S: wj:- I
support equipment anc software) satisfy mission needs and what is tie m=oa:: 
the overall logistics supportability if any of the elements listed below are
not met? I

a. End-Item Requirements

b. Supply Support 1
c.. Technical Data/Publications I

d. Support and Test Equipment

e. Manpower and Personnel, Training and Training Devices 5
ft Transportation and Handling

6.7 Can the A!SI meet N UZ ra[u lf (elements of HFE, RAM, ILS, New
Equipmen: Training (NET), and personnel safety/health hazard) when operate-
and maintained by MOS-qualified, NET-trained, experienced personnel wearing
clothing and equipment appropriate for the operating and maintenance I
environmental conditions?

6.8 Have the ~ 3 -4t744 associated with AISI operation, 5
maintenance, transportation, and storage been controlled to an acceptable
level?

7. OTHER TECHNICAL EVALUATION ISSUES

7.1 Does the AISI meet the MIL-STD-461B requirements for elactroagnetic

7.2 Does AISI meet the Z ,_w , - I such as weight, size.
and rigidity? U
7.3 Is the e1 for reliable AISI operation in
compliance with the operational mode sumary/mission profile?

7.4 Is the AISI clonur~us--ire id- with which i: is
required to interface? 3
8. MILITARY TEST AND EVALUATION PERSONNEL PARTICIPATION

Central to the doctrine of structured technical testing is the use of 1

experienced Military Operational Specialty(MOS)-qualified soldiers. Soldier/
operator, maintainer, test, and evaluation (S4MTE) personnel must use

the fully functional AISI system in the performance of tasks in accordance with I
the Operational Mode Sumary/Mission Profile (OHS/MP). SONTE personnel with
the proper MOS(s) will participate in various portions of testing, to include

the human factors aspects of operation and maintenance. However, if it is no: 1

-4 I



possible c use SOMTE personnel during the Market Surveillance testing, :hen
available test personnel will be used to validate whether the proper MCS's nave
been established and whether the manuals are adequate.

9. MANPRIN

The .ANPRINT evaluation will be based on data from testing in its domains
that are addressed by human factors engineering, system safety, and integrated
logistics support during the Market Investigation of the AISI. Major test
incidents occurring in these areas will also be designated as MANPRINT
failures. A MANPRINT stiteunt will appear in the Independent Evaluation
Report (IER) which will be available prior to the next scheduled IPR.

10. ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTATION

Before any Government testing on AISI can begin, the environmental

documentation requirements described in Appendix C must be provided.

11. ALTERNATIVES

Three different models of AISI's will be tested during the Market
:nvestigation. The models are not being tested for production competition
purposes. Test results will be used to verify the availabilty of co rcial
systems to satisfy the military requirements and to use the test results to
establish a basis for a generic purchase description based on state-of-Lne-art
characteristics. The models that will be tested during the Market Investi-
gation are:

- Cubic Precision, model TIA

- Geodimeter Inc., System 440

- Wild Heerbrugg, model T2000

:2. MODELS AND SIMULATIONS

No models or simulations will be used in the AISI evaluation. A check-
list described in Appendix A, will be used to sumarize the characteristics
of the AISI candidates. The purpose of using the checklist will nit be to
indicate which of the three candidate system is beet, but will be used to
show the degree to which the military requiremnts can be satisfied by commer-
cial candidates. The results of the checklist will be used to determine the
best characteristics that are available for specifying in the preparation of
the generic purchase description.

13. SYSTEM EVALUATION FLAN

13.1 The plan for the AISI Market Investigation evaluation consists of making

comparisons between AISI test and analysis results and the military
requirements specified in the TSS ROC and the 0&0 Plan. The Surveying
Electronic Distance-Measuring Equipment (SEDXM) Specification (Reference 4)

and FM 5-105 for Topographic Operations (Reference 5) viii also be used as

5



additional sources tf mili:ary requirements. The results of the investigation I
will be used to answer the technical evaluation issues neeied in preparation
for making decisions relevant to the Milestone I/III In-Process Review (IPR).
The purpose of the IPR will be to type classify the generic purchase I
description for a commercial AISI system.

13.2 Three surveying instruments (one sample from each manufacturer) will be
tested. The Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TD(P) (Reference 6) is being
prepared by BRDEC in coordination with the Test and Ivaluation Working Group
(TIWG). The TEq viii describe the aztent, length of tim, and the locations
of the Market Investigation testing. The engineering services contractor's I
test plan (Reference 7) yes prepared and describes the testing planned to be
conducted during the Market Investigation. nLo. the TDEP and the engineering
services contractor's test plan are being reviewed by TIC0N end both will be I
used to determine adequacy of test data needed for the Technicnl Evaluation.
Testing will !e conducted in the laboratory enviroment at the engineering
services contractor's facilities, in simulated environmental chambers, and in
the field at BRDEC's Engineeriag Proving Grounds at Fort lelvoir, Vs. Testing
will include technical performance and simulated environmental (high and low
temperatures, sqlar radiation, humidity, rainfall, shock and vibration,
magnetic environment, sand and dust). Also, electromagnetic interference I
(EKI), power consumption, battery life, Suman Factors Engineering (HE),
Reliability, Maintainability, Infrared Radiation, and Safety tests will be
conducted. Field operational testing will consist of surveying operations I
vhich include triangulation, traverse, and geodetic leveling. Incidents that
occur throughout testing should be reported similar to Test Incident Reports
(normally provided by TECOM installations during tests). Final test reports
from the engineering services contractor vili be used as data sources for
evaluation.

13.3 The Technical evaluation issues, criteria, data requirements, and I
evaluation methodology are presented below.

_ 13.2 oes AISI meet the performance requirements for topt., raphic and I
construction su:/eys as specified in the AISI 00 Plon and the Topographic
Support System ROC, during day and night operations? The following
characteristics will be included: I

a. Minium and maxinm range

b. Horizontal, slope, and senith distance meuremant acrnracy I
c. Horizontal and vertical angle measuring accuracy3

d. Optical capabilities

13.3.1 1 Criteria 3
a. The AISI .s required to perform the following mission profile:

To provide horizontal coordinates, elevations, 'simuths, and Lard copy output I
using field survey methods at the accuracy required for accomplishing the
theater geodetic, topographic, construction, and artillery and fire missions.

6



t. AISI equipment must have illuminated reticle for night

observations.

c. Topographic characteristics desired are as follows:

(1) Distance measuring capabilities: range of from 2 meters co
14 km (O&O is expected to change to 7 ki) with modular capability to 20 km and
with a digital output to 1 m with an accuracy of +/-5 = and +3 ppm.

(2) Tracking mode with a response time of 1 second or less.

(3) Angle-measuring accuracy: electronic incremental reading of
horizontal and vertical readout with an accuracy of 1.0 seconds with a
measuring time of less than 0.5 second.

(4) Optical capabilities: illuminated reticle for night obser-
vations; telescopic magnification of 30 to 40 power erect image for angle
measurements; minimum focus of 2 meters or less for angle measurements.

d. Construction Survey Capabilities. The construction device
should have the same capabilities as the topographic device with the following
exceptions:

(1) Range: from 2 meters to 2 km with a digital output in feet or
meters readable to 1 me or 0.005 foot.

(2) Angle measurement: electronic incremental reading of
horizontal and vertical readout with an accuracy of 30 seconds with a measure-
ment time of less than 0.5 second.

13.3.1.2 Data Required

a. Range and range accuracy. Miniu--, in-between, and maximum range
measurements, with a statistically sufficient number of readings to charac-
terize the horizontal, slope, and zenith distance measurement capability
and accuracy in day and night conditions for the required survey operations.

b. Distance measuremUnt tim. Statistically sufficient number of
time measurements to characterize the time required for distance measurements at
various ranges in day and night conditions for the required survey operations.

c. Kuitencal and vertical angle measuring accuracy. Statis-
tically sufficient uuber of angle measurements to characterize vertical and
horizontal angle measuring accuracy in day and night conditions.

d. Field operational sur'eying data to verify topographic and

construction survey capabilities.

7
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e. Optical characteristics to include ierification of telescopic
magnification and focusing for maximum and minimum ranges in day and night
conditions, resolution, recicle lines, stadia lines, automatic, optical I
pluet, and stadia distance.

f Degree of stability. 3
g. Influence of weather, including the following conditions:

excellent atmospheric, dust, operation over hot sun-heated surfaces, wind,
rain, and fog. Testing under various weather conditions will be designed to
include excellent (around 30 km visibility), average (around 15 km visibility),
and poor (around 3 km visibility). 3

h. Influence of varying light conditions, including full sun,
cloudy, and night.

i. Survey closure errors in accuracy ratio (error per unit of
distance surveyed).

j. Description of each test exercise, including the date, time of
day, light conditions, weather, slope of terrain, and vegetation.

13.3.1.3 Evaluation Methodology U
a. Performance test data acquired under controlled laboratory con-

ditions and field operational functional cest data will be used for the evalu- I
ation. Mean and standard deviation estimates for range measurements, range
accuracy, distance measurement time, angle measurement accuracy, and survey
closure errors are to be presented in tabular form and graphs (when
appropriate). Estimated results viii be compared to the recomended and
required values.

b. The influence of varying degrees of visibility/weather, environ- I
ment, light, and terrain on measurements viii be assessed for impacts to the
successful completion of topographic and construction surveying missiona.

_.h Does AISI meet the mission requirements for operation, storage, and
nsportation in all the expected enviroInnts, including nuclear high

altitude electromagnetic pulse (DIP) and can the £ASI be decontaminated? I

13.3.2.1 Criteria

a. Ambient temperature range of -5 Dog F to 120 Dog F.

b. The AISI will be expected to be used in the Not, Basic, and Cold
climatic design types as defined by AR 70-38, Table 2-1, and M-lSTD-210B.

c. The AISI will have the em transportability characteristics as
present transportable (mobile) survey instruments. Field parties normally use I
5/4-ton CUCV vehicles, 1/4-ton trucks, and 5-ton tractor vehicles for
conducting surveying operations.

8 I



13.3.2.2 Data Required

a. AISI theodolite measurements of range, range accuracy, measurement
time, and angle measuring accuracies will be measured after each environmental
subtee, aZ i=di:ted i Table 1 of the engineering services contractor's test
plan (Reference 7). A fungus test should be included in the test design.

b. Effects on survivability and endurance of varying environmental
conditions, to include high-altitude electromagnetic pulse (EDP) and chemical-
biological decontamination procedures.

c. Functional performance after being submitted to climatic conditions
which simulate the Hot, Basic, and Cold climatic design types as defined by
AR 70-38 (Reference 3), Table 2-1.

d. Functional performance after shock and vibration testing that
simulate similar transportability in 5/4-ton CUCV vehicles, 1/A-ton trucks,
and a 5-ron tractor vehicle, air drop, and loose-cargo bounce.

e. Funptional performance date for the AISI equipment should be
obtained for operation in the natural climatic environments of the Cold Regions
Test Center, Alaska, and the Tropic Test Center, Panama, during First Article
Test and prior to materiel release.

13.3.2.3 Evaluation Methodology. Any structural or functional performance
degradation will be analyzed to determine effects of the various environments
on AISI mission-related performance.

: . re the measured data automatically calculated, displayed, stored,
"-a -vatlable for transfer and is the AISI compatible with software and

external microprocessors for further production of survey functions?

13.3.3.1 Criteria.

a. Calculation functions:

(1) Automatically perform. horizontal and vertical angle measure-
ments, horizontal distance measurement, and slope and zenith distance
measurements.

(2W- Preprogrmd field calculations and storage.

(3) Built-in corrections for curvature, refraction, and slope.

(4) Ability to compensate for eccentricity of the instrument.

b. Data storage and display fumctioua:

(1) 60-kilobyte mmory.

(2) Alphanumeric keyboard.

9
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(3) 16-column display.

(4) Minimum ope-ting time of 16 hours. 3
(5) Data storage and retention of 1,500 hours. I
(6) Direct data recording and dumping.

(7) Ability to store and lay out precomputed distances. 5
(8) Ability to lay out precomputed right/left deflection angles.

(9) Capable of measuring and layout of vertical angles, zenith 3
distance, and percent of slope.

(10) LCD display readable in daylight or dark.

c. Data transfer and compatibility with microprocessors and softvare
designed for processing of surveying functions: 3

- RS232/V24 interface to computer system.

13.3.3.2 Data Requirements I
a. Calculation functions: data to assess horizontal and vertical

angle measurements, horizontal distance measurements, and slope and zenith I
distance measurements. The following surveying operations and the associated
data are required:

(1) Knovn baseline measurement: measure distance (EDM).

(2) Differential Leveling: take level readings, horizontal
readings, distance readings (EDM), distance readings (stadia), and vertical
readings.

(3) Plane Traverse: measure distance, elevations, azimuths, 3
starting coordinates.

(4) Preliminary Location Survey (Road or Airfield) (Planetable 3
Survey): measure distance, azimuth, establish control points.

(5) Final Layout (Roads and Airfields) (data from initial
location): perform radial shots, establish control points.

(6) Building and Utility Set Preliminary Survey: distance,
control point, and azimuth.

(7) Building and Utility layout: measurements to compute
building layout, better board, location and level, utility, and line staking. I

1
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(8) Solar Observation: measure direct/reverse angles.

(9) Astronomic Observation (Star Shot): measure direct/
reverse angles.

(10) Known Baseline: measure distance and validate instrument
accuracy.

(11) Maximum range (EDM): measure distance.

b. Documentation which describes preproramed field calculations
and storage capabilities; built-in corrections capabilities for curvature,
refraction, and slope; ability to compensate for eccentricity of the instru-
ment; data storage and display functions, to include 60-kilobyte memory,
alphanumeric keyboard, 16-column display.

c. Test data to verify that the following capabilities are available
with the AISI system: minimum operating time of 16 hours; data storage and
retention of 1,500 hours; direct data recording and dumping; ability to store
and lay out precouputed distances; ability to lay out precomputed right/left
deflection angles; capable of measuring and layout of vertical angles, zenith
distance, and percent of slope; direct data recording and dumping; LCD display
readable in daylight or dark; data transfer and compatibility with micro-
processors and software designed for processing of surveying functions to
include the RLS23Z/V24 interface to computer system.

13.3.3.3 Evaluation Methodology

a. Data storage, retrieval, and transfer for processing will be
evaluated using structured performance test data and operational field test
data. Calculated parameters, such as distances and angles, will be monitored
on the visual display, stored, and made accessible for transfer to other
equipment for further processing.

b. The COGO Checklist in Appendix VII of the engineering services
contractor test report (Reference 7) will be used as a guide to evaluate the
required storage, retrieval, and data transfer functions of the AISI.

3.3.4,Do the available sicroprocessors, software, and peripheral equipment
'± ~vith A181 to provide the required printouts and plots of sureying
functions?

13.3.4.1 Criteria

a. AIS1 will require the availability of a microcomputer. printer.
minimum 24-inch wide drum plotter (multi-pen), and modules of software data
reduction and processing routines for Coustruction amd Topographic survey
products. These necessary support peripherale vii be located at ezisting
central reduction facilities for use by multiple AISI users. AISI software
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must be compatible with both the AISI and with the peripheral equipment. AIS'

peripherals and accessories should be introduced into the equipment inventory

to support AISI in the sm manner and at the se tim AISI becomes part of

the inventory, and be subject to the asm evaluation and training requirements

as AISI. 5
(1) External microprocessor capabilities.

- Fully MS/DOS compatible with AISI and other peripherals. I
- Direct interface with the data storage device. 5
- Direct interface to a printer and plotter.

- Must be fully compatible with microprocessor. 1
- Software package shall consist of a full range of

available, AISI compatible geodetic, topographic, and construction engineering

programs.

(2) Plotter characteristics.

- Must be fully compatible with microprocessor.

- Must york with a minimum size format of 24 by 30 inches. 3
- Should have a multi-pen capability for different colors

and pen sizes.

13.3.4.2 Data Required

ae "Verification of external microprocessor capabilities, to
include:

(I) Full MS/DOS compatibility with AZSI and ocher peripherals.

(2) Direct interface with the data storage device.

(3) Direct interface to a printer and plotter.

(4) Full compatibility with microprocessor.

(5) Software package consisting of a full range of available,

AISI-.ompatible geodetic, topographic, and construction engineering programs.

b. Verification of plotter capabilities:

(1) Full compatibility with microprocessor.

(2) Ability to work with aininum size format of 24 by 30 inches.

(3) Multi-peon capability for different colors and pen sizes.

12



C. Stored test data from field operational testing (described ii

paragraph 13.3.3.2.a above) will be used as input to the processing station
for the required survey operations, computations, and processed output
specified in Appendix VII, AISI Test Task Check Sheets, in the engineering

services contractor's test plan (Reference 7).

13.3.4.3 Evaluation Methodology. Test results will be assessed to determine
whether the AISI candidates demonstrate ability to meet the military require-
ments for topographic and for construction surveying operations as specified
in the TSS ROC (Reference 1), 0&O Plan (Reference 2), SEDHI Specification
(Reference 4), and Topographic Operation FM 5-105 (Reference 5). Results of
the MAUT will be used to indicate the ability of the three candidates
(designated by A, 3, and C codes) to fulfill miliary requirements for
surveying operations.

6.jT Does the AISI meet the established reliability requirements and, if

"- T, ~what impact will this have on mission requirements?

13.3.5.1 Criteria,

a. Quantitative reliability requirements will be established and

included when the RAM Rationale Report (RUi) is completed. However, the AISI
must have a high probability of completing the following mission requirements:

(1) The topographic surveyor furnishes field artiliery weapons

positioning and azimuth control on a continuing basis 12 hours per day, 7 days
per week during wartime operation. Peacetime duties normally consist of

solidifying and densifying control as needed for 10 hours per day, 5 days per

week.

(2) Construction surveyors in wartime run route reconnaissance,

surveying bridges, roads, airfields, culverts, etc., for 12 hour days, 7 day

weeks. During peacetime operations, the only difference is that the time is
shortened to 10 hour days and 5 day weeks.

13.3.5.2 Data Required

a. Total operating time for each test item.

b. A listing of incidents with the following information:

(1) Test item serial nmber.

(2) Operating tim to incident.

(3) Cause of the incident.

(4) Description of any corrective actions taken.
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(5) Total down time or total maintenance time. 3
(6) Description of the effect on system performance.

c. A description of operating modes and enviromental conditions

during the test.

d. Scoring conference results.

13.3.5.2 Evaluation Methodology 5
a. The thrust of the independent evaluation will be to determine

the reliability characteristics of the AISI and to identify equipment malfunc-
tions which reduce the military utility or degrade the mission capability of I
the system.

b. Test incidents will be charged based on the Failure Definition
and Scoring Criteria for AISI. i

c. The ?TBF of the system will be calculated as a point estimate
and at an 80 percent lover confidence level.

U.i3IDoes the logistics supportability plan for the AISI system (AISI with
support equipment and software) satisfy mission needs and what is the impact 3
on the overall logistics supportability if any of the elements listed below
are not met?

a. End-Item Requirements.

b. Supply Support. m
c. Technical Data/Publications.

d. Support and Test Equipment. 3
e. Manpover and Personnel, Training and Training Devices.

f. Transportation and Handling.

13.3.6.1 End Item Requirement

a. Criteria.

(1) The operation and maintenance (whatever level required) 3
must be performed by military personnel vithout contractor support. The main-
tenance ratio will be no more than 0.05. 1

(2) The operators vill be able to service the AISI in 15-30
minutes.

14
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b. Data Required.

(1) Test Incident Reports (TIR's) completed as prescribed by
DARCOM Reg 70-13.

(2) A complete history of all scheduled and unscheduled main-
tenance actions.

(3) Coimnts and findings on the system design for adherence to
good maintainability principles.

(4) Results of Scoring Conferences.

c. Evaluation Methodology.

(1) The quantitative maintainability indices will be calculated

at the appropriate levels.

(2) AMCP 706-132 will be used as a guide is assessing the
maintainability of the system. A subjective analysis of test results, based on
experience and professional judgement of military personnel vill be performed
to determine design adequacy.

13.3.6.2 Supply Support

a. Criteria.

(1) Repair parts will be authorized in adequate quantities and
diversity at the appropriate maintenance levels.

(2) Repair parts will be consistent with the Maintenance Alloca-
tion Chart (MAC), Repair Parts and Special Tools List (RPSTL), and skills
required to install and align parts.

b. Data Required.

(1) Repair parts consumption history during the testing.

(2) Comants on the ease of installation, aligent, and check-

out of the repair parts.

(3) Coments on the compatibility of the system repair parts
with those listed in the RPSTL.

c. Evaluation Methodology.

(1) A projection of support requiremuts vill be made to include

estimates before and after any corrections.
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(2) A narrative discussion of the adequacy of the support will
be provided. Where an inadequacy is found, it will be documented with a
complete description of the problem, its impact on operations, the cause of

the problem, and recomendations to correct the problem.

13.3.6.3 Technical Data/lquipment Publications 3
a. Criteria.

(1) The technical data/equipment publications shall adequately
reflect the system they support.

(2) The technical data/equipment publications shall be easily and 3
completely understood by the maintenance personnel to whom they are addressed. -

b. Data Required 3
(1) Findings as recorded for the Technical Data/Publications

Chart, Appendix. H, TECOM Supplement 1 to DARCOH-R 700-15 (Reference 10). 3
(2) Commnts on technical manuals TAW Appendix E, TECOM

Supplement 1 to DARCe*(-R 700-15.

(3) Copies of any DA Forms 2028 prepared on any technical

publications.

c. Evaluation Methodology. A projection vill be made of the I
useability of the publications when fielded.

13.3.6.4 Support and Test Equipment I
a. Criteria. 3

(1) The special/comnon tools, and support and test equipment
shall be necessary and adequate for the performance of all authorized mainten-
ance tasks at each level of maintenance. 1

(2) The design of the system should permit the use of common

tools whenever possible.

b. Data Required.

(1) Findings as recorded in the format of the Support and Test 5
Equipment Chart, Appendix I TECO( Supplement, DACOM-I 700-15.

(2) Comnts on the adequacy of the comnon and special tools
and the support and test equipment. Coments on the same items where they are
found to be needed but not provided by the System Support Package (SSP).

c. Evaluation Methodology. Each support and test equipment item I
will be subjectively analyzed for adequacy, necessity, and risk when fielded.

1
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.3.3.6.5 Manpower and Personnel, Training and Training Devices

a. Criteria.

(1) The skill levels shall be appropriate for maintenance.

-) The number of personnel shall be adequate for maintenance.

(3) The training provided shall be sufficient to impart the

necessary skills for maintenance.

b. Data Required

(1) Comments on the adequacy of the type and number of personnel
selected for maintenance support.

,) Comments on the suitability, effectiveness, and adequacy of
the training of personnel and of the training devices (if any).

Z. Evaluation Methodology

(1) A subjective analysis will be made of the overall quality
of training provided.

(2) Each incident in test that was adversely affected by
training will be subjectively analyzed for correction.

13.3.6.6 Transportation and Handling

a. Criteria. The AISI shall have the same transportability require-
ments as the current mobile survey equipment.

b. Data Required. The data collection requirements are given in

paragraph E-lF, Appendix E, TECOM Supplement 1, DARCO(-R 700-15.

c. Evaluation Methodology. The measured and observed data will be
summarized and analyzed for compliance with transportability requirements
specified in AR 70-47.

13.3.7 Can the AISI met MANPUINT requirements (elemnts of WE, RAM, ILS, New
"--4ZnnTraining (NET), and personnel safety/health hazard) when operated and
maintained by MOS-qualified, NET-trained, experienced personnel wearing cloth-
ing and equipment appropriate for the operating end maintenance environmental

conditions?

13.3.7.1 Criteria

a, LCD display readable in dayligbt or dark.

b. Illuminated reticle for night observations.
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I
c. AISI, when used in the field data collection phase of operations,

will be utilized by a crew of three topograpbic surveyors (MOS 82D) or con- U
struction surveyors (MOS 823) similar to current operations. When the AISI
is used in the data reduction phase, only one person should be required for
each 12-hour shift, as opposed to the five required to provide quality control
and supervision for the manual processing of field data in a 24-hour tim
period of operations. The AISI will have systems, health assessment, and
human factors evaluations as required. 3

d. Maintenance for the AISI will be totally conducted by the
contractor personnel throughout the life cycle.

e. All HrE data shall comply with MIL-STD-1472C (Reference 11) and
any other applicable requirements documents. Manuals must be written in accord-
ance with TOP 1-2-609 (DAGES) (Reference 12). 5

f. The AISI shall comply with the human factors engineering program
requiremnts of AR 602-1 and MIL-B-46855, and shall be designed in compliance I
with applicable environmental protection requirements of AR 200-2.

13.3.7.2 Data Required I
a. A task analysis in sufficient detail to reveal areas of operator

overload of stress, areas requiring task-specific training and areas
particularly sensitive to operator errors.

b. Adequacy of illumination of scales. 3
c. Adequacy of labeling, wording, color coding, and keying.

d. Adequacy of protection from laser emissions. 3
e. Adequacy of human factors design for maintainability and

operability. 

f. Adequacy of the HlFE design to include the 5th percentile female
through the 95th percentile male soldier. i

g. Adequacy of design of all work stations of the system.

h. Error and analysis of SONTE operators and maintainers of the 3
system.

i. Comnts of SOGET operators and maintainers of the system on EYE 5
aspects of the system that might detract from the military utility of the
system.

j. Observations, questionnaires, and performance tests as I
necessary to determine the effectiveness of New Equipment Training (NET)
provided for the system. 3
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k. i'ther ;uestionnaires and rating scales as required.

i3.3.7.3 Evaluation Methodology

a. All HFE data should be taken by a qualified human factors
engineer; objective measurements can be made at any time during the testing.
Subjective data, including that from interviews and questionnaires, should be
taken three tines during the testing: once soon after the stert of the test
program; once near the midpoint; and at the end of the test prograv. Such
data will be used to indicate changes in attitude and to evaluate learning
effects as well as to evaluate the AISI.

b. Test preparation and testing procedures will be carried out in
accordance with TOP 1-2-610 and TECOM Pamphlet 602-1. Computers and Computer
Dis-lays will be evaluated in accordance with TOP 1-1-059.

c. All HYE data will be analyzed by a human factors engineer to
determine compliance with the MIL-STD-1472C and any other applicable require-
ments document. Subjective data will be reviewed to detect any desiga or
functional problems, and to ascertain their importance. All quantitative and
qualitative data will be reduced to tabular or graphical forms and be
summarized in terms of findings, conclusions, and recommnded actions. The
evaluation of the manuals will be performed in accordance with TOP 1-2-609
(IMAGES).

,113.3.8 Have the safety and health hazards associated with AISI operation,
...rrenance, transportation, and storage been controlled to an acceptable
level?

13.3.8.1 Criteria

a. The AISI shall comply with the system safety and health hazard
program requirements of ARs 385-10, 385-16, 40-5, 40-10, and MIL-STD-882B
(Reference 13).

b. The AISI shall not present uncontrolled, catastrophic, or critical
residual safety or health hazards. Safety deficiencies, defined as Category
LA, IB, IC, ID, ILA, 113, IIC, and IIIA risks, shall be eliminated or
controlled by design whenever feasible.

c. The AISI design mast comply with the intent of Mf.-STD-454,
requirement 1 (safety), for operator and maintainer safety.

d. Ionizing radiation sources shall not be used vithout prior
notification and anproval. When use is necessary, the source(s) shall be
controlled LAW regulatory and statutory requiremants.

e. Non-ionizing radiation sources (e.g.. laser or other directed
energy device) used in design must be approved, and should not present a
hazard to personnel during operation (e.g., eye-safe laser).
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13.3.8.2 Data Required 1
a. Total operating time for each test item. g
b. A listing of incidents with the following information:

(1) Test item serial number. 3
(2) perating time to incident.

(3) Cause of the incident.

(4) Description of any corrective actions taken. 3
(5) Total dawn time or total maintenance time.

(6) Description of the effect on system performance. 3
c. A description of operating modes and environmental conditions

duritg the test.. I
d. Scoring conference results.

13.3.8.3 Evaluation Methodology 3
a. The th.ust of the independent evaluation will be to determine

the reliability characteristics of the AISI and to identify equipment mal- I
functions which reduce the military utility or degrade the mission capabilityof the system.

b. Test incidents will be charged based on the Failure Definition U
and Scoring Criteria for AISI.

c. The MTBF of the system will be calculated as a point estimate I
and at an 80 percent lover confidence levil.

1 3 Does the AISI meet the MIL-STD-461B requirements for electromagnetic 3
.w ence/electromagnaetic compatibility?

13.3.9.1 Criterion 3
The electromagnetic interference emission and susceptibility charac-

teristics shall conform to MIL-STD-461B, methods 102 for radiated and CE03

for conducted tests, for Class B equipment. The frequency spectrum shall be I
from 0.014 through 1 G~z during the radiated tests and from 0.020 through
50 MHz during the conducted tests with the following exceptions: (a) broad-

band radiated emissions (E02) at 0.3 M s and 0.7 WUs shall be increased by I
5 dB and, (b) broadband radiated emissions (I102) at 150 MRs shall be increased
6 dB above the requirements of MIL-STh-461B, as specified for similar type

equipment such as SEDME. I
2
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1 "3.3.9.2 Data Required

a. EMI/EMC teat data specified in the PD, MIL-STD-461B, and

b. Compatibility and interoperability test results that relate to

the ability of the AISI to operate with the communication and electronic
equipment. This data will be obtained from user field operational testing of
the AISI system and from analysis of the operating characteristics of the
equipment involved.

13.3.9.3 Evaluation Methodology. The DII and EC of the AISI will be tested
and evaluated in accordance with the provisions of the PD, MIL-STD-461B
(Reference 8), and MIL-STD-462 (Reference 9). Test results will show whether
the conducted and radiated EDI emissions are within acceptable limits. An
analysis will be conducted to determine whether the AISI mets electromagnetic
compatibility requirements and to estimate the effects of excessive EMI on
comunication and electronics equipment that operate within the vicinity.

I Does AISI, meet the physical design characteristics such as weight,,. r igidity?

13.3.10.1 Criteria

a. Commercially available shapes are acceptable. Maximum weight
of tile total system has not been determined at this point in time. However,
the maximum weight of each package shall not exceed the maximum safe lifting
requirements for personnel as required by MIL-STD-1472C.

b. AISI design should include the following characteristics:

(1) Built-in corrections for curvature, refraction, and slope.

(2) An electronic compensator for mialevel of the instrument.

(3) Ability to compensate for eccentricity of the instrument.

(4) Impact-resistant carrying case and instrument test and
repair kit.

r (5) Optical plmbing device.

(6) Capable of tilting to at least 100 percent slope

(45 degrees) up and down.

13.3.10.2 Data Required

a. Physical dimensions and weight.

b. Verification of item manufacturer specifications.
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c. Photographs of the equipment and of any problem areas with
sys tem des ign.

d. Tabulated commnts concerning physical design problem areas. I

13.3.10.3 Evaluation Methodology. The evaluation will be based on the
assessment of the results of the initial inspection and specific tests
conducted by the engineering services contractor to determine the physical
characteristics of the AISI candidates. The degree to which the AISI
candidates comply to the manufacturer's specifications w1il be assessed. The 3
evaluation will consist of a determination whether the the military
requirements for AISI physical characteristics are satisfied. The evaluation
results will also indicate whether AISI ba the potential to accomplish the
miss.on profile/operational mode sumatry established for the proposed AISI

6 j13.3.11 . the electric power source acceptable for reliable AISI operation U
-n-compliance with the operational mode su mary/mission profile?

13.3.11.1 Criteria I
a. AISI must have a power source of both internal, rechargeable

battery and external 12- to 24-volt dc vehicular battery. 3
b. The external microprocessor should have a power supply of

110-220 volts ac with battery backup to prevent loss of data if primary power
is interrupted.

13.3.11.2 Data Required

a. Verification of capabilities of the power source of both
internal, rechargeable battery and external 12- to 24-volt dc vehicular battery.

b. Verification that the external microprocessor has a power
supply of 110-220 volts ac with battery backup to prevent loss of data if
prifary power is interrupted. U
13.3.11.3 Evaluation Methodology. The methods of AISI power for field
operation, to include internal, rechargeable battery and 12- to 24- volt dc
vehicular battery will be evaluated using test data fro the Market I
Investigation. The AISI will be evaluated for ability to meat the requirements
for mission completion using battery power UA the mission profiles established
for topographical and construction surveying operations. U

t ! ti s the AISI compatible with the Army Standard equipmnt that it is
qtupr ed to interface with?

13.3.12.1 Criteria

a. The AISI shall be compatible with the standard U.S. Army *
tripods and tribachs.

2
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b. The AISI will use the Doppler Satellite Survey System and
Global Positioning System for extension of prime control established witn tnese
systems. It will be used for alignment and updating position data of the
Position and Azimuth Determining System and other Inertial Navigation Systems.
The microprocessor will allow direct access to data base allowing for rapid
dissemination of the information contained in them.

13.3.12.2 Data Required. Problems concerning inability to be mounted on the
standard military tripod.

13.3.12.3 Evaluation Methodology. Problem reported will be assessed for

their impact on system operation.

14. ANTIC:PATED SOURCES OF DATA

BRDEC appointed an engineering services contractor to develop a test plan
and conduct testing during the Market Investigation. No other testing is
planned prior to the Milestone I/II decision scheduled for 2Q FY88. Technical
performance, environmental performance, operational performance, WE, reliabil-
ity, and safety subtests of the engineering services contractor's test plan
were reviewed and were assessed as adequate for acquiring data needed for
evaluation use. Additional test and planning data required for the evaluation
include environmental (fungus), logistic supportability, high-altitude DIP, and
chemical decontamination. Additional data will be obtained from interviews
with the BR.DEC materiel proponent and with military surveying operations
personnel at the Engineer School who will be the potential users of the AISI.
A technical IER will be prepared for the Milestone I/111 IPR. If the results
of the IPR review are favorsole for production and fielding AISI, then the
generic purchase description that is to be type classified must be coordinated
with TECOM. A technical Indt~andent Evaluation Plan will be prepared by TECOM
for the First Article Test.
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APPENDIX A

CHECKLIST FOR THE AISI EVALUATION

A checklist of characteristics or attributes will be used by the indepen-
dent evaluator as a tool to analyze surveying operations characteristics of
the AISI candidates (to be designated by A, B, and C codes to preclude con-
tractor identity). Each attribute will be assessed and the results will be

obtained at the time of evaluation. The results will be based on all avail-
able test data from the Market Investigation, verified technical specification
data from the item contractor, and information from the Government materiel
and combat developers.

The attributes that will be used in the analysis are presented in the

following checklist taken from Appendix VII of the contractor tester's test
plan (Reference 7).

A-
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stnce a coordinate value of l=24,SJ12 might be q@ed a

*Dispa TO the Riotht Decimal - User my "Muay eumber at
d&gm ouu a the right of OWe dosmw tor midiassed
dWUWa&. directious. MWd me.. Valus sheul be vaem0p0mi
to the highor possible preciion, but my be prinud U
specified by the Oe.

*Direction: A DMUMa Cdeoa wnin/ . The skably of thes
PrOP= o - 0 meepe, ame.,au fd save diffuse.t
couventuous/unis fair dkoimu Mi dimm. Diruedai
my be beariapm r W Mimus. so*t adguth, defledoa
loft/rihtug eft/rWgt am Obom my be is feet
VIeCOM obeimL L te pnWp swpts medu feW
eSO= th at MW e m ilap. mil nodlWapem Tbm
we theanU n iMi aud@ by *a pM.

*Point PreI e PM a dog prWm fivo bed"g
owerI wo by the pmpMM Oporm be Uny Simo ame
opCIOM UP vwwrl the -d or choon a y -w p i nb.
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Field rverse
Te entry. reducTion and adjuszefi of observed 581d

dam. such &S slovedsae eU nge cirA age
tar~et height. instrument height. 1M offset fad readings.
ae. The entry and wse of comss (evrvasm of the sgrh,
refraction of lijht, rentmeratn, chain mams Uwe, em)
fr m~s in reduction Compumdom hh ould be - inUVW an w o
these routuna Some G( theme reductions may be made by the
risid jfrummut or data coUsr, but is is a load "de to
hsave them. in cue they ane needed. Sadud adiumeuma
should also be included.

Taska/tazcns to look for includs

Sieht - AM SiduhoMI entered daring nM tMr#W dan
entry or after adjuaenu? Saime propeam Sie you the
cotton of both. I input with raw tauw dam fthy my be
recomouted, based ams adjutud oodbsi, or MeA
unadjusted. SO be wefuL

* IM2 gmZL &M &. Yjnmjdz- Mie ability of the popa
to automaially numbe" psints in Soeqelco Some provim
number sequentially, but so isaiml (a a mid,
instead of the un point aumbsr). May preside the
apabillry to switch bak mnd fwrt betweno arnd ini
numbering.

of Imme -L W~,as th de mmp at awm the
progvan wil hadle. bmiam suimber of -m, tyfe of
directions &awed astle rigu/tW4 defletis righu/left.
beanp/uaimuths) and whother ele~dm my be = - wick
the travele ane immUpeum cmdmi The ability a
eager point descripaui as ~mpsm Some Pmupai

mrvids ths, i&buw, is tkx di lu -MAe eS inde U a
defaulL If Yaw ravem m an magle fish&, th ame
one supv per leg. Is addkies it is simse pooftie a
tentoorarily er a I ame ad mut 1W m smy
at a law tme. Ty"e of wum. w Weok fw ialedin

- Q aninL 3IUMM The besimlet ad eninag
pose.' we th am ed doe fu(m dkwes is em at
the trmm iePh

- QM ClI= Al~m The bosileg ad seftg
polam we t"heMAI -ae samtfere dismeais

* uza 21rn - The beginin amd ndl, -m U1
dIfferent, but have Moid coornm.

*Qm* -h beginning and eading Veis me diffeema ad
only the beginnig point ho fLied amoUdia. No
adjumeamm ane pomible, -

VII-15
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J= 1hLw QM S*Mr 5 *[ Progrm saves undjusted raw datarnzi
(diacflS and 4AuaUa) isa SOIN raw d=r Mie. Saw.
prognma reQuirs the cration ad ~wine of damn a a

V~a rle. wkile othtsm umimliy - a anpuau
:Fw ei nw a sbmw ot the Zin aeortlam mie. very3
iWsp ,t espWcAy it y"S WI a mu mfiis denime es
the uam daM or you nowd a coms butakm a Int am to

* muiiao 4LgIw== The ability ofthe prwrm w peform
ddf tna: W rya( cosmma adjustmeau. May be posible Uo
Perform ad adjuumu and cosspar on dleaw. Clniq-
d '8uace, differvace is dosing sad mrdag moodlmm,

ad arm my be cmpad and imud. bron ad premea
diould be coapsud before angle bulsaslag ad sdjinmI
Some pfogunm muan l " aum 'iy find dueam 0ror
ciamui by bowding sek Iss is MM and Printing a -soon 0f
the wW l oure. Adjumem Mw My iouds

*Lan Sam Ualesl djwu the ag Ie and
UAWin wnnnUU U - MmnEatee tt iam ofthe

rewuls3 i~MM .- - I
'W= Lia - TM. a @@do U be ap"i U th
jw=ma Of Any cow" ie 0 U 0 "We U m in hums
u the leagtS of the us ion ae as In$*g of theF
nAVeru. Mhe crrelos to d n NoOW th

-an rule.-3

distrbuied in a" mi Prdin a Nl henued 111".
The adjiud wag re On MWel fled and sAllua. aui pacd is ft am ~ug
Weighted iss uMM puwim1

=alls 4 any aw e U w m Un Ow n amIs i1M
as the UMg of la e U ah 69 i -IMklsi
of IAas twn Is Se wawns. r Theva m Ua
the departue felow ft m Msl.

M A~iu -g~m No adJina b performed. ftw dM Is
used a UhcuLsoaU merdin.I

*Anla &a=un -id 3at 6e Und -~ arror - the
MnaG Milan. Usuly wu ase ermo 0qmliy. bw
my inaied. the, optin w spred the emrr U the leeU
sev fit or bMl spesiri, angln. Somediem dem bef ore

VIL-16
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* Ii~E Lserts a missing log in a trzverie. Balancing
aza adjustmet is then performed ~an di oreted damn.

2 ~1 W - Downt an eaMU10eou of inmnuc Ie" from aJ
traverm Balancing and adjuxmet is then performed 0n the
corrected damn.

* ~~LAI - Ca"WOc a direcion andor distance of any
trzverse leg. May be performed before or aft o closnure is
determined. BaLancing and adjutent is thee performed on
the Corca Id darn.
H= Ui La- Hol1ds a itnowe true leg. Balancing and adjustments
ane not performed on the held leg

Coordnae aOw ty
The an of coordinato geometry @undou to inLeula

coordinats of pona. Mu. ismuwarn at Urn and
curvus. The cmpuaion of Uime and curve amen mob a
bearng, disunce, enaWu =I@, SOL am abs iasuded.

Two outruading fnm, muiV!e point mpuuwios ad
Lms an Wo part of amy .M awfutl und dwae
qMecazi IeL..

MUijipie Poit CMiPUwimarfr W o In e IM ilk of 'he
program to sawmnaiay perform mailer do.em e
groups, or "mg. at peamm ww anma a psim a point
basis. Thi saves keysuok. and bwu peadutivity.
Rouunu that ake advaug of "h bimef isitf =a~u
Mw=~ and k== ~A a Un.= kMEW
Zgj-2 usanme j~ d ea&

A UaM toWns on 60 Other b t my mN. =In*
funowis UL J j.I em.aa ci I im m
routine. The w. er~ "d umd kmr iornudos ad doe
computer auuind I N(0 wefi do dom noum

TuA&Wlco Isa a lk fin lebide.

*~~u kenmus w psa.

CM Ta Z WaM COuaMM fwiw ooui
given -41O SmdM bufto Mdw U10 I"
dIsUna. Fow rd tudom dm bernm -wpi m- s.M
adjstealu as Perff mrs.-

*db - Compum sldnw soomidim Sime 08=00W
sauciw Mkoa. am& and dm= Ou0ied

amazon, remains he us& - -

AM &iM vv &= Ian uni - Cam a series of (orwd
poa 'Woag the sme bearing at a cmmon bmwa.-
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n ivide jS e muea - Divides the distance betee two
knwnu points into equaL slemU Siwa the mUaer G(
SqMens. may ugly to a IMU lIIi. C=M SmL O U

*ae1 - Coinutas diroetio ad diseam Wiofoa bermen
two knows n . KmC I the cam 0 a SM usemsta oww
daut (a1m len280L cnUVW 23810, OIL). Sivis the P.C., P.T.
ad radiu VpetL May a130 =upum on Is the "A oG
iaveui CompuUIO3L

AS fjave Inz- Inverses berween a aerias of kmwu paims

* =a Camenaftem * Compum a powa ft mo gve Sim e
P.C.. radius point swd em. 0f CMe odr cm~ wine
May als include cOUpMnom Gf SILnWS pOM m from 3
knwswa mea witimoug Cmpnag mWdm

* L=kg Q=Swm In Ligo - Iwribu a com bea
iwe ha. gavs the PJ.. * bariap lmd 40 at the
PI ad we ela cwve puMwa.I

*Lina fau~at - Cnvum mordium at 6 In-a'Pis
od two Uam bec ween o wn poim, Om~r same embimnoa

disance/diatmac salutmin, bet a aw U a tW.

CIAme pom au mafll "N" pas u a to IaO

to prevent dam 10

dsmLiW cowismea oafa a dop w Ine
isunde. Olme aMli hM aMa beywuke

rem ~mdiq. do~ moe ine U u uum to umd3
aupsam.Usuni Is a CWO p .

*LIU -m .a Ces-sm doe ibmm, bei. Smy
0 -- uuo and mm at a W6, gives as in amW Ma
als be acm sshol vaing haeme. May hwfv&do prhWag

d cosis sfoma sm d mmg d ftw sa
hbarimp. Some pogrems Im - epemU ampamiaI
indIVIdI9l anS 10 10111 Sar md "aidml Wt fueSUg UFto to1 block fteg. It the vwim an Wwai a
specifAeg wiamm. then roundlng is dome so Om the -u
emmy equal te Pam. Unui for pla dvefdal adN
che"Ifts. VI-8I I- I-
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Q ~****Compto the radius point. P.C and
P.T of ail four corner$ Of a stret i~uztIseCtiOSL given the
eenterilne bearngs. the comae radii mad the widths of the
intmrsecung sues. Usay incldes

Sometuces include a copu to suppress compumn of on.
or more 0( the corners.

QZ Irrte m~a * Conscutes a point at a svecirfed
offset~s) from me intersecting Lines. given the beaings
into. Or out Of, the irnerseCtiOl PojAL

* ~c~tg~xM Compum the jauersecuon Of
Lines to a inverse, given knew. poins md the diuecion of
the Lime bevwme the points ad the know tnese Mhe
known auverse, my be composed of muSks line ad/or
CUrves tort G( a multiPle bamubmriag iaunecuon.
Ujseful tor computngs the fron lo carumi whes the beck lt
corners and dirmsion of the asid lat Uima uea kwe.L

*~Ji -~m~a Prpotio d shme a
traves made u of strai hem madar .wv The I=s
Computed point is Compard to t bwu sad point mad thes
closure error is wromronad -man; the jadividual dirmu..
May uacuds the abiLity to %oWd asRwa disamm

L= M12ja &= -Sale, ao inve with .me, or lot
summnary. May includs a M= W£ a=n 1K

* LTe-Tf2Imff . Rnom a peep G( porn. giVGS ma
anguwa rumba wador a mew sina lWasim

conmn - Inseru -w co na as the prnom Usful for
inrncuoin to (WW mvwm

*Cda 29 SM COMmem the rdies Point P.C. ad P.?. G( AUl
qu-4e10 mt6 14111211 5tvs 00 0111 poiMt SIR NOWe
Cwt MO rlnad thewidth ad bwi" Q( the bl cinag
suteL (ono Wd.w kL off= at -~ W da no

UUWMA law - -ML E s u

=M M ur (ISer. deMiA SOL) (or pbom a wedii
loascons. M IuSM udws iomdw 09 1b11 0
MM"MhZAM mad my includ h oawk 10au a
a= this tmpam Useful for posuift nkdeid
building (botarima

* LurpdLifte Cg=. S~MaL J= COiNSUi lntroui
Pan Of a tigue. with a ULs Cu= £g miL Sivas a
knows point mad dbutis. - -

AI-,



VI

* A !~c a - Couta tbe "4 paintEs) Of a line t
will pow~ a user spacified uIN Of A SaL USMUiy imuda

mr~~liel~ S" (bevvtl~ WaU a W Lnna=
k"L but may Oa incv"d indwn a (GW-m in).

I" suma - Comom the Ugles md dls. in be
mned cc knowns inalng omicm. saven the samwied and
bmckight I3L oaes a emput beariam mar
muths in addition to mwie aggles May povd *A

aeabiiv to limt comouuaa mtho e poa within a3
u151 specilled discunca of the oap-pied pWint

* gff::: f~m a baf Lin -Comimthe effst leE/is adsaxon of known poism in usuombi a a koo s eimm.

* EsMIn - Rauuaboi a mun0s ofping, givem, 0 ONd Pain
aimbet Mass A Wh aaw sartg poin a~m.

* ~~naa M u- p- Coeu le o of a paint
Oaven or four disufens from ora 4 keg" poian a the

p~konPint Useful for Ieindng I a mem

*W ~A m Mim Zain- cmpose 6 re"diin i m ad3
rsuu Point oatia=6 grvem, t poie an a bwmmlj

*Lin z maa a = -Za Compu. the peims of insery for aU
Doint Qum"d of a aissie. pjve the ago poin
coordiat.. the radata Q( the awle go so =Omog of
the point Samid the do.

*LAU n a l mu a Zinn Cinpur a lef maor
naht offset U"n pormel a amb wwn ~ o
matha. M"y slmm ow thom SO SM (Gnk,
Wodwalk psusurt) Um is do - ;i. - may ane
iodiude ewee wi Ud ma moib tla.-

clockwise no buu" am Mm - -

IN* - Provids for as inallh a -wf a sein
-ME by coordlosrn, palin mbw. A .jm Uufu fo
floAdin pown with u mi do nr.I

&=t~n Emm * Camu amd M"n a Welng berm w e.
MOWa "o~n a" goe it is mudrammiins .@ tUseul

* ImnU &Wi - Cam.adr s a dl us erem I"
me"w loan amd mm at in ordnae m p m Usful
for dividing d""uM brne.l lm VI2
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0 l~enud ! 2a.Ln-ic - Intgrtes some math functions-
witis un comutauen of coordinate. t~U~y and in
conucton with bearing and disUtnce vecLAL For insucec a
User may be able to recail the bearing betweea poina I A 3.
add 90 degrta. then aiverse a disana the same s from
poLo 4 to S, divideid by 4. Thma Aould be 4wngnwd withi
coordinate wasouucaos and not a unm routne

4 Saag Coarinsm - C*Mpum cootintu &ag a Spira
curve, givens oie informaion about the svirl and wsoe zowa

oordinae.

12 P~~etr - Compuna the rema-ziag psntMe of aMuz cu;e :ie cami -as --ora -

Refers to platting Una batwee Poian on a urns.

and other duscriptive inforuaia s a plus. Is CC=O paka
sgnerally used a a v4uaj check * ofmauzom ad we =ad
to produce riallsked dnwisp.

'Tasks, wa tivao o ik (or isude

= I==~ az M= - PMcm lise enor PUMs as a
scren..V phiaw or1? pa PRpOWi. LUSMUi tequilas
ue to scae. ost ad deeam a pin naa Weon
platting is done. Usully OWN6 Pamu aimbua and my
provide some limited point sad Usne &anA~ amaliiss.

oriean Me piot a the piodg nu s. TL7@UA for quich
and dirty pictriLls of pieviouly ineurdM *es

IG EM U M m=I -n Fabm /Owr ameu Ms 0,~
to tUM wis U thy am GOIPSUad Som $a ad

* Linato is g.Pfoma sblw

or redmw of at iM W yi by sadisme daid

Wa a wow ft - Wh~w by defialag uwihmu
Uimim. U"(01 (or einai MM mpy eqM of Media at
a OW

*L=a ad Smm an Lk - May am a pow uq tor
War vernl sad nvm -o ag r adihse.

* ~ ~ ~ Iupw ~fZ~l3ll ce0 am a dim nea soif ld matea
laM beemi ehevIM. USuhlY am Vay anmmd sad

Zm mZImm=- PhMS.iI6 isem amddide a -m
numbeus ad X Y CorisMz
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micauai Prog. (Surveying)
[nia hesfarimna and vettiuh damgn cc==axnrn, ut

Ssemay found La COCO Wbcz8su Compmuuurn my of my so3
be imed. Sametimes used W Isamm decip rmpa. for

Tuakzfuacn to look for include.3

Ridi u" - The feducuona( ograopphia rw nwy d=r
to m.,aaawm Sadmium immvard withi Olvern ia.
May jaclud rodu~tioa for a vmiu df fluid 6mm= and
methods Maiudiat X= Unn. m nza
inUMMS ad W"a Um5
j L C= U aaa a CONam do am m
(or panbatic v'mal mv MWd ight im ps"u, Shve
amin knowvIT mtimr a SW e y mI Oakso

Sua arvLi=of0 L May Wds doS
co rOaQ(UmIn W I mi.m mUi MMA

&a ~uw as= d m a L =m - I
* laselis Sukamu Coup-m uaksm ddIo m

disuci for ciiU Umn dcb - ad 3i
* sca~ coinssim =os edem -n from

knows qwrmr. casm, at odmr knw3 9e My Psivd
I to 4,Id. 64 VMM

bd Q= ZM - AGUMmelmfy dnMw ILd dint from

conva Mu mid ai arm. Vida for mkiao mmw' 'peb dp~ d~ snl
-MCSU mapami mdn - -

* Iaa~a I~ . aem mk ukurm
dbom" "nWd d md do We m-sopm wiah merdlm mum ina" bow tha

=Iwu ma pine adlmm far ain. tL vem

mW=-omm -p -e ,- maimm -a -q W3we

knwu mrnne Vidal for Saks- -

* mn~Em 22 tm -uu Pnid amm
inusnb"lr sagudr fno m ad/r a GOW Pespin
The - em.mo emia we Ouder wmt Howle
PwVdWfld y01AM C 4GidlMSM ~ISSIR. Or Am.ICAWU

dwudag pnupmm VII-22
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IJ

" Lagm FsIiat wridnS W ep aictiCALI u automucLLY r mallins =mm Wle deoradu aww&
such U eta the 0siu a( begaisia. *bnas aOUg a us.
etL May aLso be Wspsed with cofins 1 iaa -mUnim n3 that poina my be enred sad asamzimily aavwud to
bannigs ad dkmam by the PrapUm.

"Lill Liaut 1mm Lananm Z~ Comm= Mardinass. ofIpoints an a baseline aor p apety Una. im awn points as
a madam tmveis, offt tun *a bm&Im. May an
compute disuaa sad agle ties dw uadom mv pin=a to3 ~the baseLmn sad dam (me Ow mn' of dw be~uWe
Ujseful whou flei obmodom=a ins i momnible 10 ru the
twerse &a s asunteded UrnM

1M a &a - Rs.m w dov 4hwa io -
horioaui disusom bind am umab on", EDM fs
beight of iinamu.n arget bei"s inmr uduretne

~~uauau, ~ ~ ~ wf .u he inur IRISS O

cakm~m. TMredm= my "iwi b -idd

aorvaoa ( he wi um aM&ighnwis d=e is a
ua rpae s he pop hcun m darE

no of as -iwa IA8wdet
WAY's tin sedib n o din f t a

(or avuindo mom agO pwm. Wcm mim. Wm
caoiluio sj* a mm en isr lit

AAssUmer 29a Cail -im Aeemudifidm ~
"amde fro ah dm1 48GlUmadd r elbwmrIpravm. -o P I nbmi o =

*~k wumw ata - .gina at inUinLb may

sicad Psale~ of Flo minge.t o
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Astsmated Sake..: C.ek1Lat

roweld mmest3
The abilit G( 7mu swmusis fkel iust 10au

tm umpt au a d dheby alm/~ mikm
PO"s Noau~ W . wit dwdf 0sr, ud e-da

TmkL/uactW to 16k (N WdudiL

0 Oa Boom cmvuU~tics . Usmily. d idduw uu
nnd heu kaybin w volohded fm a dm m0. N.

Tmakiag aid a=VWZCu. Of meisel' inMug vulem
(dikueoa ;mam, 63.) inte pufwoed ffeMWmr 5
0 Wimea may be a"le a mpu aukou dbum aid
d=%a (mim mardim mure via th heybd.

19 Nvuber of cplay, - Iiwmmt mim &6a .ikvm- -

mkinus dm (anse u amu *I d a OeWN.
wwouim df pais difreiin in sdium a POW.s
on) nuulmuey. The am dwb*aw so hI. 3

0 raking . lmu'mtm: -x 01 do in fu mWithk, -aim
vpd G( dbumm I%&e Is 1y a a d m
is amuad ad dhbpleyd mm fm f ak dks aki
doing a amovi 2. 3m iww go* labos
teewm aid maim, u . MIn sud b

*Caustdrn To Ze - 3m inm m emeo a am
uabiii dw dip16y a - male wa do b - a
on U.. ad a -r dm wm On m s td
ukinu po%&L In wh wsf *a lek U a w

duasm to wb ikun P am soc3

* 3 Width - A vwi b E aM dew domm

teaim elgaL Unly spdi u On am b w b
ad& m M ofMkd ber.

*Tlm Owt - 3m i h e w an of do 3
iminm.m Is ew~ ukf dob I of d
hin for mar a madrkd pwed do% ft b
wE' uI md a mw blE ue be

* Doby ZDiff..u. - CAimpu A-mi doy oa md
dleuau dif (pae beewm the - pim ad do am
paow w be gnkid. As X md Y dbm u do mkmms

dam idm of wkei he sheuld so am

VII-243
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IJ

Iee toth udtyo tbe dam OMa N M3 Sout VW~UGS from -N ordlin. upld mw ad
imrmen: ad record a staked loutton.

Tak/?unction to look for iuda.

*Smar/ReaL! Coordinam - Loads miinla d( knows poina
inodmH~sersum o puoe of ocpaudo. Masy

3 norm caupumi cordiwu, sick u I =Lke lax 0a

*Coordnate C4puzo D As dun Previsiy. das
Collewons an Op " dom y MMpof madam.
muazd to suakasu iodude coaposti of mio
dinciou and ilaumte from bnows pum"au vml

Mcaui (relative iane.m, dburoe and wdba.i)3 anUd ruecton. Some even have pnsar dmed n cmpu
Offset pain= r. bsa UaefI is Settig below
board: for budlding .munw.

*Rnectiam - COMOuin the osied, sa by uin wilaglar'
geosetry and moo at umme bows psiam The pinr te
aumber Of MOMr pMiU Md the SMr dOiUaIe
ecombn = "Nib*e fte beON. May Gopo uW g
t he amuancy (Stadard deviaon) of the ovwrnUreen
and aicat the tandard deviation of em ines im3Ofta alm free Statio. Cudorni The ISCOM at
compunon deveuda qua. bawdly ae the wmeuty of your m
up and the inamy of ni s be as o at

xA6k befon.re nymn we nfly on th miL

Two ay: usam .a Uplaf e0(ormdon

taowos S"LMO - -twsd od nf

Iked in 00 fiL. I" be NOia6d U Ghulin
m00"INIM, Nkulm I I is-- (dells Z 1go a M)LIIIMI - d/A s- n WO.-.m dd

711-2S
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" aio f you've, ow zmm Uida Qbsmi a rod

-o~ a$==ns a affuam*wt wtad, the. 74a kw no way rodsm
cm be imporu=u HAWi aiasaLa we a sabourwo, bw ac as

" Racmivasus/z micuan - Ret us a am way i
Rodina my hae an hmwuic dpimiy wbwb lonim unsmut
vahu (rm tbe iaummss or a radio typ Vo~ ice.
Trmminiw is a the lmouneaL

" TrWMka Lighu - evice dernie a %Ms tun do
isamvae: to the rodina. UswWiY domm cor, dspsmdieg
"me wbodw 7"ye Wt Id, orht sro Lm so~
bba at difua (roqum=u a yea PC SAGM 0 a
amI I

" miamu R4ipues - Ratorn a =nkiss Abd, mob a
-ma niPO, sam WMpeda em
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APPENDIX B

MILESTONE SCHEDULE

EVENT DATE

TSS ROC 1978

MARKET SURVEILLANCE OCT 1985

APPROVED O&O Plan OCT 1986

DRAFT ACQUISITION STRATEGY MAR 1987

Draft TEWP MAR 1987

Draft 'LSP MAR 1987

INITIAL TIWG/ILSMT MEETING MAR 1987

MARKET INVESTIGATION MAR 1987

MARC / MARE JULY 1987

MARKET :NVESTIGATION TESTING COMPLETED SEPT 1987

CONTRACTOR TEST REPORTS AVAILABLE OCT 1987

IER DEC 1987 (tentative)
(30 to 60 days after completion of testing and receipt of test reports)

MILESTONE I/III IPR FEB 1988

CONTRACT AWARD JULY 1988

FAT OCT 1988

IOC MAR 1989
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APPENDIX C

ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMEWTATI ON

Before testing can begin, the developer, as the proponent, must ensure that
the Federal and DA requirements for documenting environmental considerations
have been satisfied.

Li-Cvc! e Environmental Documentation. The developer must review the DA
list of categorical exclusions (Reference C-1) to determine whether the
development of the materiel is exempt from the requirement to prepare a Life
Cycle Environmental Assessment (LCZA) or an Environmental Impact StatementIEIS). If the development of the materiel qualifies for a Categorical
Exclusion (CX), then a Record of Environmental Consideration (REC) refer-
encing the CX and stating that no extraordinary circumstances exist must be
prepared. If the development of the materiel does not qualify for a CX, the
appropriate life-cycle environmental documentation must be prepared (Refer-
ence C-2).

Existinst Environmental Documentation. If the developer intends to use an
existing environmental document to support follov-on development, such as a
Product Improvement, an REC must be prepared to reference the existing docu-
ment, provided that the existing document is still a current, accurate, and
complete treatise on the pertinent environmental issues associated with the
developmental item.

?re-Testize Coordination. The developer should contact the Environmental
Quality Control Coordinator at each TICOM Installation or Field Operating
Activity where testing is contemplated, to ensure that the public notice
requirements have been satisfied when the LCEA, or supplement to an existing
environmental assessment, concludes that either a Finding of No Significant
:mpact or a Notice of Intent to write an EIS is appropriate.

REFERENCES

C-1. AR 200-2, Environmental Effects of Army Actions, I September 1981, and
Change 1, 15 September 1982.

C-2. DARCOM eupplement I to AR 200-2. Environmental Effects of Arm'
Actiona, 26 February 1982.
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TEST AND EVALUATION MASTER PLAN (TEMP)

for the

AUTOMATIC INTEGRATED SURVEY INSTRUMENT (AISI)

Part I - Description and Evaluation Plan

I Mission of System. There is a need for the AISI in the Army by all
elements of the topographic survey units, topographic and intelligence
teams, and heavy engineer construction units. The primary operational
deficlency with existing survey equipment is the lack of speed. On the
Airland Battlefield, surveyors must rapidly collect, process, and assess
survey data. Use of existing equipment causes survey projects to be
completed in weeks and months instead of the hours and days which are
the demands of real world requirements. The capability of topographic and
construction units to complete field survey projects to obtain position,
azimuth and elevation data is quantified in the 1983 Mission Area Analysis
(MAA). The use of AISI will significantly increase the speed and accuracy
of survey projects with the added benifit of a decrease in the number of
soldiers required for each operation. In the data reduction phase, only two
soldiers wil be required for each 24-hour shift, instead of the current
crew of five.

The AISI with a seven kilometer range will provide position data
support for weapon systems, communications, intelligence gathering, and
command and control activities. Construction survey units will use an
AISI with a two kilometer range to perform surveys in support of
construction projects. such as, airfields, roads, bridges, and major
facility layouts. Since the AISI is planned for deployment in supprt of
division, corps, and echelons above corps (EAC) activities, a similiar
threat can be expected from direct and indirect fire, air attack, nuclear,
biological and chemical (NBC), and electronic warfare as would be
expected to the command and control elements of these echelons Further
threat can be anticipated from the use of convential and nuclear
explosives that generate high-energy electromagnetic pluse (EMP) intended
to damage electronic components in much the same way as would some of
the directed-energy weapons The AISI will perform a combat support and
combat service support mission, and is not designed to overcome any
specific threat implications.

* I



I
The AISI is an electronic total station intended to supply the military

surveyor with a single device with which to achieve all functions formally
carried out with theodolites, tapes, and distance measuring devices. With
the fielding of the AISI, the Wild T-2, Degree Reading, One Second,
Theodolites; the Surveying Equipment, Distance Measuring, Electronic,
Medium Range (SEDME-MR); the Theodolite Survey, 0.2 Second, with tripod
and carrying case, (in part); the Alidade, Surveying, with plane table and 3
tripod, the Target Set, Surveying; the Rod Level Philadelphia; and other
ancillary equipment will be deleted from the inventory. The T-2, mil
reading, Theodolites used by field artillery units will not be replaced.

2. System Description. The AISI is enclosed in a man portable, i
environmentally protected and ruggedized carrying case designed to
withstand the rigors of the field environment. It will automatically
perform horizontal and vertical angle measurement, horizontal and
vertical distance measurement, and slope and zenith distance
measurements. It has an onboard microcomputer to automatically
calculate the above functions at the push of one or more buttons by the
operator. The results of these functions are then displayed on the
instrument panels, and can concurrently be routed to the portable data
collector for retention and later use in the office for the data reduction
phase. The data stored in the collector is transferred to an external 3
microprocessor for direct printing by a printer and/or plotter, or,
refinement with the use of commercial surveying software programs.
Because of the different range requirements for engineer construction and
topographic survey missions, two AISI's will be issued as: (1) Survey Set,
Construction, Two Kilometers; and (2) Survey Set, Topographic, AISI, I
Seven Kilometers. The commercial microprocessor, software programs,
printer, and plotter will be issued separately as set (3), Survey Set,
Processing Station. Each of the sets will be type classified separately by
purchase description. The Basis of Issue Plan (BOIP) will require one
processing station for every three AISI's issued. The construction and I
topographic survey sets will include, besides AISI's, ancillary equipment,
such as the electronic data collector, prisms, pnsm holders, carrying
case, cables, etc.

a. Key Functions. The AISI is mounted on a standard military I
tripod and positioned accurately over a designated control point, then
pointed at a target, which consists of a combination retro-reflector prism
which is also mounted on a tripod or prsm pole. After sighting the AISI
onto the target/retro-reflector, the operator has the option of entenng his

2



choice of the data required, i.e., horizontal distance, slope distance,
vertical angle, horizontal angle, difference in elevation, automatic

recording, and varous other data used by the field surveyor. The AISI will

measure and reduce slope distance to the required accuracy by

transmitting an amplitude-modulated infrared light beam signal to, and

receiving the signal back from the retro directive prisms, end then by on

board processing, compute and display the horizontal distance in feet or

meters. The AISI will measure electronically both the horizontal and

5 ertical angles and display the mean results, which are then sent to the
data recorder for storage and later processing.

b. Interfaces. The Army surveying capability must include a
"field to finish" system. Therefore, the AISI and its software programs
must interface with the Ze 4h-2248 microprocessor, "r ,-nffto4eF-

currently used in the Army. The microprocessor with software will
convert the raw field data into adjusted survey data which can then be
printed and/or plbtted as required. The AISI will use the Doppler Satellite
Survey System and Global Positioning System for extension of prime

control established by these systems. It will be used for alignment and
updating position data of the Position and Azimuth Determining System
(PADS), and other Intertial Navigation Systems.

c. Unique Characteristics. There are no unique AISI
characteristics that necessitate special test requirements.

3. Required Operational Characternstics. The key required operational

effectiveness and operational suitability characteristics were extracted
from the O&O Plan and are shown below in this paragraph. Those
considered critical to the ability of the AISI to accomplish the intended
survey missions are identified by an asterisk. Thresholds and performance
goals against which each required characteristic will be evaluated are
also shown below.

OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTIC THRESHOLD/PERFORMANCE GOAL

a. *Mission (I) Able to provide horizontal
coordinates, elevations, azimuths, and
hard copy output using field survey
methods at the accuracy required for

3 accomplishing the theater geodetic.
topographic, construction, and
artillery and missile fire missions
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Accuracy and time thresholds are
shown in Part I, paragraph 5.b.

b. *MANPRINT (1) Can be used by a crew of three I
(Probability of completion topographic surveyors (MOS 82D),
within thresholds =95%) or three construction surveyors

(MOS 825). (2) Preparation time for I
movement= 15 minutes. (3) Field setup
time for distance measurement =5
minutes. (4) Field setup time for
direction measurement = 8 minutes.
(5) Time to conduct distance data I
collection = 2 minutes. (6) Time to
conduct direction data collection = 10 3
minutes (topo), 5 minutes (const).
(7) Time to layout curves (per point)
= I minute. (8) Time to collect I
planetabling data = I minute.
(9) Dunng the da'.c reduction phase, 3
only one soldier required for each 12
hour shift. (10) Process field data in
3 to 5 minutes. (11) Less than 5 I
percent error in soldier performance
of tasks while meeting specified time
constraints. (12) Operable and
maintainable by 5th percentile female
through 95th percentile male soldiers I
who are dressed appropriately for
intended environments of use. 3

Transportability (1) Transportable in Army vehicles.

d. Night operations (1) Will have sufficient illumination
for night operations.

e *Logistic Supportability (1) The MOS 82D and 828 surveyors I
can perform the maintenance
perscnbed in the commercial
operators manual in 15 to 30 minutes
(2) No new TMDE required.
(3) Have an ruggedized corrying case

4I



4. Required Technical Characteristics. The key required technical
charactenstics, which were extracted from the O&O Plan, and the
thresholds and performance goals against which each will be evaluated,
are shown below in this paragraph. Characteristics which are considered
critical to the ability of the AISI to accomplish the intended survey
missions are identified by an asterisk.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTIC THRESHOLD/PERFORMANCE GOAL

a. *Accuracy and Range (1) Will measure distances from 2m
to 7Km with a digital output to I mm
with an accuracy of + or - (5mm
+ 5mm/km) 3 PPM. (2) LCD display
readable in daylight or dark.

(3) Built-in corrections for curvature
refraction and slope. (4) Tracking
mode with a responce time of I
second or less. (5) An electronic
compensator for mislevel of the
instrument.(6) Ability to compensate

for eccentricity of the instrument.

b. Distance measurement time (1) After actuation of the power
switch to the "ON" position, the time
required for first distance reading

shall not be more than 4 minutes;
subsequent readings in not more than
6 seconds, on a fixed station

c. *Angle measunng (1) Electronic incremental reading
capability of horizontal and vertical readout

with accuracy of 1.0 seconds, and
me.dsunng time of < 0.5 seconds.

d. Operating characteristics (1) Power source of both internal
rechargeable battery & external 12
to 24 volt DC vehicular battery.
(2) Telescope magnitication of 30
to 40 power erect imrige. (3) Optical
plumbing device. (4) Alidade plate
ievel sensitivity= 20 sconds/2mm

5



I
(5) Illuminated reticle for night
observations. (6) Minimum focus of 2 I
meters or less. (7) Tracking mode.

e. *Electronic recording capability (1) Direct data recording and I
dumping. (2) RS232/V24 interface to
computer system. (3) Preprogrammed I
field calculations and storage.
(4) 60-Kb memory. (5) Alphanumeric
keyboard. (6) 16-column display.
(7) Minimum operating time of 16
hours. (a) Data storage and retention
time of least 1500 hours

f. *Externml microprocessor (1) Fully MS/DOS compatible with I
capability AISI and other peripherals. (2) Direct

interface with the data storage
device. (4) Software consisting of a
full range of AISI compatible geodetic
and topographic programs.
(5) Power supply 110-220 volts
AC with battery backup.

g. Plotter characteristics (1) Be fully compatible with the
microprossessor. (2)Work in minimum
size format of 24 inches x 30 inches
(3) Have a multi-pen capability for I

different colors and pen sizes.

h. *Safety and Health (1) Comply with ARs 385-10, 385-16, I
40-5, 40-10, and Mil-Std-882B.
(2) Will not present uncontrolled..
catastrophic, or critical residual
safety of health hazards. (3) No
Category IA, IB, IC, ID, IIA, lIB, IIC,
and IlIA risks. (4) Meet requirements
of TB-MED 524, MIL-STD-1472, and
ANSI Z136. 1.

i Human Ftors Engineenng (1) Comply with requirements cf I
MIL-STD- 1472.
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J Secure Lighting (1) All visable lighting shall be a
blue-green color and otherwise
conform to secure lighting standards.

The above charactenstics pertain to both topographic and engineer
construction AISI's. The following characteristics pertain only to the
short range AISI to be used for engineer construction survey missions:

a. *Range (1) From 2 meters to 2 Km with a

digital output in feet or meters
readable to I mm or .005 foot.
(2) Ability to store and layout
precomputed distances.

b. *Angle measurement (I) Electronic incremental reading3 of horizontal and vertical readout
with 30 seconds accuracy and less
than 0.5 second measurement time.
(2) Ability to lay out precomputed
right/left deflection angles.
(3) Capable of measuring and layout of
vertical angles, zenith distance, and

* percent of slope.

c. Operating characteristics (1) Capable of tilting to at least
100 percent slope (45 degrees) up
and down. (2) Have software
consisting of a full range of AISI
compatable construction engineering
programs.

5. Critical T&E Issues and Criteria. The following T&E issues and cntera
were extracted from the IEP's prepared by USAES and TECOM. Critical
issues are identified with an asterisk; the others are noncritical.
Compliance with critical issues and critena will be demonstrated dunng
the market investigation testing and from commercial AISI manufacturers
and customer's usage data. Any remaining noncritical issues will be
answered dunng First Article Tests and/or Follow-on Test and Evaluation
(FOT&E).
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a. Technical Issues 3
*(T-1) Issue: Does the AISI meet the performence requirements for

topographic and construction surveys as specified in the AISI O&O Plan and
the Topographic Support System ROC, during day and night operations, to
include the following characteristics: 3

a. Minimum and maximum range;
b. Horizontal, slope, and zenith distance measurement accuracy,
c. Horizontal, and vertical angle measuring accuracy;
d. Optical capabilities?

Criteria: The AISI is required to perform the following mission
profile: To provide horizontal, coordinates, elevations, azimuths, and hard 3
copy output using field survey methods at the accuracy required for
accomplishing the theater geodetic, topographic, construction, and
artillery and'fire missions. I
Topographic characteristics desired are as follows:

a. Range of from 2 meters to 7
kilometers, with a digital output to Imm with an accuracy of +/-5mm
and +3ppm.
b. Tracking mode with a response time of I second or less. I
c. Electronic incremental reading of horizontal and vertical readout
with an accuracy of 1.0 seconds with a measuring time of less than
0.5 second.
d. Illumunated reticle for night operations; telescopic magnification
of 30 to 40 power erect image for angle measurements; minimum I
focus of 2 meters or less for angle measurements.
e. Tracking mode. 5

Construction survey characteristics. The construction AISI should have
the same capabilities as the topographic AISI with the following
exceptions:

a. Range: From 2 meters to 2 kilometers with a digital output in feet
or meters readable to I mm or .005 foot.
b. Angle measurement: Electronic incremental reading of hornzontal
and vertical readout with an accuracy of 30 seconds with a I
measurement time of less than 0.5 second.

(T-2) Issue: Does AISI meet the mission requirements for operations, I
storage, and transporation in all the expected environments, to include
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nuclear EMP and can the AISI be decontaminated'?

Crtena: The AISI will be expected to be used in the Hot, Basic, and
Cold climatic design types as defined by AR 70-38, table 2-1, and
MIL-STD-2 10B. The AISI will have the same transportability
characteristics as present transportable (mobile) survey instruments.
Field parties normally travel in 5/4 ton CUCV vehicles, survey company
personnel in 1/4 ton trucks, and the survey section of the Topographic
Support System in a 5-ton tractor vehicle. AISI equipment should not be

any more susceptible to military environmental conditions than currently

fielded survey equipment.

*(T-3) Issue: Are the measured data automatically calculated,
displayed, stored, and available for transfer and is the AISI compatible
with software and external microprocessors for further production of
survey functions?

Criteria: Calculation functions.
a. Automatically performs horizontal and vertical angle
measurements, horizontal distance measurement, and slope and
distance measurements.
b. Preporgrammed field calculations and storage.

c. Built in corrections for curvature, refraction, and slope.
d. Ability to compensate for eccentricity of the instrument.
Data storage and display functions:
e. 60 kilobyte memory.
f Alphanumeric keyboard.

g. 16 column display.
h. Minimum operating time of 16 hours.
i. Direct data recording and dumping.
j. Abili.y to store and lay out precomputed distances.
k. Ability to lay out precomputed right/left deflection angles.
I Capable of measuring and layout of vertical angles, zenith distance,

and percent of slope.
m. Direct data recording and dumping.
n. LCD display readable in daylight or dark.

Data transfer and compatibility with microprocessors and software
designed for processing of surveying functions: RS232/V24 interface to
computer system.

*(T-4) Issue. Do the available microprocessors, software, and
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I
peripheral equipment interface with AISI to provide the required printouts
and plots of surveying functions? 3

Criterna: External microprocessor capabilities.
a. Fully MS/DOS compatible with AISI and other perpherals.
b. Direct interface with the data storage device.
c. Direct interface to a printer and plotter. 3
d. Must be fully compatible with microprocessor.
e. Software package shall consist of a full range of available, AISI
compatible geodetic, topographic, and construction engineernng I
programs.

Plotter characteristics: I
a. Must be fully compatible with microprocessor.
b. Must work with a minimum size format of 24 by 30 inches.
c. Should have a mulit pen capability for different colors and pen I
sizes.

*(T-5) Issue: Does the AISI meet the established reliability

requirements and, if not, what impact will this have on mission
requirements?

Criteria: Ouantitative reliability requirements will be established I
and included when the RAM Rationale Report (RRR) is completed. However,
the AISI must have a high probability of completing the Operational
Mode/Mission Profile requirements of the O&O Plan as descrbed below: I

a. The topgraphic surveyor in wartime furnishes the field artillery
weapons positioning and azimuth control on a continuing basis 12 1
hours each day, 7 days a week. Peace time normally is solidifying and
densifying control on an as needed basis 10 hour days and 5 day
weeks.
b. Construction surveyors in wartime run route reconnaissance,
surveying bridges, roads, airfields, culverts, etc., 12 hour days, 7 day 5
weeks. During peace time operations, the only difference is the week
is shortened to 10 hour days and 5 day weeks. I
*(T-6) Issue: Does the logistice supportability plan for the AISI

system (AISI with support equipment and software) satisfy mission needs I
and what is the impac'"t on the overall logistics supportability if any of
the elements listed below are not met?

a. End Item Requirements. I
b. Supply Support.
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c. Technical Data/publications.
d. Support and Test Equipment.
e. Manpower and Personnel, Training and Training Devices.
f. Transportation and Handling.

Criteria: Repair parts will be authorized in adequate quantities and
diversity at the appropriate maintenance levels. Repair parts will be

consistent with the Maintenance Allocation Chart (MAC), Repair Parts and

Special Tools List (RPSTL), and skills required to install and align parts.
The technical data/equipment publications shall adequately reflect

the system they support. The technical data/equipment publications shall

be easily and completely understood by maintenance personnel.
The special/common tools, and support and test equipment shall be

necessary and adequate for the performance of all authorized maintenance
tasks at each level of maintenance. The design of the system should

permit the use of common tools whenever possible.
The skill levels shall be appropriate for maintenance. The number of

personnel shall be adequate for maintenance. The training provided shall

be sufficient to impart the necessary skills for maintenance. The

operators must be able to service the AISI in 15-30 minutes. The AISI
must also meet the maintenance ratio (MR) requirements that will be
estam~lished in the AISI RRQ.

The AISI shall have the same transportability requirements as the
current survey equipment.

*(T-7) Issue: Does the AISI meet the man-machine interface
requirements of MIL-STD-1472 and are the human factors engineering
design and operational characteristics adequate to enable MOS-82D, 41B,
35E qualified soldiers appropriately clothed for the environments of
interest to permit effective operation and maintenance?

Criteria: The AISI when used in the field data collection phase of

operations will be utilized by a crew of three topographic surveyors (MOS
82D) or construction surveyors (MOS 82B) similar to current operations.
When the AISI is used in the data reductinon phase, only one person should

be required for eech 1 2-hourshift, as opposed to the five personnel
required to provide quality control and supervision for the manual

processing of field data in a 24 hour time period of operations.
The AISI will have systems, health assessment, and human factors

evaluations as required.
Maintenance personnel for the AISI will be Topographic Instrument
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I
Repair Specialist (MOS 41B) and the Special Electronic Devices Repairer
(MOS 35E) as presently assigned to engineer topographic units and I
corps/division maintenance units.

All HFE data shall comply with MIL-STD-1472 and any other 3
applicable requirements documents. The AISI shall comply with the human
factors engineering program requirements of AR 602-1 and MIL-H-46855,
and shall be designed in compliance with applicable environmental I
protection requirements of AR 200-2, and AR 200-2.

*(T-8) Issue: Have the safety and health hazards associated with
AISI operation, maintenance, transportation, and storage been controlled
to an acceptable level?

Critera: The AISI shall comply with the system safety and health 3
hazard program requirements of ARs 385-10, 385-16,, 40-5, 40-10, and
MIL-STD-882B. The AISI shall not present uncontrolled, catastrophic, or
critical residual safety or health hazards. Safety deficiencies, defined as I
Cateqory IA, IB, IC, ID, IIA, IIB, IIC, and IlIA risks, shal be eliminated or
controlled by design whenever feasible. I

The AISI design must comply with the intent of MIL-STD-454,
requirement I (safety), for operator and maintainer safety.

Ionizing radiation sources shall not be used without prior notification I
and approval. When use is necessary, the source(s) shall be controlled IAW
regulatory and statutory requirements. Non-ionizing radiation sources 3
(e.g., laser or other directed energy device) used in design must be
approved, and should not present a hazard to personnel dunng operation
(e g., eye safe laser).

(T-9) Issue: Does the AISI meet the MIL-STD-461B requirements for 3
electromagnetic interference/electromagnetic compatibility?

Criteria: The elctromagnetic interference emission and I
susceptibility characteristics shall conform to MIL-STD-461, methods
RE02 for radiated and CE03 for conducted tests, for Class B equipment. 3
The frequency spectrum shall be from 0.0 14 through I 5Hz during the
radiated tests and from 0.020 through 50 MHz during the conducted tests
with the following exceptions: I

(a) Broadband radiated emissions (RE02) at 0.3 MHz and 0.7 MHz shall
be increased by 5 dB and, 3
(b) Broadband radiated emissions (RE02) at 150 MHz shall be
increased 6 dB above the requirements of MIL-STD-46 1 (SEDME 3
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Specification, MIL-STD-53046.

(T-10) Issue: Does AISI meet the physical design characteristics
such as weight, size, and rigidity?

Criteria. Commercially available shapes are acceptable. As a guide
for comparsion with similar systems, the maximum weight of the
distance meter, exclusive of tripods, but including primary power source,
shall not exceed 25 pounds (1 1.3kg). The total system weight shall not
exceed 50 pounds (22.7 kg). (SEDME letter Requirement)
AISI design should include the following characteristics:

a. An electronic compensator for mislevel of the instrument.
b. Impact-resistant carrying case and instrument test and repair kit.
c- Capable of tilting to at least 100 percent slope (45 degrees) up and
down.

(T-1 1) Issue: Is the electric power source acceptatle for reliable

AISI operation in compliance with the operational mode summary/mission
profile?

Criteria: The AISI wil, operate from an internal, rech. "roible battery
and external 12 to 24 volt DC vehicular battery. The extern,,
microprocessor should have a power supply 110-220 volts AC with battery

backup to prevent loss of data if primary powere interrupted.

(T-12) Issue: Is the AISI compatible with the Army Standard
equipment that it is required to interface with?

Criteria: The AISI shall be compatile with the standard U.S. Army
tripods and tribachs. The AISI will use the Doppler Satellite Survey
System and Global Positioning System for extension of prime control
established with these systems. It wi I be usei. . ir alignment and
updating position data of the Position and Azimuth Determinin'"' System
and other Inertial Navigation Systems. The microprocessor will allow
direct access to data base allowing for rapid dissemination of the
information contained in them.

b. Operational Issues

*(0-1) ,.ssue: Does the AISI iffectively perform topographic and

construction survey tasks in an operational environment?
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I
This issue will evaluate the capability of the AISI to effectively perform
topographic and construction survey tasks when employed by
representative users IAW the operational mode summary/mission profile
(OMS/MP) An assessment will be made of the AISI's performance in
climatic design types hot and basic IAW AR 70-38. Testing will be I
conducted IAW the OMS/MP and test settings described in the test support
package (TSP). Testing will be conducted in ambient weather conditions,
dunng day and night/limited visability conditions expected on the
battlefield. Data gathered will be used in a baseline companson with
current survey equipment.

Critena: The assigned crew using the AISI will perform the following
tasks within the time and accuracy constraints specified 95% of the time-

I
TASK ACCURACY TIME I
1. Preparation for movement N/A 15 min

2. Preparation for field operations (setup)

a. Distance Measurement N/A 5 min

b. Direction Measurement (horiz & vert) N/A 8 min

3. Conduct data collection I
a. Distances 1-5mm +3ppm 2 min

b. Directions (honz & vert) (Topo) +/-I sec 10 min

(Const) +1-30 sec 5 min

c. Layout curves (per poiint) /-.0242ft per 1000ft I min

d. Planetabling (per point) */-.0242ft per 100Oft I min I
4. Process field data (Topo) position closure <1:20,000 * 3-5 min I

(Const) position closure <1: 5,000 * 3-5 min

*Dependent upon amount of stations in traverse scheme. 3
*(0-2) Issue: Does the AISI provide adequate data transfer

capability? This issue will evaluate the capability of the AISI to directly I
record measured data and transfer that data from its microcomputer to the

I
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data recorder and use that data to perform survey layouts. Specifically,
this issue will evaluate the capability to 'dump" or transfer electronic
data via the data recorder and a RS232/v24 interface to an external
microprocessor.

Criteria: The AISI, when employed by representative users IAW the
OMS/[P will be able to record data in the data collector and transfer that
data to the external microprocessor with 90% fidelity, 95% of the time.
Representative users will be able to transfer data from the external
microprocessor to the data recorder and with that data, use the AISI to
layout precomputed distances and deflections with 90% fidelity, 95% of the
time.

*(0-3) Issue: Does the AISI demonstrate adequate RAM for

operational mission requirements? Data will be collected to determine the
AISI's demonstrated RAM characteristics, and to identify potential
availability and maintainability problems. Operational RAM characteristics
of the AISI will be evaluated as the system is exposed to a variety of
environmental conditions while conducting operational missions IAW the
OMSlMP Reliability, maintainability, and logistic support data will be
collected and analyzed, and the impact on system readiness objectives
and/or operational availability (Ao) assessed.

Criteria: MTBOMF for the AISI must equal or exceed TBD hours. The
maintenance ratio for the AISI will not exceed TBD maintenance
manhours/hours of operation. Ao for the AISI will be TBD or greater.
(NOTE. RAM parameters will be furnished by USAES from the approved RAM
rationale.)

*(0-4) Issue: Are there any safety or health hazards associated with
the AISI? This issue will identify and assess safety and health hazards
dunng all phases of testing to include time in storage, transport,
maintenance, and operation. All safety and health hazard descepancies will
be recorded and categorized IAW MIL-STD 8828.

Criteria: The AISI will not contain any uncontrollable safety or
health hazards. The AISI design will comply with applicable safety
requirements IAW AR 385-10, 385-16, 40-5, 40-10, MIL-STD 454 and TB
MFD 524.

*(0-5) Issue: Is AISI designed for efficient and effective logistics
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I
support? This issue is designed to assess the commercial end items for
their logistic support requirements. Areas of consideration are I
requirements for and availibility of common and special tools, TMDE, repair
parts, packaging, handling, storage, facilities, supply/provisioning, and 3
standardization. Also considered are commercial operational and
maintenance manuals. The frequency and type of logistic-related test
incidents will form the basis for subjectively assessing the adequacy of
the commercial logistic base. I

Criteria: Repair parts and warranties from the manufacturer will be
specified and must support the system at all levels of maintenance when
fielded. The supply and maintenance organization will be competely I
described and the responsibility and work flow for each level of supply and
maintenance will be clearly defined in the MAC. Integrated logistic support 3
responsibilities, including maintenanua and supply will be allocated to the
proper level consistent with existing supply and maintenance procedures as
determined by TOE. Requirements for supply and maintenance facilities I
will be consistent with current Army facilities, capabilities and
allocations. I

(0-6) Issue: Is the technical documentation for AISI accurate,
comprehensive and effective? During testing, test players will be observed I
while performing operator, maintainer, and supervisor tasks using
commercial manuals. Accuracy, comprehensiveness, and effectiveness will 3
be assessed. Comments will be provided in the following areas:

a. Portions of text that are not clear, comprehensive, concise, or
accurate.
b. Portions of text that operators, mainainers, and supervisors cannot
adequately use, or that are unnecessary, or inappropriate. 3
Criteria: The AISI technical documentation and other software must

correctly describe each of the critical task requirements. Ninety-five I
percent of trained representative military users, using the technical
documentation, will be able to perform 100% of the critical tasks.
The Reading Grade Level (RGL) of all technical documentation and training
manuals will be within +1- one RGL for the particular MOS. 3

(0-7) Issue: Does the training program adequately prepare the
representative soldier to use and maintain the AISI in an operational I
environment? The intent of the evaluation is to assess the training as
outlined in the individual mnd collective training plan (ICTP), and as 3
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representative soldier to estabilished performance standards. Pretest
effectiveness by a comparison to post-test skills. Demographic data on
test players will be gathered and test players' profiles compared to
representative population proviles obtained from the USA Soldier Support
Center Sources of tasks, conditions and standards identified in the ICTP
will be used as the basis for the training evaluations. The entire training
package will be assessed end trainer and tester input will be solicited to
determine adequacy of training devices, manuals, aids, and other material.
Training aids or devices will be evaluated for their effectiveness and
ability to influence training transfer. Individual performance will be
,ssessed during normal ronduct of tho tost Tasks that players have
particular difficulty with will be reported and the training program for
those tasks, including the performance standards, will be reassessed.
Tasks necessary for operation and maintenance that were omitted from the
training plan will be reported. A subjective determination of the
efficiency and effectiveness of the training program will be made using
QQPRI obtained dLlnng the test.

Criterion: Upon completion of training, 95% of the representative
soldiers will be able to perform all of the critical tasks identified in the
TTSP to prescnbed standards.

(0-8) Issue: Can the AISI be transported by all required modes? This
issue addresses the transportability characteristics of the AISI. Due to the
small size and weight, it is not anticipated that the AISI will have

. ansportability limitations. However, the ability of the AISI to withstand
the ngors of transport by vehicle and backpack must be evaluated.

Criteria: AISI will be safely transportable within the using units
existing TOE vehicles. The assigned crew will be able to properly package
the AISI for transport. The ruggedized carrying case will protect the AISI
from damage during normal transport. The AISI will be man portable in its
carrying case and able to be backpacked by the assigned crew.

(0-9) Issue: Is the AISI adequately designed with requard to sound
human factors engineering (HFE) principles? The issue addresses the AISI
design with regard to human factors engineering principles when the
system is employed in an operational environment by representative users.
Testers will report HFE problems as they occur.

Criteria: The AISI shall meet the human factors engineering
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I
requirements of AR 602-1 and MIL-H 46855. Personnel must be able to
set-up, operate, and store the AISI in its case while weanng cold weather 3
clothing. I
Part I I - Program Summary

1. General. The requirement for the AISI was identified in the Topographic
Support System (TSS) ROC in 1978, however, at that time only one
manufacturer was known to produce such an instrument so the procurement
was put off. The deficiency was again identified in the May 1983 Combat
Support, i. igineering and Mine Warfare, Mission Area Analysis. I

The AISI Acquisition Strategy calls for an NDI-Category A
procurement. A market analysis is being conducted, which includes both a
market surveillance and a market investigation. The completed market
surveillance has identified industries with the technical capabilities and
capacities to produce the AISI, and provided tne information necessary to 3
conduct a more thorough market investigation. The market investigation,
which includes the gathering of test and performance data from
commercial manufacturers and customers and some limited T&E by the
Government, is being conducted in order to verify that commercial AISI's,
satisfy technical and operational requirements and are compatible with the 3
microprocessor, printer, and plotter currently in Army Table of
Distribution and Allowances (TDA's). The results of the investigation and
the Independent Evaluation Reports (IER's) will be the basis Tor type
classification of a generic commercial AISI with both range capabilities
and the processing station. No further testing is planned prior to contract 3
award. Three Line Item Numbers (LIN's) will be used to identify the three
survey sets. The Milestone III, IPR is scheduled for the 2nd Qtr FY 88 and
the production contract award is scheduled for the 2nd Qtr FY 89.

Two step Sealed Bids will be used with a performance specification
and result in Full and Open Competition for a firm fixed-price contract for 3
the three survey sets, and will include commecial manuals, provisioning
documentation, spares/repair parts, maintenance support, training and
training materials, and warranties. This procurement requires two step
sealed bidding to determine the acceptability of the supplies and services
offered. A Total Life Cycle Competition Strategy (TLCCS) is planned for I
this acquisition program. The production contract will be a requirements
type contract to cover FY 89 and FY 90 buys. Warranty provisions of the
contract will require a manufacturer's warranty of parts and labor of at
least one years duration for each AISI delivered; additional coverage is
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desired. Contractors will be required to identify duel sources of supply for

spares.

2. Management.

a. Overview. TROSCOM is designated as the readiness command and
procurng activity for the construction, topographic, and processlng station
survey sets. The program is being managed by the Belvoir RD&E Center,
Directorate for Combat Engineering, Combat Construction Division as the
technical proponent on behalf of the USAES, representing the Combat
Developer.

b. T&E Responsibilities. Belvoir has funded an engineerng services
contractor to develop the test plan and conduct the market investigation
testing. Independent Evaluation Plans (IEP's) prepared by TECOM and USAES
are being used as the guides for the data collection effort and testing. A
TIWG has been foined to guicie the conduct of T&E and the first TIWG
meeting was held on 29 April 1987. The members are representatives from
the following agencies:

MEMBER AGENCY

TIWG Chairman/Materiel Developer BelvoirRD&E Center

Combat Developer/User/Trainer TRADOC/USAES

Technical Tester TECOM

User Tester Armor Engineer Board

Technical Independent Evaluator TECOM

Operational Independent Evaluator USAES

Logistician LEA
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U
3. Integrated Program Schedule

EVENT DATE RESPONSIBLE AGENCY

ROC Approved 20 FY 76 TRADOC I
Draft O&O Plan 20 FY 85 TRADOC
Market Surveillance 10 FY 86 Belvior RD&E Center 3
Final O&O Plan 4Q FY 86 TRADOC
Draft AS 2Q FY 87 Belvoir RD&E Center
Draft TEMP 3Q FY 157 8elyir RD&E Center
Draft ILSP 3Q FY 87 Belvoir RD&E Center

TIWG/ILSMT 30 FY 87 Belvoir RD&E Center 3
Operational IEP 30 FY 87 USAES
Technical IEP 3Q FY 87 TECOM
Market Investigation 3Q FY 87 Belvoir RD&E Center
MARC/MARB 40 FY 87 Belvoir RD&E Center
Final AS/TEMP/ILSP 40 FY 87 fielvoir RD&E Center
BOIP/QQPRI 4Q FY 87 Belvoir RD&E Center
Operational IER IQ FY 88 USAES 5
Technical IER IQ FY 88 TECOM
Purchase Specification 20 FY 88 Belvoir RD&E Center
IEP's Updated 2Q FY 88 TECOM/USAES 3
Milestone I/Ill IPR 2Q FY 88 Belvoir RD&E Center
Acquisition Plan 40 FY 88 TROSCOM
Contract Award 20 FY 89 TROSCOM
PAT&E/FAT 40 FY 89 TROSCOM
Technical IER IQ FY 90 TECOM
Matenel Release IQ FY 90 TROSCOM
FUE 20 FY 90 TROSCOM

FOT&E 20 FY 90 Armor Engineer Board

Figure I shows the integrated time sequencing of the major program 3
milestones. I
4. Intergrated Test Schedule and Data Source Matrix. See Annex I,

(Objectives, scope, schedule, and location of First Article Tests (FAT) and U
Follow-on Test and Evaluation (FOT&E) are yet to be determined.

I
I
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Part Ill - DT&E Outline

I Critical T&E Issues. Technical independent evaluation issues for the
AISI have been provided by TECOM and are presented in Part I, paragraph
5.a of this TEMP. TECOM will provide a Technical Independent Evaluation
Report (IER) which will answer the technical issues and will be based on
testing conducted during Market Investigation. The issues are
summarized as critical technical characteristics iisted below

a. Meet technical performance requirements for topographic and for
construction survey operations.

b. Meet mission requirements for operation, storage, and
transportation in all expected environments.

c. Meet required accuracy to measure, store, reduce, and transfer field
data for processing for survey functions.

d. Demonstrate AISI interface capability with required equipment.
e. Demonstrate required reliability.
f. Meet logistic supportability requirements.
g. Meet human factors engineering and safety requirements.
h. Meet EMI/EMC requirements.
i. Physical design characteristics.
j. Availability of power source for-field operation.
k. Demonstrate compatibility with Army standard tripods and tribachs.

2. DT&E to Date. The testing of three different commercial AISI's, and the
microprocessor, printer, and plotter currently in Army TDA's is currently
being conducted by an independent contractor who has also provided the
test support package. The test plan inciludes procedures fr lh full range
of environmental testing and performance demonstrations to include
human factors engineering, health and safety, and RAM, with pass and fail
criteria.

3. Future DT&E. A First Article Test (FAT) will be conducted as part of
the Production Acceptance Test and Evaluation (PAT&E) in accordance with
the quality assurance provisions of the procurement documentation ir.
order to verify that the AISI meets performance specifications. When
developed, the quality assurance provisions will be coordinated with
TECOM and USAES and the FAT added to the Integrated Test Schedule and
Data Source Matrix (Annex 1). The plan for FAT will be prepared by the
contractor and approved by the Government. The contractor conducted FAT
will be witnessed by the Government.
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I
4. Preproduction Qualification Test and Evaluation (PPQT&E). PPQT&E is

not appropriate for NDI-Category A (off-the-shelf) procurements. The I
manufacturer will be able to propose his off-the-shelf AISI to the RFP

5 Production Qualification Test and Evaluation (PQT&E). PQT&E in the
form of production acceptance tests will be performed by the contractor
at the contractor's facility on each AISI procured. The tests, which wil1
be witnessed by DCAS, are summanzed as follows:

a. Manipulate all moveable parts and check for freedom of movement
and noninterference with other parts in various operating positions
throughout their operating range.

b. Fit or attach all accessories and check for functionality as
specified.

c Check the levels for freedom of movement to determine if the
bubble remaines within the graduations and if the bubble ends of the
coincidence level remain visible.

d. Rotate about hornzontal and vertical axes, and check the I
illumination system for uniform and steaoy operation.

e. Check telescope focus for urn form and clear focus around each 3
entire circle.

f. Check parts, components, and accessories for damage.

6. Software Verification and Validation. AISI's, in conjunctioti with
personal computers and special surveyor's software programs are being I
used today by civilian construction and geodetic surveyors in the
performance of their respective tasks. Given that similar construction
and geodetic surveying tasks are conducted by military surveyors, the AISI I
and software will work for them as well. The system hardware consist,;
of a Zenith 248 MS-DOS, and IBM compatible microprosessor with a 20 5
megabyte hard disk, and a floppy disk drive, printer and plotter. Software
types for recording measurements and processing data are commercial
off-the- shelf items. This external microprocessor system and available
software programs will be verified and validated to ascertain if the
capabilities, as required by the O&O Plan, can be met. The external 3
microprocessor and software capabilities to be substantiated are:

a. Fully MS/DOS compatible with AISI and other peripherals.
b. Direct interface with the data storage device.
c. Direct interface to a printer and a 24 X 30 inch plotter.
d. Software package consisting of a full range of AISI compatible I

geodetic and topographic programs.

I
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7. S ecia' r,,test Requirements. There are no known retest requirements

8. Critical Resources No critical test resources have been identified

Part IV - OT&E Outline

I Critical OT&E issues. Critical OT&E issues were provided by the USAES
and are identified in Part II, paragrapn 5. b of this TEMP Answers to
OT&E issues will be demonstrated durng the market investigation Any
unresolved issues will be further evaluated during FOT&E. An independent
evaluation will be conducted by USAES and the results documented in their
IER In summary, the operational issues which are critical to the mission
performance of the AISI are as follows:

a. Does the AISI effectively perform topographic and construction
survey tasks in an operational environment?

b. Does'the AISI provide adequate data transfer capability?
c. Does the AISI demonstrate adequate RAM for operational mission

requirements?
d Are there any safety or health hazards associated with the AISI?
e. Is AISI designed for efficient and effective logistics support?

2. OT&E to Date. The testing of three different commercial AISI's, and
the microprocessor, printer, and plotter currently in Army TDA's is
currently being conducted by an independent contractor. The test plan
includes procedures for the full range of environmental testing and
oerformance demonstrations to include human factors engineering, health
and safety, and RAM, with pass and fail criteria. Performance
demonstrations is being closely monitored by soldiers from the Army
Engineer Center.

3. Future OT&E,. FOT&E of the first AISI's issued and of the system
support packages provided for each !s planned in order to answer any
issues unresolved after the market investigation. The issues and
resources required for the FOT&E are not yet determined.

4. Critical Resources. No critical test resources have been identified.

Part V Special Test Resoures. One each of three different models of AISI's
have been procured and provided as GFE to an independent contractor for
market investigation testing. They are the: Cubic Precision model TIA,
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I
Geodimeter Inc., System 440, and the Wiid Heerorugg, Model T2000 In
addition, the Zenith 248 microprocessor, printer, plotter currently in Army I
TDA's, and the commercial survey software programs have been frovided
as GFE for evaluation along with the three AISI's. Government facilz .es
have been provided to the contractor for tests. All other test resources,
to include a test support package, are being provided by the contractor
The testing and test support package was funded by the Belvoir RD&E I
Center No further testing is planned proir to contract award. The cost for
FAT will be quoted as a separate line item in the production contract The
funds required for FOT&E have yet to be determined.

Part Vi Bibliograhy of Test Plans and Reports I
Operational and Organizatonal (O&0) Concept for the Topograpnc

Support System (TSS).

2. Required Operational Capability (ROC) for theTopographic Support I
System (TSS).

3. Market Surveillance Report.

4. Operational/Environmental/Suitability Test Plan For The 3
Automated Integrated Surveying Instrument (AISI).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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• .0 PUO0SE

.-e ourDose Of this report is to present the test Drocedures iset
ani the results obtained during the performance of an environmental
test program conducted to determine the conformance of automa~ed
Integrated Survey Instruements (AISI's) to the requirerents spec-
fled in the references in paragraph 2.0.

2.0 REFERENCES

2.1 Radian, Inc. Purchase Order Numbers 011553 and 01937.

2.2 Doerational/Environmental'Suitability Test Plan for Automated
Integrated Surveying Instrument (AISI).

3.0 TEST ITEMS

One (1) Geodimeter, System 440 S/N 69417, and one (1) Theodolite,
Wild T-2000, S/N FNR 314109, both with accessory equipment, were
received for testing.

4.0 SUMMARY

The Geodimeter and Wild were subjected to environmental test-
ing in accordance with the requirements of the references in
Daragraph 2.0.

Out-of-case vib-atlon testing was halted on both test Items at
the reauest of the Radian representative. Refer to the Notice
cf Deviation Number I in Appendix C.

After In Transport Case Shock testing, it was noted that the
head aligning dowels and slots of the Wild T-2000 were badly worn.

There was no other damage noted to either test item as a result of
testing.

Refer to NTS/Action Test Report 23805-88M (included herein) for
results of EMI and Magnetic Environment Testing.

5.0 TEST CONDITIONS AND TEST EQUPMENT

5.1 Test Conditions

Unless otherwise specified herein, testing was performed at room
ambient conditions defined as a temperature of 73 t18*F (23 t10C),
a relative humidity of 50 +40, - 30 percent, and a barometric pressure
of 28.5 +2.0, -3.0 inches of mercury absolute (725 +50, -75 mm Hg).

I
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I
5.2 Test Equipment

An itemized list of the test equipment used is included In U
AoDendix A of this report. This equipment Is calibrated, as
required, in accordarce with MIL-S-45662 with Change Notice 1,
and calibration is traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.
Calibration records are maintained on file at NTS/Hartwood.

6.0 TEST DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS 3
6.1 Hiah-Temperature Operation

The AISI test items were subjected to High-Temperature Operation I
testing in accordance with Procedure Index VII at reference 2.2.

The AISI items, in operational configuration, and including all I
accessories and cases, were concurrently placed in an environ-
mental chamber at ambient temperature. The chamber Internal
temperature was then raised to 122*F (50"C) in 2 hours, and the 3
test items were then soaked for 4 hours. After the 4-hour soak

at 122°F (50*C), the chamber internal temperature was reduced in
2 hours to 68°F (20°C). I
The steps described above were then repeated three (3) additional
times, for a total of 4 high-temperature cycles. At the completion
of the fourth high-temperature cycle, the Radian representative I
performed functional tests of AISI items, and the items were

visually examined.

Results - High-Temperature S*orageI

There was no visual damage noted to the AISI items as a result of

testing.

The Radian representative recorded and retained results of the
functional test.

Refer to Appendices B and D for temperature plots and photographs

of the test setup.

6.2 High-Temperature Storage

The AISI test Items were subjected to High-Temperature Storage I
testing in accordance with Index VIII of reference 2.2.

The nonoperating test Items were placed In a chamber at ambient
temperature. The chamber Internal temperature was then raised In
2 hours and 10 minutes to 71*C (160"F), and the AISI Items were

2I
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soaKed for 4 hours. The chamber temperature was then reduced to
a-b;ent in 2 hours. The test items were then stored at amDient for
13 hours and 40 minutes, after which the test items were removed

and subjected to functional checks and visual examination.

NOTE: The batteries were not in place in the test items
during this test.

Results - High-Temoerature Storage

There was no visual damage noted to the test items.

The Radian representative recorded and retained the results of

functional tests.

Refer to Appendix 9 for recorded temperature plots, and
Appendix 0 for photographs.

6.3 Low-Temperature Storage

The test items were subjected to Low-Temperature Storage testing
in accordance with Index XV of reference 2.2.

The test items (with batteries installed) were placed into a
chamber at ambient temperature. The internal chamber temperature
was then decreased in 5 hours to -50*F (-45.6*C), and the Lnits
were soaked for 6 hours. The chamber internal temperature was
then increased in 4-1/2 hours to 86°F (+30*C), and the test items
were dried out for 32 hours. At the completion of the 86"F (+30°C)
32-hour drying-out period, the internal chamber temperature was
returned to ambient, and the test items were removed and subjected
to visual examination and functional checks by the Radian repre-

sentative.

Results - Low-Temperature Storage

There was no visual damage noted to the test items.

The Radian representative recorded and retained results of the

functional tests.

Refer to Appendix B for plots of chamber temperature, and
Appendix 0 for photographs.

3
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I
6.4 Low-Temperature Operation

The AISI Items were subjected to Low-Temperature Operation testing U
In accordance with reference 2.2.

The AISI test Items (with batteries installed), with open cases, and 5
other accessories, were placed into a chamber at ambient temperature.

The chamber temperature was then lowered to -5*F (-20.6"C) in 2 hours

and 50 minutes, and the test items were soaked for 4 hours and 5 minutes. I
At the end of the 4-hour and 5-minute soak, the Radian representative

performed functional tests of the test items, and the items were

visually examined. 3
Results - Low-Temperature Operation

The Radi.an representative recorded and retained results of the 3
functional tests.

There was no visual damage noted to the test items. 3
Refer to Appendix B for temperature plots, and Appendix D for

photographs of the test setup. I

6.5 Humidity

The AISI test items were subjected to Humidity testing in accordance I

with Index XIII of reference 2.2.

The test items (with batteries installed), with open cases, and all

accessories open, were placed into a chamber at ambient conditions.

The chamber temperature and relative humidity (r.h.) were Increased

to 120OF (48.9*C) and 95% in I hour and 35 minutes, and the test

Items were soaked at these conditions for 24 hours. After 24

hours at 120"F and 95% r.h., the chamber conditions were returned

to ambient in 35 minutes, and the test Items were allowed to

stabilize for 4 hours. At the end of the 4-hour stabilization 3
period, the Radian representative performed functional tests of the

items, and the Items were visually examined.

Results - Humidity U
There was no visual damage noted to the test items. 1
The Radian representative recorded and retained results of the

functional tests.

Refer to Appendices B and D for traces of the chamber temperatures

and test setup photographs.

4I
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Sand and Dust

-"e A!SI test Items were subjected to Sand and Dust testing in
accorlance with Index XXX of reference 2.2.

The two test items (out of case and without lens covers), and the

transport cases (closed) were placed into the sand and dust chamber.

The chamber temperature was increased to 23°C with the relative

humidity maintained at less than 25% and the air velocity main-

tained at 240 feet per minute. Once these conditions were

obtained, the dust feeder was turned on, blowing dust onto the

test items at a rate of 0.3 ±0.2 grams per cubic foot. These

conditions were maintained for 15 minutes. All chamber controls

were then turned off, and the test items were allowed to return

to ambient conditions. The accumulated dust was brushed off and
the test items were then visually examined.

Results - Sand and Dust

There was no visual damage noted to the tested items.

Refer to Appendix 0 for photographs of the setup.

6.7 Rain

The AISI test Items were subjected to Rain testing in accordance

with Index XVII of reference 2.2.

The two test Items, in operating positions, were placed into a

chamber preconditioned to 68*F (20*C) and soaked for 30 minutes.

The items were then removed from the chamber and placed in the rain

test setup.

The rain test was begun by exposing one side of the items to

5 minutes of wind-driven rain at a rainfall rate of 3 inches/

hour, with no rain cover on the items. The rainfall was then

stopped, and rain covers were installed. The rainfall was then

restarted and continued for 10 minutes. The remaining three

sides were then consecutively exposed to 15 minutes of rainfall

each. After rain exposure to all four sides, the items were

wiped down, the covers (as applicable) were removed, and the

items were visually examined and subjected to functional tests.

Results - Rain

Water, 1/8-inch deep was found inside the case of the Wild T-2000.

The Wild T-2000 also had water Inside its bottom lens.

5
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I
The Radlan representative recorded and retained results of functional

tests. 3
Refer to Appendices B and D for temperature plots and photographs

of the test setup. 5
6.8 Vibration, Out-of-Case

The AISI items were subjected to Out-of-Case vibration testing in 3
accordance with Index XIX of reference 2.2.

The AISi items were rigidly secured separately to an electrodynanic I
vibration exciter and exposed to sinusoidal vibration cycling in the

X-axes it the following levels and frequencies:

10-55 Hz @ 0.10 in. DA I
15 cycles (10-55-10 Hz) at 15 minutes/cycle

Results - Vibration, Out-of-Case I
During the X-axIs vibration of both test Items, testing was
stopoed as noted below at the request of the Radian representa-

tive, who judged that the testing was excessive.

T-2000, X-axis, # 38.7 Hz
Geodimeter, 440 X-axis, @ 21 Hz

Refer to Appendix C, Notice of Deviation, and Appendices B and 0
for vibration plots and photographs of the test setup.

6.9 Vibration, In Transport Case

The AISI items were subjected to Vibration (In Transport Case) I
testing in accordance with Index XX of reference 2.2.

The test items were rigid)y secured (separately) to an electro-

dynamic vibration exciter and exposed to vibrational cycling in

each of three mutually perpendicular axes at the following fre-

quencies and levels. I

7-200 0 1.5 g's peak
One cycle (7-200-7 Hz @ 5 minutes/cycle) per axis 1

At the completion of each vibration cycle, the items were visually
examined and subjected to functional testing by the Radian repre-

sentative.

6
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:esuHts - Vibration (In Transport Case)

There was no visual damage noted in either test item.

The Radian representative recorded and retained results from

functional testing of the items.

Refer to Appendices 9 and 0 for vibration plots and photographs of

the test setup.

5.10 Solar Radiation

The AISA items were subjected to Solar Radiation testing in accord-

ance with Index X of reference 2.2.

The AISA items were placed in an environmental chamber. A source

of simulated solar radiation of 345 BTUs/ft 2 was directed to the

items for 4 hours. At the end of the 4-hour period of 345 8TU/ft 2

simulated solar radiation, the test items were removed and subjected

to visual examination, then to performance test by the Radian

representative.

Results - Solar Radiation

There was no visual damage noted to the test items.

The Radian representative recorded and retained results of the

performance tests.

Refer to Appendices B and D for chamber temperature plots and

photographs of the test setup.

6.11 Shock, In Transport Case

The AISI Items were subjected to Shock testing in accordance with

index XXI of reference 2.2.

Each AISI test item, installed in its respective transport case,

was subjected to Shock testing so that each of the six case

faces was "flat-dropped", and such that four corners (two by the

top shell, and two by the bottom shell) of each case were dropped

from a height of 42 inches (10 drops/case total). The cases and

AISI items were then subjected to visual examination, and per-

formance tests.

7
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I
Results - Shock, In Transport Case

There was no visual damage noted to the cases.

The head aligning dowels and slots of the Wild T-2000 were badly 3
worn.

The Radian representative indicated that the T-2000 unit was out
of alignment. The Radian representative aligned the unit, then
performed performance tests on both AISI items, and recorded and
retained results of the tests. 3
Refer to Appendices B and 0 for vibration plots and photographs
of the test setup.
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TEST EOUIPMENT LIST

Instrumen~ Manufacturer NTS Id No. Cal. Date Cal. Due

High and Low 3
Temperature

Tests
Chamber Standard ENV 6301 D Used with calibrated equionen I
Recorder Honeywell ENV 6005 0 7-28-87 1-28-88

Humi d ity
Chamber Standard ENV 6303 D Used with calibrated eauior-er 3
Recorder Honeywell ENV 6047 D 4-20-87 10-20-87

Sand and
Dust

Recorder Leeds & Northrop E 6034 D 4-15-87 10-15-87

Anemometer Airflow ENV 6053 D 8-6-87 8-6-88 I
Scale Mettler G 6000 0 2-13-87 8-13-87

Rain 3
Rain Gage Springfield ENV 6039 D 2-14-87 2-14-88
Anemometer Airflow ENV 6053 D 8-6-87 8-6-88
Chamber Standard ENV 6301 0 Used with calibrated equiDmen* 3
Controller Honeywell ENV 6005 D 7-28-87 1-28-88

Vibration I
Vibration Exciter l Electronics 0 6303 D Used with calibrated equioten
Vibration Hewlett-Packard D 6127 D 6-8-87 6-8-88

Control ler
Signal PCB D 6092 D 7-13-87 1-13-88

Conditioner
Accelerometer PCB D 6051 0 7-6-87 1-6-88

Accelerometer PCB 0 6050 D 7-7-87 1-7-88

Shock

Solar

Radiat ion
Pyranometer Eppley G 6022 0 9-6-85 9-25-87 U
Chamber Standard ENV 6322 D Used with calibrated equiDMell
Recorder Honeywell ENV 6005 D 7-28-87 1-28-88

A
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NOTICE OF DEVIATION

CUSTOMER T , MJO NO ______- _...._ 7____/__

PA RT N A ME -41.4 ~, eze2"/4 ' k:/ P.O NO Mi/le~3

PART NO 7Z t/ " NOD NO i

SERIAL NO. f4 ?' /' /4q,'// DATE - -7
TEST SPECIFICATION.4/L ° -- 5319 -/ 60 REV -- PARA NO

TEST TITLE 0 e, , ' ) z /- _. ., . ORIGINATOR _ -_______- ____--- _-_

I
I
I,

REUIMN;/J -,r-- z " !

REVIEW. _________________ APPROVAL.
(NTS QC) (Cultomer Reorelil~er)~oCUSTOMER NOTIFICATION: I

DOeTON: 7-Ac /;-< 7- 44 ""t V',Ov4,\ 1
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ADMINISTRATIVE DATA

1.0 PURPOSE OF TEST: The EMI test is intended to demonstrate [
compliance of the two electronic transits
with the requirements of MIL-S-53046 for

magnetic susceptibility and MIL-STD-461B
Part 7 for radiated emissions testing.

2.0 MANUFACTURER: Unit #I Geodimeter 440 1
Unit #2 Wild Theodolite P2000 I

3.0 QUANTITY OF ITEMS TESTED: One (1) of each model. j
4.0 SECURITY CLASSIFICATION OF ITEMS: None

i
5.0 DATE TEST COMPLETED: September 4, 1987

6.0 TEST CONDUCTED BY: M. Valerio

7.0 DISPOSITION OF SPECIMENS: Returned to Radian, Inc.
by Mr. John Christiansen.

I
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1.0 APPLICARLE nOCUMENTS

MIL-STD-461 Military Standard
Electromagnetic Interference Charac-
teristics Requirements for Equipment,
Subsystem, and System

MIL-STD-462 Military Standard
Electromagnetic Interference Charac-
teristics, Measurement of

MIL-STD-463A Military Standard
Definitions and Systems of Units,
Electromagnetic Interference and
Electromagnetic Compatibility

- Technology

MIL-S-53046 Military Standard
Surveying Equipment, Electronic
Distance Measuring, Medium-Range,
(SEDME-MR) 15 August 1984

MIL-STD-461B
Part 7
As modified by
Radian. See
Section 8.0
Figures 8-1
and 8-2.
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2.0 EST SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION, CONFIGURATION, AND OPERATION

2.1 Test Sample Identification

Two automated integrated survey instruments, hereafter

referred to as AISI, were submitted for EMI testing. The

first test sample was a Geodimeter Model 440 S/N 96569. The

second test sample was a Wild Theodolite Model P2000 S/N

314195 which was equipped with a Wild Distomat Model f155 S/N

55122.

2.2 Test Sample Configuration

The AISI under test was placed on a tripod 30 inches

above the facility floor. Each AISI was equipped with an

onboard as well as an external battery. The external battery

along with its connecting cable was positioned on stand next

to the AISI during testing. The AISI under test was focused

on a fixed reflector approximately 7 feet away and of equal

height.

2.3 Test Sample Operation

Each AISI was tested in a tracking mode. This mode was

considered to be a worst case condition with regard to both

emission and susceptibility testing.

Report No. 23805-88M
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U

2.0 TEST SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION, CONFIGURATION, AND OPERATION
(continued) I
2.3.1 Test Sample Monitoring During Susceptiblity Testing

The following parameters were monitored during suscep- I
tibility testing:

o Slope Distance

o Horizontal Angle 5
o Vertical Angle I
The criteria for susceptibility determination was based

on the deviation of each parameter outside of its normal range. I

I
l
I
I
I
I
I
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3.0 SYNOPSIS OF TESTS AND RESULTS

Test Sample Test Performed Result

Geodimeter 440 RE02 Failed

Geodimeter 440 Magnetic Field Passed

Wild T2000 RE02 Failed

Wild T2000 Magnetic Field Passed

Report No. 23805-88M
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4.0 GENERAL TEST REQUIREMENTS

4.1 Description of Test Facility

The test sample and peripherals (measuring instruments)

were installed within Ace Engineering shielded enclosures

measuring 20'9" x 13'4" x 8'8" and 20' x 10' x 8'. (Reference

11-1. 11-2.) All power leads entering the shielded enclosures

are routed via Axel radio frequency filters to provide at

least 80 dB of attentuation above 10 KHz, when measured in

accordance with MIL-STD-220A. Ancillary/measurement equipment

was installed in an adjacent shielded enclosures measuring 10'

x 8' x 7'. Interconnecting cables, as required, were routed

via feedthrough ports connecting the two enclosures.

Shielding effectiveness to electric fields and plane waves

exceeds 80 dB from 14 KHz to 10 GHz.

4.2 Test Equipment

The test equipment proposed, or the equivalent, used

during testing appears in Section 7.0 of this test report.

All test equipment was checked prior to testing to assure

that it was within calibration, and was allowed sufficient

time on to stabilize.

Calibration Is performed and checked on a routine basis

in accordance with MIL-C-45662A, using standards traceable to

the National Bureau of Standards (NBS).

Report No. 23805-88M
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5.0 TEST PROCEDURE

5.1 Radiated Interference REO Electric Field
14 KHz to 10 GHz

Requirements

Radiated emissions from 14 KHz to 10 GHz were measured

in accordance with the applicable portion of Test Method RE02

of MIL-STD-462 Notice 3.

Procedures

The AISI was set up and operated as detailed in Sections

2.2 and 2.3. The antennas used during the performance of

this test were as follows:

FREQUENCY ANTENNA COAXIAL CABLE

0.014 - 25 MHz 41" Rod 25' of RG223/U
25 - 100 MHz Biconical 25' of RG9/U
20 - 1000 MHz Log Spiral 25' of RG9/U
1 GHz - 10 GHz Duel Ridge Guide 25' of RG9/U

Measurements from 0.014 to 30 MHz were performed

manually using the appropriate antenna with the corresponding

cable connected an EMC-25 receiver.

Peak readings in both narrowband and broadband were

recorded whfle the receiver was tuned over the frequency

range. External attenuation, antenna factors and any

conversion factors were then added to the meter reading in

order to obtain a final reading. This

Report No. 23805-88M
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5.0 TEST PROCEDURE (continued)

5.1 Radiated Interference RE02 Electric Field 1
14 KHz to 10 GHz (continued)

Procedures (continued) m
reading is then compared to the specification limit. Results

appear in Section 6.0.

Measurements from 30 to 10000 MHz were performed using 3
the appropriate antenna and corresponding coaxial cable con-

nefted to a Hewlett Packard Spectrum Analyzer Model 85668. 1
This analyzer is computer controlled using Hewlett Packard's 5
85864C EMI measurement software. Sweeps were made in both

narrowband and boradband between 30 MHz and 1000 MHz. X-Y 5
plots of noise versus frequency were generated. Signal

levels were corrected by adding the antenna factors, thus U
showing both data and specification limit in their correct I

relationship. These X-Y plots appear in Section 6.0.

5.2 Magnetic Field, Susceptibility, MIL-S-53046 m

Requirement

Susceptibility to a magnetic field was determined in m

accordance with MIL-S-53046.

m
Report No. 23805-88M 3
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5.0 'EST PROCEDURE (continued)

5.2 Magnetic Field, Susceptibility, MIL-S-53046

Procedure

The equipment was located at the cente- of a coil of

sufficient ampere-turn capacity to produce a steady-state

magnetic field of 8 gauss at the center. The field was cali-

brated prior to placing the AISI in the field. The AISI was

tested for a period of time that was sufficient to determine

proper functional performance in a constant field fo 8 guass.

Ten angel and distance readings were taken with the

lines of magnetic force directed as follows:

a North-South

o East-West

o Vertical

Results appear in Section 6.0.
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6.0 X-Y PLOTS AND TEST DATA
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National Acton Division 3
Technical 533 Main Street
Systems Acton, MA 01720

DATA SHEET 3
ELECTROKAGNETIC INTERFERENCE Date

Customer RA2'AN INC_ Job # 23805-88M P.O. # 011553 3
equip Under Test WI-D AISI Model Pnnn, S/N 3

Test Spec's. Mil-S- 3046 Test MAGNETIC ENVIORNMEN.

Conditions : AISI was placed in a field of 3 Gauss. Distance readings were I
made with the lines of magnetic force in the following directions:
North-South, East-West, and Vertical. M.VALERIO

Conducted by:

AT NO TIME DURING THE EVENT OF THIS TEST DID THE AISI

EXHIBIT ANY FORM OF MALFUNCTION OR DEGRADATION OF PERFORMANCE.

I

S_, __ - '

_ _ _ _ _ _"_ _ __
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National Acton Division
Technical 533 Main Street
Systems Acton, MA 01720

DATA SHEET

ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE Date

Customer ,ADN' I1!1C. Job # 23805-88M P.O. # 011553

Equip Under Test GEODIMETER AISI Model 40 S/N 69569

Test Spec's. Yil-S- 53046 Test MAGNETIC ENVIONMENT

Conditions : AISI was placed in a magnetic field of 8 Gauss. Distance readings
were made with the lines of magnetic force in the following directions:
North-South, East-West,and Vertical. MVA[ERIO

Conducted by:

- . ... .. .

AT NO TIME DURING THE EVENT OF THIS TEST DID THE AISI

EXHIBIT ANY FORM OF MALFUNCTION OR DEGRADATION OF PERFORMANCE.

- _________, ____
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7.0 TEST EQUIPMENT LIST
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8.0 TEST SPECIFICATION CURVES
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S -e ourPose o t*;S reoor :s o -resent the test :rocerures
usei ano he resuits obta:ned durlna the Der'or'ance o a
rei a :I y est program conducted t: deterrine the con~or-anse
of Automa~ed Integrated Survey Instruments IAISI 's) to t-e
recuirements soecif~ed In the references in saragraon 2.2.

2.2 RE=EPENCES

2.1 ad~an, Inc. Purchase Order Number 01937.

2.2 0Oerat'onal/Environmental/SuitabiKliv Test P lan for Automated
Integrated Surveying Instrument (AISI).

3.0 TEST ITEMS

One (1) Geodimeter, System 440 S/N 69417, and one (1) Theodolite, w'id
7-2000, S/N FNR 314109 (both with accessory eauipment), were received 'or
test ing.

4.0 SUM AARY

One (1) System 440 Geodimeter, and one (1) Wild T-2000 Theodoi- e
were subjected to a seven-day Electronic Cycling (Reliability) test
;n accordance with Test XXXV of reference 2.2.

There was no damage noted to the uni~s as a result of testing.

Testing was performed during the period December 3-11, 1987.

Refer to NTS Test Report 555-2134, dated 5 November 1987, for
previous environmental testing.

5.0 TEST CONDITIONS AND TEST EOUIPMENT

5.1 Test Conditions

Unless otherwise specified herein, testing was performed at room
ambient conditions defined as a temperature of 73 +18*F (23
+10*C), a relative humidity of 50 +40, -30 percent, and a
barometric presure of 28.5 +2.0, -3.0 inches of mercury absolute
(725 +50, -75 mm Hg).



5.2 7eS+ Eauioment I
An itemized list of the test ecuiDment used Is ;nciuded "7

ADoendxi A of this report. This eau!oment is calibrated, as
required, in accordance with MIL-S-45662 with Change Not'ce

ali cai bration is traceable to the Na+lonal Bureau o4 Standars.
a aiibration records are maintained on 4'i e at NTS/Hartwood. 3

5.C TEST DESCRIPTIONS AND RESULTh

Eiectrcnic Cvcllnc (Reliability) I
The Geodimete, aid Theodolite were subjected to Electronic

Cvciing Testing In accordance with Test XXXV of reference 2.2.

7 e energized test :tems were placed in an environmental chambe-
at 55%F (13'C). At 7.5 hour3 Into the seven-day soak, the I
Radian reDresentative indicated the Wild T-2000 was not functioning
DroPerly. The Radian representative nerformed corrective
measures, and indicated that both units were functioning orooeriy.

The test items were subjected to a seven-day, 55°F (1300) soak. During
this oeric. the Items were turned on and the buttons noted in TABLE
I were pre ssed. This configuration permitted the items to perform I
automated readings for approximately 9 minutet. Then each item was
turned off for a period of 30 seconds. The period of time to Dress
the buttons per TABLE I; the 9 minutes of automated readings; and the
30 seconds -4 period nade a 10--inute cycle. This Ten minute cycle was
repeated over and over 24 hours per day or the seven-cay test duration.

At the end of the seven-day test, the items were removed from I
the chamber, visual ly "nsoected, and subjected to performance
testing by the Radian representative.

Results - Electronic Cycling

There was no visual damage noted to the test Items as a result
of testing. -

The Radian represenTative recorded and retained results of all
functional operational testing. I

I
I
I
I
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AISI PEL!ABILIt'y P;,,CTION 0OCCEDUP E

-,e 3eodmeter and Wl id -2-000 were suoiec t ad "o Eiectron~c

vc ,rnag Testli g as 4o Ow s:

vc i nQ

Steo i: Turned the un its on

Steo 2: Consecutive FJnctions

Geodirieter Wild T-2000
Pressed F Pre-sed Set
Oressec 22 Pressed Mode

Pressed Enter Pressed 9
Pressed 0 Pressed 5

Pressed Enter Pressed Run

Prersed Enter Pressed I
Pressed Enter Pressed Run

'Pressed Enter Pressed Peo

Pressed TRK Pressed Dist

SteD 3: Tured the units off .

Summary of CyciInq

1. Turned the units on.
2. Press the buttons In the sequence in Step 2.
3. The units remained on for 9 minutes and 30 seconds.

4. Turned unit off

5. The units remained off for 30 seconds.

6. Total :ycle time was 10 minutes.

• ABLE I

3
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Pezr, N. 5c-2' 4

Zafe 7 'Dece- I-
U

NJ', Nurer ENV 6300 0 I
Sns~rumen, Cham ber

Manu 'acurer Tenney

model NumDer 5X8X8 STR-95185
Serial Number 2114
Calibration Period Used w'th calibrated eau z-e-I
Rance and Accuracy -700 - N2/Ao; N/

NTS Number E 6076 D
I ns~rumen+ Recorder
4anufacturer Gould
Aodel Number 11015-4329-10

Serial Number 00623
Calibratlon Period 6 moo. (Cai. due 12 Mav 1988'
Range and Accuracy 0 to IV; 0.15% span

NTS Number E 6103 D
Instrument 4oduie, Pluc-nI
4anu facturer Gould
Model Number 12-4715-09
Serial Number 00842
Cai ibra+ion =er'od 6 mo. (Cal. due 12 "4av 1988 I
Rance and Accuracy ImV to 100 VOC soan; 0.110 soan

I
I
I
I
U
I
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1.0 PURPOSE

1.1 The ourpose of this report Is to present the test procedures used
and the results obtained during the perfcrmance of an environmental
test program conducted to determine the conformance of a Transportation
Trunk ro the requirements specified in the references ir Daragraph 2.0

2.0 REFERENCES

2.1 Radian, Inc. Purchase Order Number 01938

2.' OperatIonal/Environmental/Sultabl Iity Test Plan for Automated
Integrated Surveying Instrument (AISI).

3.0 TEST ITEM

One (1) Transportation Trunk (without part number) S/N 1654,
was received for testing.

4.0 SUMMARY

The Transportation Trunk was subjected to High Temperature
Storage, Hlah Temperature Operation, Low Temperature operation/storage,
Rain, Sand and Dust, and Vibration testing In accordance
with the requirements of the references in paragraph 2.2.

The closed Transportation Trunk was received at NTS and was
subjected to the complete test prcgram without being opened.
All examinations were external only. The Transportation
Trunk was returned to the customer upon completion of the
test program In the closed condition per customer's request.

There wis no external damage noted to test Item as a result of
testing.

5.0 TEST CONDITIONS AND TEST EQUIPMENT

5.1 Test Conditions

Unless otherwitie specified herein, testing was performed
at room ambient conditions defined as a temperature of
73 +18"F (23 +O*C), a rclative humidity of 50 440, - 30

percent, and a barometric pressure of 28.5 +2.0, -3.0
Inches of mercury absolute (725 +50, -75 mm Hg).

I
I
I
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5.2 Test Eaulpment 3
An Itemized list of the test equipment Is Included In

Appendix A of th!s report. This equipment Is calibrated,
as required, In accordance with MiL-S-45662 with Change
Notice 1, and calibration is traceable to the National

Bureau of Standards. Calibration records are maintained
on file at NTS/Hartwood.

6.0 TEST DESCRIPTIONS AND RESULTS

6.1 High-Temperature Storage

The trunk was subjected to High-Temperature Storage
testing In accordance with Procedure VIII of reference 2.2.

The nonoperating test Item was placed In a chamber at ambient
temperature. The chamber Internal temperature was then raised

in 1 hour to 71*C (160*F), and the Item was soaked for 4 hours. I
The chamber temperature was then reduced to ambient In 1

hour and 45 minutes after which the test Item was removed

from the chamber and subjected to an external visual examination. 3
Results - High-Temperature Storage

There was no external visual damage noted to the trunk. I
The Radian representative requested that the trunk remain
closed during and after the testing. I
Refer to Appendix B for recorded temperature plots, and
Appandlx C for Photographs.

6.2 HIgh-Temperature Operation 3
The trunk was subjected to High-Temperature Operation

testing In accordance with Procedure VII of reference 2.2. 3
The test item was placed in an environmental chamber at

ambient temperature. The chamber Internal temperature
was then raised to 120"F (49"C) in 90 minutes, and the I
test Item was soaked for 4 hours. After the 4-hour

soak at 120'F (49C), the chamber Internal temperature
was reuced to ambient In 2 hours and 30 minutes. 3

2
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At the conclusion of testing, the test Item was removed
from the chamber and subjected to an external visual examination.

Results - High-Temperature Storage

There was no external visual damage noted to the trunk as a
result of testing.

The Radian representative requested that the trunk not
be opened.

Refer to Appendices B and C for temperature plots and
photographs of the test setup.

6.3 Low Templerature Operation/Storage

Low-Temperature Storage

The trunk was subjected to Low-Temperature Operation/Storage
testing In accordance with Procedure XV of reference 2.2.

OPERATION

The test item was placed Into an environmental chamber.

The chamber temperature was then reduced to -5*F (-21°C)
In 3 hours and 30 minutes, and the test Item was soaked
for 4 hours.

STORAGE

At the end of the 4-hour, -5*F (-21*C) soak, the chamber
temperature was reduced to -50*F (-45.5*C) In 1 hour and
45 minutes, and the test Item was soaked for 6 hours.
At the end of the 6-hour soak at -50OF (-45.5*C), the
chamber temperature was returned to ambient, and the
test Item was soaked for 24 hours. At the end of the

24-hour ambient soak, the test Item was removed from the
chamber and subjected to an external visual examination.

Results - Low-Temperature Operatlon/Storage

There was no external visual damage noted to the test Item.

The Radian representative requested that the test Item
remained closed.

Refer to Appendix B for plots of chamber temperature, and
Appendix C for photographs.

3
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I
6.4 Rain 3

The trunk was subjected to Rain testing in accordance

with Procedure XVII of reference 2.2.

The test Item was placed Into a chamber preconditioned
to 68*F (20*C) and soaked for 30 minutes. The item was
then removed from the chamber and placed In the rain test
setup.

The rain test was begun by exposing one side of the Item
to 30 minutes of wind-driven rain at 40 miles per hour and 1
rainfall rate of 4 Inches/hour. The rainfall was then

stopped. The remaining three sides were the consecutively
exposed to 30 minutes of rainfall each. After rain exposure
to all four sides, the item was wiped down and subjected to
an external visual examination.

Results - Rain I
There was no external damage noted to the test Item as a result
of testing. I
The Radian representative requested that the trunk remain closed.

Refer to Appendix C for photographs of the test setup.

6.5 Sand and Dust 3
The trunk was subjected to Sand and Dust testing in
accordance with Procedure XXX of reference 2.2. 1
The test Item was riaced Into the sand and dust chamber.
The chamber temperature was Increased to 23*C (74"F) with the
relative humidity mantained at less than 28%, and the air velocity

maintained at 320 feet per minute. Once these conditions
were obtained, the dust feeder was turned on, blowing dust
onto the test Item at a rate of 0.3 +0.2 grams per cubic
foot. These conditions were maintained for 15 minutes.
All chamber controls were then turned off, and the test
item was allowed to return to ambient conditions. The
accumulated dust was brushed off and the test Item was removed I
from the chamber and subjected to an external visual examination.

I
I
I
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Results - Sand and Dust

There was no external visual damage to the tested Item.

The Radian representative requested that the trunk remain c!osed.

Refer to Appendix C for photographs of the setup.

I 6.6 Vibration

The trunk was subjected to Vibration testing In accordance
with Procedure XX of reference 2.2.

The test Item was rigidly secured to an electro-d-ynamic
vibration exciter and exposed to vibrational cycling
in each of three mutually perpendicular axes at the following
frequencies and levels.

7-200 @ 1.5 g's peak
One cycle (7-200-7 Hz @ 5 minutes/cycle) per axis

At the completion of each vibration cycle, the item was subjected
to an external visual examination.

Results - Vibration

There was no external visual damage noted to the test Item.

The Radian representative requested that the test Item

remain closed.

Refer to Appendices 8 and C for vibration plots and

photographs of the test setup.

5
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TEST EQUIPMENT LIST I
Instrument Manufacturer NTS Id No. Cal Date Cal Due

Rain

Aneometer Mesa ENV6053D 8-6-87 8-6-88

RaIngage Springfield ENV6039D 2-14-87 2-14-88 1
Temperature

Controller Honeywell ENV6011D 9-22-87 3-22-88

Chamber Standard ENV6322D used with calibrated
I equIpment

Dust Probe Hygrodynamics ENV6052D 4-7-87 10-7-87 I
Controller Honeywell ENV6022D 5-18-87 11-18-87

Vibrat ion

Accelerometer PCB D6074D 5-28-87 11-28-87 3
Signal Conditioner PCB D6093D 6-5-87 12-5-87

Vibration Control ler Hewlett-Packard 06054D 6-8-87 6-8-88 I
Vibration Exciter MB used with calibrated equipment

I(C-220)

A
I

A-2 I

I

I FI
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l~ i. 0 '. -L± AND B&02 :

1.1 : This ITrdeendt Evaluation Plan (IEP) has been prepared to

Ssuppot the acquisition of an Autcmatic Integrated Survey Insrmt (AISI)

thr a Ndn-eve1qetal Item (NDI) approach. m-is jZp is developed in

Sacordance with the provisions of AR 70-1, RADC Reg 71-9, and MRAC Pam

71-13. It will provide the following: user issues and criteria for Market

Znvestigatin and subsequent testiM and evaluation, input on intrated

3testir and evaluation for the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (MP),
methodology and analytical techniques to be used by the evaluator for analysis

of data collecte, and the basis for preparation of the Indgmident Evaluation

Report (IER) for the Milestone I/111 decision in-prws review.
1.2 : This evaluation plan has been designed to aress the cmplete

3 range of user cocerns by identifyinq issues and criteria associated with

determiniM the military suitability and logistical suportabiity, PAM,

training, and KWPRnDr of an Artmatic Integrated Survey Ins irt (AISI).

The evaluation will use relevant data from all testinq and assesments

1.3 Need: On the AirLaid Battlefield, survey elmts must rapidly collect,

process, and assess urvey data. The U.S. Army Enginecr ioo Caat Support,

Engineerinq, and Mine Warfare Mission Area Analysis (CMV MAA), May 83,

identifiied deficiencies in the projected ability of topographic survey and

costruction survey elments to fulfill this requirement.

1.4 j ya : The primary operational deficiency ccerning topograpLic

and -=wsuction survey is lack of speed. Survey equipment currently in use

requires all raw data to be collected and rerded manually. Tis process is

very time consumin and is prone to errors. The current equipmnt causes

1-i
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survey xrmq.L&Arts to take weeks and months to Obtain the necesary accuracy

buzt the --- dinnt are f=r cc1etion ti of hours and days.

1. 5 P~r~ei 4 The requirement for an AISI was identified in the

Tqpographic Support System (TSS) ReqIred Operational CIPabiitY rMC), in

1978. At that tiM, further ---. rin was not pursued due to high =W, and

Only one sotn=9 for procurent. The perat o al and Organizational (O&O) Plan 3
for AISI reoped TRAC approval on 15 Oct 86. Tis 0&0 Plan futher

identified and quantified the reqirents for the AISI. Ourent plan is to

use a ron-deve1o~rital item (NDI:) a=IjIsition strategy for AISI, if systems

are trcially available with perf char'aracteristics to satisfy user

needs. Indication is that such systes are available and the plan is to 3
authenticate the apprtvd TSS ROC as the reglyix 1nt1 doumnt for AISI and to

incorporate the full spectrum of AISI daac istic and reuir nts into

that document.-

1.6 System DeS-iltic: The AISI will CCsiSt of the folloing ozcnents or

subsystm:

a. An autoatic, electronic, digital th lite/distarc fter, with data

displays.3

b. Reflective devices necessary to perform eamwing ft=tios.

c. Tripod(s) and pole(s) to suport msuring instrumnt ard reflective I
devices.

d. ElectuliC data reardr.

e. Appropriate r=xedized carrying cases.3

f. Necessary portable (battery) Pr supplies.

The AISI will be operated by a three persoM cu.'. rw will be able to 3
backpack the AISI in an operational envircn it when necessary.

1-2 I



1.7 CoM9~ of of loiw : The AISI integrates the capabilities of czrrently

deployed direction and distanc measuring devices with mic o _ter

tehnology. :t will be employed by topographic and construction survey

elerents.

a. OPTMRA C SLRVEY. c pographic survey units will use the AISI to

automate conventional survey activities. Conventional survey is used to

provide position data in support of weapon systas, amnicaticns,

Lntelligene gathering, and comand and cotrol activities. These surveys are

conducted Ln direct support of division artillery, corps units, and in general

support to ectmlons above corps (EAC). The AISI will significantly incease

the speed and accuracy of topographic survey operations which are conducted in

the following phases:

(1) Prebattle: Predeployment of survey units to various areas of

interest in the prebattle phases ensures that adequate position data and

densificaticn of position data exists. The AISI is used to establish and

upgrade primary control in these areas allowing supported units to have a

reliable, properly densified control data base to initiate operations.

(2) Battle: Efforts will ctinue toad satisfying rquirents not

.et during the prebattle period together with those expedient,

situation-oriented requiremnts generated by cobat operations. The rapid

resporse time of the AISI will allow the topographic survey team to respord to

supported unit requirements, except for those that are affected by opposing

force interdiction.

(3) Postbattle: Topographic survey response will be redirected to

support t!e reestablishment of network geodetic control. Using this network,

and in conjunction with construction survey, topographic survey teams respond

1-3
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to supported unit r qunrints, exmpt for thoe that are affected by ps. 3
foroa interdiction.

(4) interface with Other ysts: The AISI will use the Doppler

Satelite Survey System and Global Positioning Syste for etension of prim

ol esntablished with these system. It will be used for alignet and I
updatin positin data of the Psiticn and Azimth Deteri ' Systm and other

inertial Navigation Systems. The mi~tpc.sor will allow diret access to

the Defense Mapping Aency s Airfield Geodetic Dat File and Data C=rersicn

data base allowing for rapid disseminatio of the infcotained in

thae. I I
b. CC JCTICr SURVEY. Cstz ation survey unita will use the AISI to

prform cntuction suport surveys such as airfiel, heliport, road and port

and bridge censt-uction as well as major facility layout. Trhese =wsc.c I
projects are performed in supprt of division, crps, and EAC activities. me

AISI will significantly improve the response time of cmtucion survey

elmnts which are =-ucted in the following phases:

(1) Prebattle: Consrction suvey elemnts axe emloyed with =Mba-

heavy battalions involved in the proaration of various areas of interest.

This involveent in l es cat:nton of airfields, haliports, roads, bridges

and ports, and facilities to be utilized by friendly form in the event of

nflct. (2) Battle: Efforts will 0tinue toward satisfying the requir e -.: I

not mt &=iir the prebattle period. The rapid respoise tim of the AISI wi"

allow survey support for =stz =icn to ctirm on a m"re accurate,

ti=-efficiernt scale. 3
(3) o.stbattle: Carstrction surrey responses will be redirete d

1-41
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I suport the rmutabliszmant of basic facilities, roads, bridges, and airfields

of the local affected area.

1 (4) Interface with Other Systems: Me construction support ovided

i by the AISI will ensure the maintenance and usability of airfields, bridges and

roads. Mus will have a direct Lqact on all airraft/vehicular systems

I utilizing these facilities.

1.8 Basis of Issue: 'The AISI, along with associated data rection equipment,

I will be issued to each survey squad oranic to the Engineer Topograptic

i Battalion (TA), 056051.000 HHC, Tcpographic Eineer CEpany, 056061.000, Survey

Squad 05-5401-B, and each survey element of the Ccnstruction Battalion TOE

I 05-116H. The peripherals required for cipftation, plotting, and print'r of

data will be issued as required by BOIP (one for each 17-man topo team and one

I per construction battalion). The topographic survey squad is direct support

(D) to corps and general support (GS) at EAC.

1.9 Combat Developer Project Officer: Mr. Harold Hester, Materiel & Logistics

System Division, Directorate of Combat Developments, ATZA-C[(, U.S. Army

Engineer School, Fort Belvoir, VA 22060-5281, AL7IOVON 354-5976/2489.

1.10 Independent Evaluator: Mr. Ralph PAdmnrd, Test and Evaluation Division,

Directorate of Combat Developments, ATA-=r, U.S. Army Engineer School, Fort

Belvoir, VA 22060-5281, AVI7OVON 354-3777/3346.

I
I
I
I
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SECN II

2.0 Operational Issues and Criteria for the Automatic Intrrated Survey

I Instrument (AISI) :

2.1 Critical Evaluation Issues and Criteria:

- 2.1.1 Issue: Does the AISI effectively perform topographic and constrc-ion

survey tasks in an operational environment?

2.1.1.1 S e: This issue will evaluate the capability of the cardidate(s) to

3 effectively perform topographic and construction survey tasks when employed by

representative users IAR the operational mode summry/missicn profile (CMS/IP).

An assessment will be made of each candidate's -si--strated performare in

_- climatic design types hot, basic, and cold, IAW AR 70-38. Testing will be

conducted IAW the a-S/MP and test settins described in the test support

package (TSP). Testing will be conducted in ambient weather conditions, durina

day and night/limited visibility conditions expected on the battlefield. Data

I collected will include the time required to complete tasks and the ease with

3 which operator's performed required tasks. Data gathered will be used in a

baseline com;arison with current survey equipment.

3 2.1.1.2 Criteria:

2.1.1.2.1 The assigned crew using the AISI will perform the following tasks

I within the time and accuracy constraints specified 95% of the time.

I
I
I
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A ISI =X L~ r

TASK AC=PACY -

1. Preparation f or mvmnt N/A i5 MJuz

2. 'Pre ation for field operations (setup)

a. Distance Measurement N/A 5 I' I
b. Diretion Measurmnt (horiz & vert) N/A 8 min

3. Conduct data collection U
a. Distances +/-5m + 3-pm 2 Mp~n

b. Directions (horiz & vert) (Topo) +/-1 sec 10 min

(Ccnst) +/-30 sec 5 min 3
c. Layout curves (per point) +/-.0242ft per 1000ft I miLn

d. Planetabling (per point) 4/-. 0242ft per 100Oft 1 min
4. Process field data (Topo) position closure<l:20,000 3-5 min**

I(Const) position closure ~-1.: 5,000 3-5 min**
**Dependient upon nmlber of stations in traverse schm.3

2.1.1.2.2 The AISI must be capable of oLAtiWn, l the CHS/MP, on an,'-

az battery' foru t-to 12 hours. It zust also be capable of

operating on an external 12 to .2 volt DC vehicular battery. -

2.1.1.3 Ratiole: The AISI mst be able to measure deflections and distances I
accurately and in a timely manner if it is to provide require support to 3
cobat units. It mst also be capable of operating for an extended period on

battery power to satisfy the HS/MP. 3
2.1.1.4 S O&O Plan.

2.1.2 issue: Does the AISI proviee adequate data transfer capability? 3
2-2
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1 2.1.2.1 s : This issua will evaluate the capability of the caridate(s) to

directly e gu pared data to their oent data reoer when eloyed hy

r resentative users IM the CZ/MP. Mis issue will also evaluate the

capability to "dump" or transfer electonic data via a RS232/v24 interface to

3 an external micprcssor. Aditionally, inforation coerning the ability

of reprentative users to transfer data fro the mi .ter to the data

recorder and use that data to perform survey layouts will also be collected.

5 2.1.2.2 Criteri:

2.1.2.2.1 The AISI, when employed by representat.ive usert, will be able to

Srecord data-to the data collector and transfer that data to the external

i"WcL ssor with 98% fidelity, 95% of the tim.

2.1.2.2.2 Representative users will be able to transfer data fro the external

3 mio to the data recorder and with that data, use the AISI to laycut

precmz.ted distances and deflectin with 98% fidelity, 95% of the time.

j 2.1.2.3 Ratioale: The AIST mist have the capability for electrcnic data

collection, transfer, and use if it is to provide required support to combat

units.

3 2.1.2.4 S O&O Plan.

2.2 Non-Critical Evaluation Issue and Citeria:

2.2. 1 s : Dow the AISI d -,strata adequate RAM for operational mission

3 2 .2.1.1 : ata will be collected to determine the dristrated RAM

drc-te ics of each cardidatp and to identify potential availability and

Sa naility problems. operational RAM characteristics will be evaluated as

the system is exposed to a variety of envirOMtal cditios while cdu.i."

1 2-3
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-perational m.ssians JAW the CMS/MP. Reli,.bil, maintzrablit-, ax.d 3
iogistic support data will be collected and analyzed, and the Lmpact cn systm

readiness objectives and/or ooeratnal availability 'A.) assessed.

Mintenance data will Lnclude level of maintenance regaird and effectiveness

cf 'diagnostic procedures. Skills and manh urs to accomplish the requi.ed

ma.-intenance ta-scs will be evaluated. operational reliability in term of -pan

time between operational mission failures will ze scored using the failure

definition/sooring citeria (FD/SC) (Appendix D), developed jointly by the

canbat developer, materiel developer, and independent evaluators (both

tehnical and operational).

2.2-1.2 Criteria:l

2.2.1.2.1 ' for the AISI must equal or excesd hours.

2.2.1.2.2 The maintenance ratio for the AISI will norta - maintenance

manhours/hcurs of operation.

2.2.1.2.3 A. for the AISI will be Mor greater.

2.2.1.3 Rationale: Quantification of AISI RAM characteristics is neecd to 3
establish aintenance buurden and to ensure that AISI availability is adeqate

to support mission requiromnts. 1

2.2.1.4 S -: LZ'ALS; User regLireints.

2.2.2 Issue: Are there any electronic compatibility problems associated with 3
operation of AISI?

2.2.2.1 S Dta will be ollected to determine the electronic

ch.racteristics of each cazdilate and to identify potential interference

2-4 I



prblms betwe the AISI and other electnic equipment projected for use Ln

the sam area. During testing, any incident of interference will be reported

and analyzed to evaluate its impact on operation of AISI or other systems.

2.2.2.2 Criterio: The AISI shall not present any interference to other

syst nor be susceptible to interference from other systems used in the same

area of the battlefield.

2.2.2.3 Rationale: To operate effectively, the AISI should not enxunter

electronic interferenoe from other equipment operated on the battlefield.

Likewise, the AISI should not present interferenc to other friendly systems.

2.2.2.4 S r: USAITEA; User requirement.

2.2.3 Issue: Is the technical doomnentation for AISI accurate, cmrehensive,

and effective?

2.2.3.1 Sc : During testing, test players will be observed, while perfr.=-.d-z

operator, maintainer, and supervisor tasks using ccmerial manuals. Ac ,raq,

comprehensiveness, and effectiveness will be assessed. Cwn ts will be

provided in the following areas:

a. Portions of text that are not clear, comprehensive, concise, or

accurate.

b. Portions of text that operators, maintainers, and stexrvisors cannot

adequately use or that are unnecessary or inadequate.

2.2.3.2 Criteria:

2.2.3.2.1 The AISI tecl.tn':al documentation and other software must correct l

describe each of the crit:.:zal task requirements.

2.2.3.2.2 Ninety-five peri-nt of trained representative military users, usir

the technical documentatio., will be able to perform 100% of the critical tasks.
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2.2.3.2.3 M Readir Grade Level (FM) of all technical documntation and

training maxwals will be within ± one RM for the particular MIS designated to

opate/matain the system. 1

2.2.3.3 Rationale: Manuals and other documentation must be adequate for use

with thA AISI. 1

2.2.3.4 Source: L ' S; User requirements. 1

2.2.4 Issue: Does the training program adequately prepare the resertative 5
soldier to use and mintain the AISI in an operational envimrcment

2.2.4.1 Scope: The evaluation of training support will be ccrxhcted durir g

all phases of testing. The intent of the evaluation is to assess the training

as out.ined in the Individual and Collective Training Plan (ICIP), and as

represented by the Training Test Support Package (TTSP), to train 3
representative soldiers to establish performance standards. Pretest

(pretraining) skills will be used as the baseline for assessing trainin

effectiveness by a marson to posttest skills. Sour of tasks, conditiors

and standards identified in the ICIP will be used as the basis for the train-Jn

evaluation. The entire training package will be assessed and trainer and

tester irpat will be solicited to determine adequacy of training devices,

manuals, aids, and other material. Training aids or devices will be evaluated

for their effectiveness and ability to influence training transfer. Individual

performance will be assessed during normal omrdc of the test. Tasks that

players have particular difficulty with will be reported and the training

program for those tasks, including the perfozre standards, will be

reassessed. Tasks necessary for operation and maintenance that were omitted

fran the training plan will be reported.
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2.2.4.2 Criterio: Upon completion of trainir, 95% of the representative

soldiers will be able to perform all of the critical tasks identified in t14

i TISP to prescribed stanards.

2.2.4.3 Rationale: The training program mist prepare the soldier to use and

mintain the system.

3 2.2.4.4 Scurce: O&O Plan.

5 2.2.5 Issue: Is AISI designed for efficient and effective logistics support?

2.2.5.1 Sc : This issue is designed to assess the commercial end items fcr

their logistical support requirements. Areas of cnsideration are packaging,

- handling and storage, facilities, supply/provisioning, standardization and

interoperabiity. Effects of mdularity on logistics and training will be

3 assessed. Also, the logistical support hardware and software requirnts fcr

the system will be assessed. The adequacy and military availability of cmmon

and special tools, supporting test equipment, repair parts and maintenance

facility requirements will be determined. Software elements assessed shall

include technical manuals, repair parts and special tool list (RPST),

maintenance allocation chart (MAC) and parts allocation chart (PAC).

Logistical considerations of supply will be determined by the Integrated

I Lgistic Support (=lS) Manager based on the approved basis-of-issue plan and

3 the Materiel Fielding Plan (MFP). Tne frequency and type of logistic-related

test incidents will form the basis for subjectively assessing the adequacy of

3 the logistic program.

2.2.5.2 Criteria:

2.2.5.2.1 Repair parts ard warranties from the manufacturer will be specified

3 and miust support the system at all levels of maintenance.
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2.2.5.2.2 T supply and mainteance organization will be completely described

and the responsibility and wrk flow for each level of supply and maintenance

will be clearly defined in the MAC. 3
2.2.5.2.3 nterated logistical support responsibilities, including

maintenance and supply will be allocated to the proper level consistent with 3
existing supply and maintenance procedures as determined by TOE.

2.2.5.2.4 Requirnts for supply and maintenance facilities will be I
consistent with current Army facilities, capabilities, and allocations. 5
2.2.5.3 Rationale: Listic support plans and procedures mist be validated to

adequately evaluate the supportability of the AISI. 3
2.2.5.4 Source: O&O Plan. I
2.2.6 Issue: Can the AISI be transported by all required Ids?

2.2.6.1 S This issue addresses the transportability characteristics of

the AISI in assessing transport by various modes. Die to small size and 3
weight, it is not anticipated that the AISI will have transportability

limitations. However, the ability of the AISI to withstand the rigors of I
transport must be answered. Additionally, the ability of the crew to transport

the AISI, by vehicle and backpack must be evaluated.

2.2.6.2 Crit3ri

2.2.6.2.1 AISI will be transportable within the using units existing TOE

transportation capability. 3
2.2.6.2.2 The assigned crew will be able to properly package the AISI for

transport.

2.2.6.2.3 The ruggedized carryirg case will protet the AISI from damage 3
during normal transport.

2-8 3
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2.2.6.2.4 T AISI will be man portable in its carrying case and be capable cf

being tI nsport (backpacked) by the assigned crew.

2.2.6.3 Rationale: The AISI carrying case mist provide protection adequate

for worldwide transport. Additionally, the systm mist be man portable to

fulfill its mission reqairements.

3 2.2.6.4 Soirce: O&O Plan.

5 2.2.7 1 Are there arny safety or health hazards associated with the AIS:?

2.2.7.1 M: This issue will address candidate it for the purpose oz

I identifying -and assessing safety and health hazards during all phases of

testing to include storage, transport, maintenance and operation. All safety

and health hazard discrepancies identified =xst be recrde and categorized IAw

M3 -STD 882B.

2.2.7.2 Criteri

2.2.7.2.1 The AISI will not contain any uncontrollable safety or health

hazards.

2.2.7.2.2 The AISI design will comply with applicable safety reiremnts :A

AR 385-10, 385-16, 40-5, 40-10, MML-STD 454 ard TB MED 524.

2.2.7.3 Rationale: The AISI must be designed to minimize safety hazards.

2.2.7.4 Source: O&O Plan.

2.2.8 Issue: Is the AISI adequately designed with regard to sound human

factors engineering (=-E) principles?

2.2.8.1 So: This issue addresses the design of cardidate(s) with regard

human factors engineering principles whhan the system is employed in an

cperational environment by representative users. A train oveznt htz .

2.-9



factors engineer will observe testing and prepare a HYE assesnt report which 3
will be pravie to the independent evaluators for input to the independent

evaluation report ) Testers will report ME prob1 as they o=r. 5
I 2.2.8.2 C-iteri:

2.2.8.2.1 The AISI shall meet the human factors engineering rquirents of AR

602-1 ad MIL-H 46855. 3
2.2.8.2.2 Personnel st be able to transport set-up, operate, and store tha

AISI in its carrying case while wearing cold weather clothir. 5
2.2.8.3 Rationale: Design for human factors prcmotes effective mission

performnance.

2.2.8.4 S O&O Plan. I

I
U
I
1
I
I
I
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SECTION III

CENDITIC MA SOURCE MA=

SOBECIVE/ISSE/IEIA, O

U 2.1 Critical Evaluation 
Issues & Q~iteria

2.1.1 Survey Tasks
2.1.1.2.1.1 Prepare for Movement S P S S
2.1.1.2.1.2 Prepare for Field Operations S P S S
2.1i.1i.2.!. 3 Data Collection

i2.1.1.2.1.3a Distance S P S S

2.1.1.2.1.3b Dirction S P S S
2.1.1.2.1.3c Layout Curves S P S S
2.1.1.2.1.3d Plaretabling S P S S
2.1.1.2.1.4 Process Field Data S
2.1.1.2.1.4a Topo S P S S
2.1.1.2.1.4b Construction S P S S
2.1.1.2.2 Pw Rirmnt S P S S
2.1.2 Data Transfer
2.1.2.2.1 Record and Transfer (external) S P S S
2.1.2.2.2 Transfer and Use (intenal) S P S S

2.2 Non-Critical Evaluation Issues & criteria
2.2.1 Demonstrate Adequate RAM
2.2.1.2.1 M1'K S P S S
2.2.1.2.2 Maintenance Ratio S P S S
2.2.1.2.3 Ao  S P S S
2.2.2 Electronic Compatibility
2.2.2.2 E S P S S
2.2.3 Technical Documentation
2.2.3.2.1 Describe Task Requiremnts S P S s
2.2.3.2.2 Enable Task Performance S P S S
2.2.3.2.3 Reading Grade Level S P S S S
2.2.4 Training Proram
2.2.4.2 Tasks to Standards S P S
2 2.5 Loistic Support
2.2.5.2.1 Reair Parts and Warranties S S P 5
2.2.5.2.2 Organization P S S S
2.2.5.2.3 Responsibilities P S S s
2.2.5.2.4 Facilities P S S S
2.2.6 Transport
2.2.6.2.1 Using Unit Capability S P S S S
2.2.6.2.2 Crew Packaging S S P S S

2.2.6.2.3 Equipmnt Protection S P S S
2.2.6.2.4 Backpacking S P S 5
2.2.7 Safety
2.2.7.2.1 No Uncntrollable Fazards S P S S
2.2.7.2.2 LAW MIL-STD3 S P S S

I 3-1
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2.2.*8 M.in Fhct~s EMinearing z U
2.2.8.2.1 AR RlrnsS s p
2.2.8.2.2 Cold Weather C.othinq s P s

IT - Technical TstI

=:* frr-lxdes all govezrmant, testui~rka Irwvtigatio prior to
!4±etwA I.
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S CN IV

4.0 Evaluation Mothodoloa:

4.1 Analvti¢ 1 ==W: The AISI cardidate(s) will be objectively ard

sbjectively evaluated The evaluation will be based an the performance

characteristics of the AISI as specified in the criteria as well as a

subjective and objective comarson with other system lwhi perform the same
or similar fuct . Data gathered in all testing (ontractor, goverment,

foreign gorTent) will be analyzed and, when apropriate, combined to i=prove

the statistical sdnple size axi confidence. All information gathered,

irluding literaure search, contractor test, gcvemrt test, and desk-top

analysis, will be evaluated from an Operational point of view. ProfessionAl

and military judemnt will be exercised where reqired to maintain the thrust

of the evaluation, i.e., how well does the AISI work in an Army unit, operated

anx mind tned by soldiers, anxi relying on the Arry logistic support system.

4.1.1 Adecuacv of Testir and Validity of Test Rgsuts: The ircleperdent

evaluator will e.mine the quality and suitability of all available data before

usinq it in the IM to ensure it is relative and prorly addresses the i.ssue

The evaluator will make reasonable efforts to obtain and review test planning

doo nts, as apropriate, to enhance the validity of the test effort. Direct

observation of testin is requred. 'The evaluator will -t on teat

obosevaticu as wall as assess the credibility of test repor fiidirgs based on

those obervations.

4.1.2 Effects of TesttS Limitatios: The evaluator will assess the effects

test limitations have on the evaluation, particularly in the arms of

perfozmanc, RAM, training, and logistic supportaklity. Also, physical

characteristics as they affect transportability will be assessed. These

4-1
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effects and the der of dgrati:i they have on the evaluatici will be

reported in the IR.

4.1.3 Analysis of Issues: 3
4.1.3.1 Tha performance of AISI candidate(s) will be caqpared to criteria,

stated in this I P, to detexmir if all issues have been answere or addressed. i
Additionally, if practical, the AISI candidate(s) performance will be ccpared

to eisting systemi which perform the sam or similar func~tions as stated in1

ara- 4.1. 3
a. These cariscns will be analyzed to detezmine the degree to which the

criteria were orwere not met, or the degree to which the various AISI 3
cardidate(s) capailities e or are less than the current systems.

b. =-e analysis will address the iuact that s have on the AISI

in te of manpow support rescurces, operational procedures and mission

c. A conclusion will be made for each issue, based n the analysis, as 3
well as an assesmient of the operational impact of the findirgs.

4.1.3.2 GT and the Market Irnvetigat±m are to provide =r' of the infcrmticn i
to be used in the evaluation. The Market Investigation jected is expcted

to p=ide tchnical and engineering design data, and assess the performance

when msured against appropriate MIL-STD,. GT is epected to provide an 3
assesmit of the military utility of the AISI as it is emloyed by soldiers in

a field e RM t. 3
4.1.4 c: In addition to =rclusins associated with each issue, the

urdee t evaluator will make ccnlusicns on the adequacy of testirg, further

testing, and further develqment efforts. 3
4-2 1
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4.1.5 90 4al EffectivresMi tatir U iy: A statmet of each AIS-

3 canidate's ability to perform its mission, highlighting advantages and

A i&dvantages, will be included in the I. The final statmt will-

a. Irdxicate the cardidate's ability to perform its mission.

b. Assess the ability of soldiers to use the system.

c. Include any special loistic cosiderations.

3 d. State the overall utility of the cardidate to the Army.

4.2 Test

4.2.1 User/Oo.ratioral Test: U/CT will be used to evaluate the abilitz of t!e

3 using soldier to effectively employ the AISI. Specifically, U/OT will address

such issues as mission performac, RAM, perscrmal selection, training,

Soranization, docrine, logistics, human factors and safety. U/CT will prvide

data on the operational performance of the AISI under siunlatead tactical
I situations.

I 4.2.2 Technical Test: TT will be used to evaluate thical perforrnce,

human engineering characteristics, climatic and safety requirmnts in supot

U of this operational evaluation.

4.2.3 Force Development Testir and E~erierpation (F=rE): No planned.

4.2.4 Corct Test: Prototype and pr €tiCn testing will be c cted AW

3 AR 702-9, Prodction Testingrq of Army Materiel. Relevant data bearing on an

issue will be utilize in evaluatirM the AISI as ap=prcpriate.

1 4.3 Nc t:

4.3.1 WAr nes/Siulaticns: None planr.

4.3.2 Perti t Studies: The cost and operational effectivenes and analysis

3 (CEA) will be used as a data sorce for evaluation of criteria havirg an

interface with data in t .s evaluation. Applicable studies will be .cat-d

1. 4-3
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by the Belvoir Research and Developoent and Engineering Center and will be used

for full or partial evaluation of specified issues as identified in the

dendritic data source matrix at Section Ill and for other problem areas as may

be identified in testing.

4.3.3 Personnel Documents: The syste's IQQPRI and PPRI, interatd

coordinated test plan, TOE's, logistic support analysis documents, AR 611-201, 3
and the system's software and training documentation will be used for

evaluating criteria for issues that have a perscrml interface. 3
4.3.4 Other: None.

4I I
I

I
U
I
1
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WOR MIESIME

Automatic Integrated Survey Instrument (AISI)

Miletn &esponibili Cate

RCUSAS97
0&0 Plan (approved) USASI IZ Apprmval USASQF8
A.uisiticn Strategy BREEC 4QEY87/
Market Investigation/BRE 4QFY87

User Dmcstraticn
Milestone I/1 IPR ERE RF6
PAT&EROOO 4QFY8 9

E TECO 2QFY90
'RADOC 3QEY90
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3 APPENDIX B

PO=ITS OF NCT

AUaitic Lnterated Survey Instrument (AISI)

U ro oOC Trei e

=C (Mat Dev) s -JcT Mr. Mark Thcmas AV 3'4-6784
USAES (Cbt Dev) AT-ZA- Mr. Harold Hester AV 354-4505
TECC4 (DIE) AMI"M-EV-S Mr. Joe Andrese AV 298-5221
tSAES (O1) ATZA-=T Mr. Ralph PRe AV 354-3346
=C S -mTIC Mr. Frank mc1athlin AV 354-4272
cm GSS Mr. Thas Besch AV 354-1087
T'ole Army Depot SDSTE-FM-I Mr. Clayd 0. George AV 790-2964
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APPEDIX C

OPATIONAL MODE SUMRY/MISSION PFFLE

Autotic Integrated Survey Instnment (AZSI)

3 TAT WEA pOSIN EAZ TO SYSIM

DIVISION CCRPS THEA= A xZ

3 Small Arms X X X
Artillery X X
Missile X X X3 Tactical X X
Guerill a/Unconventional Warfare X x x

3 MISSION: To provide horizontal coordinates, elevations, azimuths, and hard

copy output using field survey methods at the accuracy require for

3 accciplishing the theater geodetic, topographic, construction, and artillery

and missile fire missions. Basically, the topographic surveyor in wartime

I furnishes the field artillery weapons positioning and azimuth c itr . on a

continung basis 12 hours each day, 7 days a week. Peacetime normally is

solidifying and densifying control on an as needed basis 10-hour days and 5-da'

3 weeks. Constr.ction surveyors in wartime run route reconnaissance, survey Ln

bridges, roads, airfields, culvert, etc., 12-hour days, 7-day weeks.

I Peacetime, the only difference is the week is shortene to 10-hour days and

3 5-day weeks.

WEH EXIME: Climatic design types: hot, basic, and cold as defined b:

3 AR 70-3F, Table 2-1 and ICL-STD 210B.

Percet: Wartime and Peacetime COerational Times:

1# W # PEAC-I=

HOT 40 5

BASC 50 90

SCOLD0 5
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MSM: To provide survey -zformation and hard copy output as required by t!

support-d unit.

IV = P.ROFILE: M."a AISI will have the same transportability c-ac-earistics I
as present transportable (mobile) survey instruments. Field parties norrally

travel in 5/4 ton aCI vehicles, survey cay personnel mcve in 1/4 t n

tucks, 5 ton cargo trucks, and the Topgraphic Support System's (TSS) 5 ton

tractor survey section.

Norm] Trans rtaticn Pr-file for T'o'-o/Construction Survey Parties:

C-oss Ccuntry 60% 1
Highway 20%

Off Rzad (secrdary) 20% 1
Basis of time estimates is one three man crew determini position aziruth and

elevation in a three station traverse with a known starting point. A typical I
daily wartim/peacetim mission total can not be provided (other than that

stated below under Operation Summary) as many factcrs such as weather, terrain,

density of control, rrire nts, etc., enter into the total amount of work 3
which can be completed by a tjypical survey crew in a typical day. (See missicn

for total tiues expended.) 3
Conventional

TASK* TOPO Const AISI

*'There is no differentiation of tasks between wartim and peacetime. All tasks

are performed as noted.

1. Prepazation for mverent 15 min 15 Min 15 ,- . 3
2. Preparation for field .perations (set-up)

a. istace Measure.ent 5 min 5 min 5 -n I
b. Diretion Measurenen (,horlz & vert) 8 min 8 min 8 , 3

C-2 3
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3 3. condct data collecticn

a. Distances 5 min 3 min 2 m-

I b. Directins (horiz & vert) 12 min 6 min 10 Min

3 (!bpo)
5 Mir.

c. Layout Qves (per point) N/A 3 min I Mi.n

I d. Plantabling (per point) 3 min 3 min 1 min

1 4. Process field data 2-3 hr. 2-3 hrs 3-5 min**

5. Operator/Organizational Servicing 15-30 min 15-30 min 15-30 min

3 **_epe ent 4on mount of stations in traverse schem.

OPERkTIM SUMM@RC:

Basis of time estimate is ne three-mn rew determining position azimuth and

m elevation in a three-station traverse with a known starting point.

Cmorventioa.l AIS:

(topo/const)

Acqiirirn survey info 40% i5%

m Not acquirir survey info 60% 85%

3 Total tim at station 259 min 77 --

C
I
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APPENDIX E

3~COCRDTI=CN
Autatic Integrated Survey Instrnmnt (AISI)

Independent Evaluation Plan (IEP)

1. The draft IEP for the AISI was coordinated durin the period 7ul-Aug 87.

Ccmments were received andrxiflated as noted in the following paragraph.

3 2. Cumment Matrix:

Accpte Not
Source Received Accepted In rntt Piemarks

USATRADOC
AO 0 #1
ATC-T 0 #3
ATM-Y 0 #1
AT-S 0 #3
/ZOO-C 0 #1

ATI-I 0 #3USACAC 7 7 #2
USALOC 0 .93
USASSC-NCR 0 #1
L'MArE 5 3 2 #4I USA Safety Center 0 #3
LUSATCATA 1 1 #2
USADEC 1 1 #2
USALEA 0 #1
LMATEC24 0 43

12 9 3 #4
USATSC 0 #1
USAAHS 0 #1
USAHEL 0 #3
USAES (ATZA-D D) 0 #3
USAANBD 1 1 #2

REMPY<S:

#1 Concur as Written
#2 Conc.r with Conments
#3 No Response Pr-icded
#4 Nonconcur/onc rence Wit71.eld

~E-1
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3. Two agencies ronc.crred or withheld concurrence during the staffLng of 3
'his =P. Responses to their nonconcrenoes are as follows: I
,SATEA: Tis agency withheld cn=irrerice pending development of the RAM

citeria values and the associated rationale. II
Response: RAM criteria values are not developed as part of the = but

are extracted fr reqU.Iriments docments. A RAM issue is identified in the 3
= but the actual values are TBD. Since these values are developed, staffed,

and approved in a geperate document, the IEP is forwarded for approval now and I
the RAM values will be added when they are approved.3

USAAM: This agency nonconcurred because the IE did not discuss

survivability/vunability of the AISI. I
Response: At present the AISI reuirements documents do not identify

survivability/vulnerability paraeters for this system. The acqusition

stratey for AISI is for a NDI approach. As such survivability/Vulnerability

requiremnt will probably be minimal. However, if such requirmnts are

identified in the fiu~re, the AISI = will be updated aordirly.

m
I
m
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4. The following are cammnts that were accepted in part or were not accepted

for inclusion in the IEP.

Comment #, p 2-5: Issue 2.2.4 (Training) should be designated as a

critical issue.

Reason not acepted: The user has not identified trainin as a critical

issue for AISI. Although training is essential to operation of AISI, the tasks

should be very similar to those already taught military operators projected :-

employ the AISI.

camment #6, p 2-9: Add "and NBC clothing" after "cold weather clothin."

Reason not accepted: The AISI O&O Plan does not specify a r n t to

operate the AISI in an NBC environment. If this becomes a reqirwent in the

future, the = will be changed to reflect the NBC clothing requiremnt.

Conment #10: The document fails to identify the extent to which the AIS:

will survive in a hostile environment (Survivability/V ilnerablity). As a

minimum, the effects of electramagnetic radiation (ER) and electrcmgnetic

pulse (DMP) on the AISI as well as the effects of Nuclear, Biological, and

Cmical (NBC) cayunination and decontamination should be assessed. In

addition, the operability of the AISI by a user in full MVPP gear should be

considered as a Human Fact-rs _ ngineering (HFE) issue. Due to the fact that

the AISI will be extensIvely used in wartime (12 hours a day/7 days a week) -e

vulnerability of the di;-Ital "heodolite, microprocessor, data recorder, etc.,

should be validated.

E-3



Reasono ot, At present, the AISI O&O Plan does not specify a 3
survivability/vulnerability requ irement. If EMR, EMP, NBC

contamimticrVde octamination survivability are identified as requirements in 3
the future, the AISI = will be updated accordingly.

,J #12: All the operational issues for the AISI are stated as

"yes/no" issues. While this may be technically acceptable, reference 6c

advocates, at least for AMMA, trying to avoid critical issues which can be

answered with "yes or no." Rarely are there situations which involve 3
simplistic pass or fail criteria, therefore, the yes or no czteria do not

define how well a'system, truly mets the Arary s nees. Instead, the isms

should be rephrased to address the various levels. 3
Reason not accert: AISI issues and criteria are urrently written in

Aordance with guidance from the aproving authority, USACAC, TIED. It is 3
agreed that the evaluation is much more than a yes or no answer, however,

answers are prcvided in the evaluation repot not the plan. Scope paragraphs

include requirements for the tester to report actual performance data not just 3
a pass/fail answer. I

Czapnt #3. D 2-2. nara 2.1.1.3: indicate what the individual task times 1

will equate to in terms of total tis for typical topographic and costruction 1

survey tasks.

Reason not ao : Total tine to cceplete survey tasks are highly 1

dependent on terrain and envuirmwntal factors. Given the varia 'les, it is

felt the mst cost effective cciparison is a coparison of individual tasks i
tenred by military judgement. E

E-4
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Crmernt #5, p 4-1, Dara 4.0: This section does riot adequately address the

evaluation methodology or analytical techniques to be used. The evaluator .ats

i specify, in detail, i.e., on an issue-by-issue basis, how each of the issues

and associated criteria will be evaluated and the specific analytical

techniques to be utilized.

Reason not accete: As currently written, this section cmiplies with

guidance from the approving authority, USACAC, TIE.

I
I

I
I
I
I
i
I
U
i
I
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TEST AND EVALUATION OF3 TCTAL STATION INSTRUMENTS

Stephen R. DeLoacn
U.S. Army Engineer Topographic Laboratories

Attn: ETL-TD-SP, Building 2592
Ft. Beivoir, VA 22060-5546

ABSTRACT. Total station Instruments, which combine an
electronic distance measuring instrument and a theodolite,
have been widely accepted by the surveying community to
perform geodetic surveys as well as other types of
measurements. In response to this new technology, the
Federal Geodetic Control Committee (FGCC) tested the

following total station instruments: Geodimeter 142, Kern
E2, Liletz SET 3, Nikon DTM-1, Topcon ET-1, and Wild T2000.
Tne objective was to determine the relationship between
the capabilities of the new instruments and the
specifications for geodetic surveys as given in the FGCC
publicition Standards and Specifications for Geodetic
Control Networks. Field observations were made using each
instrument between Novezter 1985 and July 1986. A
thorough evaluation of these data indicates that these
instruments are fully capable of performing geodetic
quality horizontal surveys when proper procedures are
followed. Establishing geodetic quality elevations was
less successful; however, it may be possible to develop
new techniques to take advantage of this potential.

I INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in technology have created many new tools for the surveyor.
One of these, the total station, has been widely accepted by the surveying
community to perform various types of measurements including geodetic surveys.

Essentially, a total station is a combination of two instruments: an
electronic distance heasuring instrument (EDMI) and a theodolite. This
arrangement creates a convenient field unit with actual operational
characteristics similar to the older style instruments. Major changes
warranting attention are the Increased capabilities built into the new units

as a result of advances in electronic technology.

In response to this emerging technology the FGCC began testing various total
station instruments. The objective was to determine the relationship between
the capabilities of the new Instruments and the specifications for geodetic
surveys as given in the FGCC publication Standards and Specifications for
Geodetic Control Networks (1984). This report describes Instrument testing
and subsequent data analysis.

The published specifications are divided into the following sections:
Network Geometry, Instrumentation, Calibration Procedures, Field Procedures,
and Office Procedures. Covered under these categories are triangulation,

traversing, and geodetic leveling. This evaluation deals only with those

*
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items that are dependent on an instrument's capabilities. For example, I
astronomic azimuth spacing, which is not dependent on a particular Instru_--,
was not considered. Six instruments were tested: I

Geodimeter 142
Kern E2/DM503

Lietz SET 3
Nikon DTM-1 I
Topcon ET-1
Wild T2000/D15

DESCRIPTION OF TEST

Equipment tests were conducted by the Instrument and Equipment Section cf

the National Geodetic Survey (NGS) at Its facility in Corbin, Virginia.
Testing, which consisted of the phases discussed below, took place between
November 1985 and July 1986. The actual sequence of tests was dictated by
weather and available personnel. J

Instrument Familiarization

The pnimary person performing these tests and the principal instrument 3
operator spent one day becoming familiar with the functions and
characteristics of a given instrument. Because various functions differe:
from instrument to instrument, this initial procedure determined the
modifications required in data collection to accommodate a particular 1
instrument.

Sensitivity Tests 3
Prior to performing the field measurements each instrument was bench tested

to check for level vial sensitivity, horizontal and vertical collimation

error, cross hair linearity, and automatic compensator sensitivity. The 1
purpose of these tests was to verify that the instrument was operating tc tne
manufacturer's specifications. These tests were used as prequaliTiers pri:c
to actual field testing. Therefore, the results are not published. An I
instrument was field tested only after the sensitivity testing showed it
performed to acceptable standards.

These tests proved valuable to the overall project because several
instruments were returned to the manufacturers for adjustments prior to field
testing.

Automatic Compensator Sensitivity 
1

This test was performed to check the function of the instrument's automatic
ompensator. It was performed on a test instrument, called a Level Trier, I
developed by NGS personnel at Corbin.

The Level Trier consists of a platform mounted on a beam hinged at one enr
and supported by a very finely threaded screw at the other end. ThP screw has
a dial attached to It which is graduated such that one division of the dial,
from the fixed Index, tilts the platform I" (arc second). Thus, the platfcr: I

I



I may be tilted through an arc of several minutes very accurately and the

vertical angle correction of the instrument may be conveniently checked.

The test is performed by setting the Level Trier dial to zero and carefully

leveling the instrument on the platform. The telescope is aligned with the

beam and the vertical angle set to 900. Then the Level Trier is tilted 10"

by turning the dial and the vertical angle is recorded. This is repeated

until the instrument has been tilted 1' (arc minute). Then the vertical angle

is changed 100 and the instrument is tilted through one more minute of arc in

10" increments. Now the Level Trier is reset, the angle is changed 100, and

the sequence is repeated. The observed change in the vertical angle should

correspond to the amount of tilt set into the Level Trier. The range of

vertical angles checked was limited from 450 above the horizon to 450 below5I the horizon, this being considered the most commonly used range.

Determination of Sensitivity and Level Vial Value

The purpose of this test was to determine the sensitivity and value in arc
seconds of the level vial on each of the instruments. The level tube used in
surveying instruments is a glass vial with the inside ground barrel-sraped, so
that a longitudinal line on its inner surface is the arc of a circle. The
tube is nearly filled with a 50-50 mixture of sulfuric ether and alcohol. The

remaining space is occupied by a bubble of air that takes up a location at the

high point in the tube. The tube is usually graduated in both directions fror
the middle; thus, by observation of the ends of the bubble it may be centerel,

or its center brought to the midpoint of the tube.

A longitudinal line intersecting the curved inside surface of the bubble at

Its upper midpoint is called the "axis of the level tube." When the bubble Is
centered, the axis of the level tube Is horizontal.

If the radius of the circle to which the inner chamber of the level tube is

ground is large, a small vertical movement at one end of the tube will cause a

large displacement of the bubble; if the radius is small, the displacement
will be small. Thus the radius of the tube is a measure of Its sensitivity.

The sensitivity is generally expressed in the number of seconds of arc of the

central angle, for one division marked on the tube. For most Instruments the

length of a division is 2 mm. The sensitivity expressed in seconds of arc is5 not a definite measure unless the spacing of graduations is known.

This test was also performed on the Level Trier. Basically, the level

bubble was moved thr gn the range of its scale, and readings were taken

simultaneously on the bubble and Level Trier micrometer. The amount which

each end of the bubble moves for each new setting of the micrometer is

computed, *difference, left and right." To detect Irregularities in the level

vial, values were computed by dividing the interval between successive
micrometer readings by the number of divisions the bubble moves between
observations. The level value for each set of observations was derived by

summing successively computed values and dividing by the number of computed3 values. The final value was determined by summing the level values from eact

set of observations and dividing by the number of sets.

I3
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Horizontal and Vertical Collimation Check

Eaci instrument was tested for horizontal and vertical collimation errors.
Tne instrument was adjusted so that tnhre was no parallax in the telescope for-
the individual observer performing the test. After careful leveling a
pointing was made in the direct position at the Infinity target in a visual
collimator. The instrument was reversed and pointed at the same target. Bot.
horizontal angles were recorded. This procedure was repeated six times. The
ium of the mean direct and reverse pointing should equal 3600 00' 00". If the
collimation was greater than 10", appropriate adjustments to the cross hairs
were made.

To check for vertical collimation, the instrument was again carefully
leveled and pointed at the infinity target in a visual collimator. The
appropriate calculations were performed and any required adjustments made to I
ensure a minimum collimation error.

Cross hair Linearity 1

This test was done to ascertain that the vertical and horizontal parts of
the cross hair were truly vertical and horizontal, respectively. This check
was performed by simply pointing 4he vertical cross hair at a well-defined
point and observing that point while the telescope was moved vertically
through the field of view. The same was done with the horizontal cross hair.
Any observed deviation was corrected by cross hair adjustment. I

EDMI calibration

The electronic distance measuring instrument (EDMI) test was performed on
the Corbin Calibration Base line in accordance with NOAA Technical Memorandum
NOS NGS-1O, "Use of calibration base lines" (1980). The collected data were
reduced and a least squares adjustment performed. This adjustment yielded the
following information:

1. Combined atmospheric and instrument scale error.
2. Combined reflector and EDMI constant. I
3. Variance of unit weight, based on the instrument manufacturer's stated

accuracy.
4. Standard error of scale error determination.

5. Standard error of EDMI and reflector constant.

Appendix A contains published values for the Corbin Calibration Base Line. 1

Calibration Base Line Procedures

Each stat'nn in the base line has a permanent Instrument stand. Prior to
occupying each station the top of the stand was collimated over the mark using
a Wild Model EL optical plummet.

Observations were taken to a target-reflector combination, mounted on a 15 3
cm offset bar. A complete set of observations consisted of 10 readings to the
15 and -15 c= positions and 20 readings to the 0 position.

Air temperatures were measured at both ends of the line being observed. The m
measuring devices were digital aspirated thermlqtors having an accuracy of
±0.10C. The temperatures were measure. at the beginning and end of eact ta-
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PpositIOn. The sensor probe was elevated at least 3 m above the grour- an was
kept in the shade. The thermistors were periodically checked with
thermometers calibrated by the National Bureau of Standards in Gaithersburg,
Maryland. Along with temperature, barometric pressure and water vapor content
of the atmosphere were measured before and after each bar position at each enc
of the line. Barometric pressure was measured with Wallace and Tiernan
barometers having an accuracy of ±0.5 mT of mercury. The barometers were
periodically checked with a laboratory mercury column. Atmospheric water
vapor content was measured with a Bendix aspirated psycrometer.

All data from the calibration base line were recorded on a Radio Shack Model
100 portable computer. Appendix B lists a sample output of the data
collector.

Total Function Test

This test was performed by occupying four points on the Corbin test quad.
Each statIon has a 1.3 m stand firmly anchored in the ground and topped by a
specially fabricated adjustable tribrach. Before occupying each station, the
adjustable tritrach was collimated using a Wild NL optical plummet. A special
attachment was fabricated to measure the height above the mark of eacn
tribrach to +0.1 r.. This height was also measured each time the station was
occupied. Next, a Wild GDF6 type tribrach was fastened to the adjustatle
tribrach on the stand and carefully leveled with a specially adapted, and
calibrated, level vial.

The targets used were designed with a retro-reflector at the center of a
metal plate, which had one vertical and one horizontal stripe to permit
sighting the center of the reflector. Two more horizontal stripes were placed
above and below the reflector at distances corresponding to the offset between
the optical axis and EDMI axis of each instrument that was not made coaxial.
White stripes on a black background were chosen for maximum contrast and ease
of pointing.

Each station of the quad was occupied with each instrument three times, each
time with a different observer. Each observer measured horizontal directions
using 16 plate positions (either electronic or mechanical) with direct and
reverse pointings. Sixteen sets of zenith dlstances, or vertical angles, were
observeo In circle left and circle right. Slope distances were also measured
16 times. The difference of elevation, or delta h funetion, was also observedand recorded. Temperature, barometric pressure, and water vapor content were

measured for each set of observations. The Instrument was always shaded by an
umbrella.

Data Collection and Processing Systems

Owing to the amount 'f data accumulated In testing the total station
instruments, the observing, recording, checking, and reduction of the
measurements were t lengthy ;,cess. To reduce the time invoi-ed, a data
collection and processing system was developed.

The system hardware consists of a Radio Shack Model 100 -,rtable computer, a
portable 3-1/2 Inch floppy disc drive, and printer. Software for both
recording measurements and processing data was developed And written on the
Model 100 by Mr. Orland Murray of the NGS Instrument and iquipment Section.

* 5
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The Model 100 and data recorder program functioned as an electronic fiel :
book for all observations on the test quad. All Instrument information
(manufac'urer, type, serial number, etc.), standpoint an. forepoint
information (name, height of tripod, height of Instrument, etc.), and observe:
measurements were entered into the computer.

The program provides thorough error checking at the point of entry of the

data to avoid blunders and minimize later editing. All entries are prompted
for and easily corrected if miskeyed. As observations proceed, information

such as horizontal and vertical collimation are displayed to allow the user to
monitor the data and detect any discrepancies in the observations. The m
program also provides ample opportunity for entering coments during

observations.

Data sets are organized by unique file name and consist of 16 direct and

reverse positions. At each position horizontal directions, zenith distances,
EDMI slope distances, and differences of elevation are recorded. Only direct
EDMI distance measurements are entered in cases where reverse measurements
were not possible due to instrument configuration. Each file also contains
information about the instrument, standpoint, forepoints observed, and any
other information pertinent to that set of observations. 3

Each of the data reduction programs performs the following:

1. Reads the respective data from the observation files produced by the

data collection program. 1

2. Reduces data according to standard NGS procedures (means direct and

reverse, computes corrected slope distances, etc.) I
3. Prints a hard-copy field book of all the raw data and reductions.

4. Computes and prints either an abstract or summary of reduced data, which
includes a mean and standard deviation of a single observation, except for
differences of elevations Shown on page 43.

Appendix B contains examples of the computer printouts.

No manipulation of the data is performed other than standard NGS reductions

for field observations. The means and standard deviations are not held to any

tolerances or rejection limits. Data were edited to eliminate obvious errors.
These show up readily on the abstracts or ammaries. After completing more
than 15,000 independent observations as part of the total station testing,

less than 1 percent of the data had to be rejected due to equipment failures
or blunders.

The Model 100 system was also used for recording the base line observations. 1
The software developed functions similar to the quad software by utilizing
Input error checking and feedback to the user during observations. Data sets

are organized by unique file name and consist of instrument description,

reflector description, from and to base points, meteorolcgical data
observations, distance measurements, instrument horizontal distance, base
horizontal distance, and difference between instrument and base distances. 3

Er-' file constitutes one complete set of EDMI distance measuremenLs over a
givea segment of the base line. After all observations are entered, the

6U
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program applies all corrections, reduces corrected slope distance to
horizontal distance, and computes the difference between the instrument's
horizontal distance and tne known base horizontal distance. Finally, f!:es
are saved to each of two floppy discs. With the exception of later printing a
harC copy of the files, no further processing of observation data is neede:.

The primary output of each file is the difference between EDMI length ant
base length. These values are used in the least squares adjustment progra=
that determines the scale correction, constant correction, variance of unit
weight, and standard errors of both scale and constant corrections for the
respective EDMI.

DATA A.NALYSIS

Data analysis was performed to determine the relationship between the
capabilities of each instrument and the specifications for geodetic surveys asg given by the FGCC (1984). Table 1 lists the specifications considered.

The following sources of Information were used to determine which order
and class requirements a particular instrument could satisfy:

1. Manufacturer's specifications.
2. Field books generated by the data processing systems.

When field books were used, the data under a particular category were
summarized and the statistical properties of the mean value, standard
deviation, and sometimes the standard deviation of the mean were computed. As
an example, a total of eight horizontal angles were measured by threeIobservers. Each observer measured each angle with 16 positions, direct and
reverse. The standard deviation of the mean was then computed from this total
set containing 384 observations (8-3-16).

The following definitions were used for the statistics:

The sample mean is
L n Xn

In E (1)

I l
The standard deviation of a single observation is

a -X 1 (X I )Fa y(2)

and the standard deviation of the mean,

-a a (3)

where X i is the ith observation and n is the number of observations.

*7



Table 1.--Federal Geodetic Control Committee
specifications for geodetic control surveys

Order/Class I
I II/I II/II III/I Ill/If

1. Network geometry
Station spacing T 15 10 5 0.5 0.5 I
not less than (km) L 10 4 2 0.5 0.5

2. Instrumentation
Theodolite, least T 0.2" 0.2" 1.0" 1.0" 1.0"
count L 0.2" 1.0" 1.0" 1.0" 1.0"

3. Field procedures I
3&a.Directions
Number of positions T 16 16 12 4 2

L 16 12 8 4 2

Standard deviation
of mean not to T 0.4" 0.5" 0.8" 1.2" 2.0"

exceed L 0.4" 0.5" 0.8" 1.2" 2.0"

Rejection limit T 4" 4" 5b 5" 5"
from ,mean L 4" 5" 5" 5" 5" 1

3b.Reciprocal
vertical angles
No. of independent T 3 3 2 2 2
observations D/R L 3 3 2 2 2

Maximum spread T 10" 10" 10" 10" 20"

L 10" 10" 10" 10" 20" 'I
3c.Infrared distances
Minimum number of T - 10 10 10 10
readings L 10 10 10 10 10

Maximum difference
from mean of T - 5 5 10 10
observations (mm) L 10 10 10 - -

4. Office procedures -. 3
Triangle closure
average not to T 1.0" 1.2" 2.0" 3.0" 5.0"
exceed 1

5. Geodetic leveling
field procedure I I/II II/I II/Ii III

Maximum loop

misclosure (sin) 4 /R 5 rk 6 rk 8 fk 12 Fk

for Corbin quad 2.8 3.5 4.e 5.6 8.5 3
T - triangulation; L - traverse

I
8!
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I
The means and standard deviations of all data sets were orginally computed

with no rejection limits. Next, published rejection limits were included and
new values computed. Due to the overall quality of the data, the

Incorporation of rejection limits made no significant difference in the
results. The values calculated for each instrument tested are given in
tables 3 through 8.

The overall accuracy of each instrument was also evaluated by processing the
data with the HAVAGO adjustment program. This program, which is described
in NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS NGS 17, "The HAVAGO three-dimensional

adjustment program" (1979), runs on the HPIOOO computer at NGS headquarters.
The program outputs positional errors in three dimensions and residuals from
each set of observations on a line's distance, azimuth, and vertical angle.

A comparison was made between each of the total station instruments and the

base line values for the Corbin quad. The original network was oDserved with a
Geodimeter 112 EDMI, Wild T-3 theodolite, and a Zeiss NI 002 level. The.
adjustment was run on the original data set and on each of the total stations
by inputting estimated observational errors as specified by the individual
manufacturer. To compare each of the instruments all errors were forced Into

the residuals (v) by holding the elevations fixed and setting the refraction
to zero. This caused the residuals of the vertical angles to appear larger
than they actually were, but it allowed a direct comparison between each of
the instruments. The residuals were then used to compute the root-mean-s3qare
(rms) error of the distance, azimuth, and vertical angle of each instrument,
where

Ia

5 RESULTS

Based on the HAVAGO output the horizontal positional errors (accuracies) of
all the Instruments, including the original base network, were at the 2 mm
level. The vertical errors (accuracies) for each of the instruments, except
the LIetz, was 1 mm. By running several iterations of the Lietz data set, the

refraction values were found.to be erratic. Further field testing Indicated
the instrument had a malf6hctioning vertical compensator which was not
revealed during the bench test. Due to time constraints it was not possible

to make repairs and collect a new data set for evaluation. Therefore, no
results on vertical angles or elevations are reported for the Lietz.

Table 2 compares the original network with each of the total stations, as
summarized from the HAVAGO adjustment. Included for each instrument are the
root-mean-square error and adjusted value of the distance, azimuth, and
vertical angle on each leg of the Corbin quad.

These results from the HAVAGO adjustment show the ability of each of the

total stations to perform very accurate observations. However, a direct
comparison of the results of the field work and the major items In the
standards and specifications (table 1) gives a more detailed look at an
instrument's ability to perform a first-, second-, or third-order control
survey. Tables 3 to 8 show the relationship between the capabilities of each

*9
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Taole 72.--Corbin quad comparison

Quad stations (standpoint to forepoint) 1
Instrument r1 -2 2-3 3--

Original network 1
Distance (m) 0.0008 122.837 123.438 127.235 '5>.?
Azimuth 0.'" i616'06.5" 135*32'30.9" 214012'39.2' ' °''. "

Vertical angle 15. 89-33'46.6 89030'37.0" 90°25'3". '"

Geodimeter1

Distance (m) 0.0005 122.837 123.438 12-.233

azimuth 4.6" 6 '6-'3.3"' 135 32'32.9" 2io*2,52."- R o- , . ,

Vertical angle 7. " 89033'31.8" 89030'56.O" 9CO25'1.2'

Kerr
Distance ( 3. 9 122.3 123440
Azimuth ......5" I616535.1" 1l 32-32.9" 2 Z," _ .A.

Ve~tical angle 5.5" 89033'30.2" b, 30'56.5" 9 °.  . -

Lietz

Distance (m) 0.3?122.83^ 123.439 12-1 ..
Azimuth .5' .16'132. 135032'33.6' 2-'2'.5C' .
Vertical angle - - -

Nikcn -

Distance (m' 0.006 122.838 123.39 12-.2 -
Azimuth O" 46016'02.U 135*32'33.2" 2 1 2'52.?" ps *'--E
Vertical angle 8.3" 89033'34."' 8930'51.5" 9?'I2.. 3'3-?.

T'opcon
D~tance (in: 122.836 123.L438 22315.' U

Azimutn 0.5" 160T6'07.0" 135032'32.4" 2'°2'8..

Vertical angle 7.." 89033'3C.5" 89"30'52.1" 9C°25'37.2"

Wild 1

Distance (m) 0.0009 122.838 123.439 127.23L 153.3>

Azimuth 0.2" 46o16'0.2
"  

135*32'33.9" 21i°12'9.-" - '5 '--.

Vertical angle 5.8" 89033'31.1
"  

89°30'56.1" 90025'38.u
'  

93°3:55 |

1
I
I
I
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3 of the total stations and the FGCC standards and specifications (1984). Also

given for each instrument are the results of the EDMI calibration and the

manufacturer's specifications.

IThe test results for each of theJe instruments are listed as follows:

3 INSTRUMENT TABLE

Geodimeter 3
Kern 4

Lietz 5
Nikon 6

Topoon 7
Wild 8

The values in each of these tables are those calculated by sumarizing all
the observations for that particular Instrument, in each respective category.
The results are also listed under the order and class which would be satisfied

according to the FGCC standards and specifications.

Under the category Geodetic Leveling, the loop misclosure was computed by

summing tne difference of elevation (delta h function) around the quad. In
other words, the elevations were determined by trigonometric levels.

It should be noted that these results were obtained by highly skilled
technicians adhering to stringent procedures. Similar results may not be
obtained under other conditions.

SUMMARY

The intent of this test was to establish the relationship between the
capabilities of some of the new total station instruments and the Standards

and Specifications for Geodetic Control Networks. To make this comparison
each of the Instruments was used in a series of observations on a test network
previously established at the NGS Corbin facility. The observations from each
instrument were then adjusted with the HAVAGO least squares program. The
original data set used to establish the network was also adjusted with HAVAGO.
A direct comparison was then made between the original network and each of the
total stations. This comparison examined the three-dimensional positional
errors and the root-mean-square of the adjusted distances, azimuths and
vertical angles. The errors showed good correlation between each of the total
stations and the original network except in the case of the Lietz instrument.
This Instrument was found to have a faulty vertical compensator, and the
values for the vertical angles and elevations were erratic. Due to various
constraints the FGCC did not allow the manufacturer to make the necessary
repairs in time for further testing.

The next step in the evaluation was to compute the mean and standard
deviations of various observation parameters and to compare them with the

I published specifications.

In horizontal directions the instruments showed full capability to perform
to first' and second-order specifications. The distances were well within
first-order standards, but their range limited their use to lower orders. The
vertical angles also exceeded first-order standards. Combining the distances
and vertical angles (delta h function) to perform trigonometric leveling

* 1
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yielded results in the second- and third-order geodetic leveling
classification. However, the differences of elevation were not consistent a*
these accuracies, often falling below the FOCC specifications. This
inconsistency was probably caused by atmospheric refraction and insufficient
field procedures to minimize this error source.

Tne new technology used in the modern total stations has created a I
convenient field unit with many capabilities for fast, efficient operation ant
data transfer. When following proper procedures these instruments show full
potential to perform geodetic quality horizontal surveys. Establishing
geodetic quality elevations was less successful. It may be possible, however, I
to develop new techniques to take advantage of this potential.
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3 Table 3.-A Geotronics manufacturer's specificationn

I Model Ceodimeter 142
Serial number 48076
Configuration Integral non-coaxial

Telescope

Magnification 30X
Objective aperture 40 mm

Angulation

Accuracy: horizontal 1
vertical 1

5 Least count I
ED MII 

Range: 1 prism 
2500 m

3 prism 3600 m
6 prism 4500 m

8 prism 5500 m

Accuracy t 2 m 3 ppm
Resolution 0.1 m
Wavelength 0.9"0 nm

Modulation frequency (I985528 Hz

I (continued)

1
I
I
1
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Table 3.--Continued 3

Geodimeter 142 test results

ORDERCLASS
•I I1/I IlIlIlIl1/I %II/II

NETWORK CEOMETRY 3
Station Spacing T 5.5

L 5.5

INSTRUMENTATION
Theodolite, least T 1.0"
count L 1.O 3
FIELD PROCEDURES

Directions
Standard deviation T .59
of mean not to L .59

exceed

Rejection limit T 4' 5
from mean L 4"

Reciprocal Vertical
Angles
Maximum Spread T 1.8"

L 1.8"

Infrared Distances
Maximum difference T - See MKI Calibration
from mean of L sheet folloving
observations (wn) 1
OFFICE PROCEDURES

Triangle Closure 4.1 5
not to exceed
average

GEODETIC LEVELING I/I I/I II/I IIAI III 1
Naxaim loop DID NOT UET ThMD UDER MIal)
-isclosure (m)

T - Triangulation
L - Traverse (continued)

I
I
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Table 3.--Concluded

EDMI calibration
Corbin Calibration Base Line

Geodimeter Model 142 Serial No. 48076

Observations and least squares adjustment performed according to
NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS NGS-10.

A priori input to least squares adjustment ....... ±2 - * 3 ppm

Scale correction ................................ 3.40 ppm

Constant correction ................. ........... -0.6 mm

Variance of unit weight ......................... 0.04

Standard error of scale correction .............. ±0.45 ppm

Standard error of constant correction ........... ±0.21 mm

Results of constant determination derived from least squares adjustment.
These values were used in Corbin quad observation reductions.

15
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Table .--Kern Swiss manufacturer's specifications !

Model E2
Serial number 325882
Configuration modular

Telescope DKM2-A 5
Magnification 32X
Objective aperture 45 mm

Ambulation I
Accuracy: horizontal 0.5"

vertical 0.5"

Least count 1"

EDMI DM 503

Range: 1 prism 3000 m 3
3 prism 4500 m
7 prism 5500 m

Accuracy ±3m * 2 ppm I
Resolution 1mm

Wavelength 0.860 nm
Modulation frequency 14985400 Hz

(continued)

I
I

I
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Table 4.--Continued

KER E2 , DX 503 test results

OR.DER/CLAS S
I IlI IX/IX III 1/Ill

NTWOKK GEOMETRY

Station Spacing T 5.5
L 5.5

IflTUM NTATION

Theodolte, least T 1.0"
count L 1.0"

FILD PROCEDURES

Directions

Standard deviation T 0.35"
of mean not to L 0.35"
exceed

Rejection limit T 4,
from mean L 4"

Iciprocal Vertical
A8I|es

Maxim= spread T 1.6'
L 1.6"

Infrared Distances

Yqximau difference T - See EDMI calibration

from mean of L sheet folloving
observations (m)

OFFICE PROCEDURES

TrLangle Closure T 1.1"
not to exceed
average

UOWgTIC IEVELING I/I I/Il 11/I 11/1I Ui!

Mzim loop 5.3
-slclosure (n)

T - Triangulatlon
L - Traverse

(continued)
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Table 4.-Concluded I
EDMI calibration

Corbin Calibration Base Line

Kern DM503 Serial No. 325882

Observations and least squares adjustment performed according to 1
NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS NGS-10. I

A priori input to least squares adjustment ........ ±3 m + 2 ppm I
Scale correction .................................. +3.65 ppm

Constant correction ............................. +0.7 Mr

Variance of unit weight ........................... 0.24

Standard error of scale correction ................ ±1.2 ppm 3
Standard error of constant correction ............. ±0.67 mm

Results of constant determination derived from least squares adjustment.
These values were used in Corbin quad observation reductions. 3

I
I
1

I
I
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Table 5.--Lietz Sokkisha manufacturer's specifications

Model SET 3
Serial number 77376
Configuration Coaxial

Telescope

Magnification 25X

Objective aperture 45 mm

Angulation

Accuracy: horizontal 5"
vertical 5"

Least count 1"

EDMI

Range: 1 prism 1000 m
3 prism 1600 m

Accuracy ± 5 mm + 3 ppm
Resolution w
Wavelength 0.840 nm
Modulation frequency 14985445 Hz

(continued)
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Table 5.--Continued

Lietz SET 3 test results

ORDER/CLASS

NETWOL GEOMETRY

Station Spacing T 2.1
L 2.1

INSTRM NTATION
Theodolite, least T 1 3
cont L

FIELD PROCEDURES

Directions
Standard deviation T 0.64'
of mean not to L 0.64"
exceed

Rejection limit T 4"

from mean L 4" 1
Reciprocal Vertical
Angles
Haximu Spread T 3
Infrared Distances
Mazim difference T - See EDMI Calibration
from moean of L sheet folloving
observations (am)

OFFICE PROCEDURES

Triangle Closure 1.5
not to exceed
average

SOZTIC I ZVLING I/I 1/IX l l/I Il/l III

vazla loop 3
leclosure (m)

T - Triangulation
L - Traverse

(continued) 3
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Table 5.--Concluded

EDMI calibration
Corbin Calibration Base Line

Lietz Model SET 3 Serial No. 77376

Observations an. least squares adjustment performed according to
NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS NGS-lO.

A priori Input to least squares adjustment ......... t5 MM + 3 ppm

Scale correction .................................. . .3 ppm

Constant correction ................................ 28.5 MM

Variance of unit weight ............................ 0.02

Standard error of scale correction ................. ±0.57 ppm

Standard error of constant correction .............. t0.32 mm

Results of constant determination derived from least squares adjustment.
These values were used in Corbin quad observation reduction.

21
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Table 6.--Nikon manufacturer's specifications I

Model DTM-i I
Serial number 84011
Configuration Coaxial

Telescope

Magnification 30X I
Objective aperture 45 mm

Angulation 1
Accuracy: horizontal 2"

vertical 3"

Least count 1"

EDMI

Range- I prism 1600 m 3
3 prism 2300 m

Accuracy ± 5 mm 5 ppm 1
Resolution I am
Wavelength 0.820 nm

Modulation frequency 14972947 Hz

(continued) l
2
I
I
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Table 6.--Conti:nued

NIKON DTY.-l test results

0 3DER/ClASS

I lI/I Il/II III/I III/II
NETWORK GEOMETRY

Station Spacing T 1.8
L 1.8

INSTR IMNTAT ION
Theodolite, ieast T
count L

FIELD PROCEDURES

Directions
Standard deviation T 0.55"
of mean not to L 0.55"
exceed

Rejection limit T 4"
from mean L 4-

Reciprocal Vertical
Angles T 1.9"
Mzimum Spread L 1.9"

Infrared Distances
Maxim= difference T - * See E I Calibration
from mean of L * sheet folloving
obserwations (m)

OFF I E PROCEDURES

Triangle loeure
not to exceed 1.3
averqe

GODETIC LEVELING 1/I 1/Il Il/1 ZI/ III

Naziaum loop
ulsclosure (m) 7.8

T - Triangulation
L - Traverse

(continued)
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Table 6.-Concluded I
EDMI calibration

Corbin Calibration Base Line

Nlikon Model DTM-I Serial No. 84I0I

Observations and least squares adJustment performed according to I
NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS NGS-10. U

A priori input to least squares adjustment ...... ±5 mm + 5 pp-

Scale correction .............. ................. 0.00 ppr

Constant correction ............................. .63.8 mm 5
Variance of unit weight ......................... 0.04

Standard error of scale correction .............. tO.01 ppm I
Standard error of constant correction ........... .0.26 mm 3

Results of constant determination derived from least squarei adjustment.
These values were used in Corbin quad observation reductions. 3

2
I
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Table 7.-Topcon manufacturer's specifications

Model ET-1

Serial number F30109
Ccntlgurat ion Coaxial

Telescope

Magnification 30X

Objective aperture Q0 mm

Angulation

Accuracy: horizontal 2"
vertical 3"

Least count 1"

EDMI

Range: 1 prism 1400 m
3 prism 2000 m
9 prism 2600 m

Accuracy ± 5 mm *5 ppm

Resolution 1 MM
Wavelength 0.840 rm

Modulation frequency 14985435 Hz

(continued)
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Table 7.--Continued U
Topcon ET-l test results

ORDER/CLA.S SNTO € tR¥I ll/I Illll llllI lll

XETZWOBK GEOMTRYI

Station Spacing T 2.5L 2.5 3
ANSTIEIKNTATION

Theodolite, least T 1"

count L "

FIELD PROCEOURES

Directions U
Standard deviation T 0.57"
of mean tot to L 0.57'

exceed 3
Rejection limit T 5"

from mean L 5"

Reciprocal Vertical
Angles

Maximum spread T 1.6 I
L 1.6"

Infrared Distances
iaximum difference T - See EDNI Calibration

from mean of L sheet following
observations (=)

OFFICE PROCEDURES 5
Triangle Closure T 1.5"

not to exceed L 1.5"

average 3
GOKI1C LEVELING 1/I I/lI l I/ /I Ill

Naxim loop 3
alclosure (m) 7.1

T - Triangulation
L - Traverse (

(cot2inued) I
I
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Table 7.--Concluded

EDMI calibration
Corbin Calibration Base Line

Topcon ET-1 Serial No. F30109

Observations and least squares adjustment performed according to

NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS NGS-1O.

A priori input to least squares adjustment ........ t5 mm * 5 ppm

Scale correction .................................. -0.90 ppm

Constant correction ............................... +0.2 mm

Variance of unit weight ........................... 0.02 (unitless)

Standard error of scale correction ................ ±0.58 ppm

Standard error of constant correction ............. t0.30 mm

Results ot constant determination derived from least squares adjustment.
These values were used in Corbin quad observations reductions.
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Table 8.--Wild Heerbrugg manufacturer's specifications 3
Model T2000
Serial number 308310
Configuration Modular

Telescope T2 3
Magnification 32X
Objective aperture 4 2 mm 3

Angulation

Accuracy: horizontal 0.5" I
vertical 0.5"

Least count 0.1" 3
EDMI DI5 3

Range: 1 prism 2500 m
3 prism 3500 m
7 prism 4500 m

11 prism 5000 m

Accuracy ± 3mm + 2 ppm 1
Resolution mm
Wavelength 0.845 nm
Modulation frequency 4870255 Hz

(continued)
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Table 8 .--Continued

WILD T2000/DI5 test results

ORDER/ CLASS
I 11/I II/Il III/1 Ill/II

NTWORK EOMETRY

Station Spacing T 7.0
L 7.0

IMThOE NTATION

Theodolite, least T 0.1"
count L 0.1"

FIELD PROCEDURES

Directions

Standard deviation T 0.33"
of mean nbt to L 0.33"
exceed

Rejection limit T 4"
from mean L 4"

Reciprocal Vertical
Angles

Maxi n spread T 1.8"
L 1.8"

Infrared Distances

Maximu difference T - * See EDMI Calibration
from sean of L * sheet folloving
observations (m)

OFFICE PROCEDURES

Triangle Closure T 1.5"
not to exceed L 1.5"
averqe

MODETIC LEVELLING I/I I/Il I/I I/I1 I I

Kazimu loop
msaclosure (m) 5.4

T - Triangulation
L - Traverse (continued)
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Table 8.--Concluded

EDMI calibration 1
Corbin Calibration Base Line

Wild DI5 Serial No. 50171 3
Observations and least squares adjustment performed according to

NOAA Technical Memorandum NOS NGS-10.

A priori input to least squares adjustment .......... ±3 mm + 2 ppm I
Scale correction .................................... +3.76 P 3
Constant correction ............................... +32.7 mm

Variance of unit weight ............................ 0.80 (unitless) 3
Standard error of scale correction .................. ±2.38 ppm

Standar'd error of constant correction ............... ±1.32 mm I
Results of constant determination derived from least squares adjustment. 3

These values were used in Corbin quad observations reduction.
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APPENDIX A.--CORBIN CALIBRATION BASE LINE DATA
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CE~C.Lfrq.TjIN l-QSE-INE Oi-SE~vATIONS

ED t REFLECTOR * SCALES

:OWPO* IKERN LIGHT% |FNARED * TYP:SKEIN 0 PPM TENPIC

MOOEL:0 lq53 SRO" VfSL:IOS.S, * SiN:! 0 WET/DRY TEMze
S/N: 325882 PS$T ImOXi2tA& • CONSTs 0.#0 * PVfSSURIsVT
MOJNT THEO IN4T. CONST: 0.0#04 0 NO. ShOW: I 0
S/M: 345181 REJ.TO: *.O s .S * * Ol81KL. RC:CCG
WiI $.&Goo .6 FM: 14165400 1.4

EDNI STATION REFLECTOR STATION *
-- -- - - - - ---- - --- - -- -- - --

CORBIN BASE 9 * CORBIN SASE * !.MIDITY
--------------- ------------- - - - -a --

.HTAbOVE 1Rh S.27 HT AOvE TAI: 0.Z70 oft TEMPt 14.0
T OF STAND: 1.6 0 f HT OF STAND: 1.1560 0 w/o TV: 46.e

ELEV OF MA RK: ,6. 7203 * E.EV OF MARK: 4.91094 H CORN: 0.7

CLEV EDMI: 66.733 * ELEV OF REFLi 68.3636 * SETS OV ObS: 4

START Tt: 113116 * 113533 • 11358 0 114316

END TIF.E: 1A3353 * I 13602 * 114134 114#511

I S0.00 * *-38.7 W 8. 154 * 5.aff
2 5f. 03) * 43.656 * 58.157 50. 047
S.10. * '3. 858 -,. W57 * 5. 007

e 43.857 * 5.. 8 *
0 * *3. 857 t..156 .0

6 56. e * A3. 57 * 436.757 * 5.007
7 50. 0 e * A3. 657 0 47.3 * 5,.W7
9 50. IF1@ 16.). 357 50..157 5"?47
? 50e. 0e * 43.857 * 5..157 * 5,.W7

It 56 .0 *9.858 * 50.157 * .47

"N SLP DIST: 5W. 193 4 3.8571 * .. 1575 * 5.ff7T

RTPL ECC: 0. 01'eD 0 . 1 $00 * -0. 15#0 0. 0000
-- - -- - -- - -- - -- - - -- -- - - -- - - -- - - -- -- - --- C-

$.Pl: '-.(k. 0013 59.?L71 * 5,.675 * 50. l472
AEFL CONST: I. eelt 0 9.99, * 0.6 to .em
ft. :. CORR: 0. ON6 0. 00606 * 0.64 .46

CORP SL. DISTi M9h'S 50.0077 a 50. oft A So. "76

nT DATA: TEPMO/pRg3 * TEP.,'RES, * TEMPP RIS * TEMPIpR1

£P0' C3:t4: -2.7 /106.14 . 23.3 /1660. 23.4 /10-.* 8,4.0 /10".0
flEFL BEOINS: 2.0 /10-60.0 P -. 3 /103S.0 82.t /113S.0 &a,& I e.e
.Dr! [ND: 22. /1060.0 * 23.2 i1e60.9 , 24.0 10".0 114.9 /I#.*
REFL END: 2.6 /1040.0 I 22.9 /1020%.0 23.4 /1640.0 & k.4 /1040.0

102A041 23.!3 /IOZO.0 Z32.93 /1047.5 2 3.33 /10*.8 13.350 fttwE.Q

". O1RESrnb4: 758.0e * 75. 1 * 758. 1. 750. 0

'N C24q SL DIST: 5. 0804 * NZt DIST, so57: 5.0"4
• flSE $401 DIST$ %-4.054
* FAS ([N I--BSE 0 .7 00 1 Is
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TOTAL STATIONS TEST - FIELDPOOt OF OPSERVATIONS

Flt.Lll~l~ I~tDATE: 12,/5!
FILEAI~ QUILl AE1//5

• **************************3 m **********************************...

INSTRUMENT INFORMATION

PIAFACTURER: WILD # EDMI 40DEL NAMEs DIS

MODEI.nI T20 * SERIAL lUm3ENi 54171
SERIAL NIMJERs 398310 * ED01l OFFSET CONSTs 0.0326
*e*OOeOO..eeeeOegOeee..eOOe..eeeeeOeee*O*ee S*@eeOeO@OSOeeOSee@ee*@@O@e*eeOOeeO*

TEMP & PRES SCALE UNEITS *PERSONNEL.

Ppq TEP SCALE, C * OIESRVER: CCO
IET/D1Y TEMl SCALE F RECORDER: KD
PIRSSJRE SCALEs FT

lelilO~tto 0#00 ,0900 a o # 00 all # #0 04400 0 940 too ~lllllltootlooI 0*0##to

STANDP'OINT IWO T ION

SPN: 4 * MARK ELEVATION: 67.66w
NE: CORBIN QUAD 4 * NT OF TRI AIOVE K: l.6I32

a HT OF IST ASOVE TR!: 0.2336

* ELEV OF INSTs 6g.51344

3 FOREPOINTS OBSERVED WX STARTiSgMI WX vol4DI"l2
*************************e*******~e**** .. ,.0060e000...0ee0ee.e.*e...e@e...eee..ee

FOREPOINT NO. I INFORKATION

SPN: I * MARK ELEVATION. ".t21"
NI,.,IEz CORBIN Q1JAD 1 * HT OF T!I ASOE lK: 1.5153
REFL TYPE: HUTSON * HT OF REFL ASO TRI S. 17
REFL SIN: 33-83 0 ------

REFL OFFSET CO.Q,4T: -. e53: * oELEV OF REFLi 64.31379

.i0. PRISFS SI'N: I 0

FOIEPOINT NO. 2 INOIATION

5Ps 2 * MARK ELEVATION: 67.57140

?^:9s CORBIN QUAD 2 9 HT OF TRI ASOVE M(: 1.537O
REFL TYPEs HUTSON * HT.OF ftEFL ABOVE TRI S. I7M
REFL SIN: 35-as ------- --

REFL OFFSET CONST: -. 6536 * ELEV OF ltEi 69.267"
NO. P4ISMS SHN: 1 0
.,..ee..*.**.e**.*ee • iseeeee...ee.*ee ees*..selele**0..*.**Oe.****eeeeee*

FOREPOINT NO. 3 !NFOMTION

Wks: 3 * iM 9L6V TIONs IlI

Nlal coulN WD 3 * KT OF NTN AOM NK& 1.191

RI. TyWI.s 1ITN * HT OF FA. ADM TA!: 0. 1009
EF .L /N: 34- 3 ..

WI.r 0FVUKT CONIT: -. 0538 * LV O1F NMVI 70.44096
IC. PRxm #IdI I 9

off a*@** *41o 00*00e114, 041o0. ***o*** oo*****.* oo*o** o*oo*
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I

F1LENA~i QUILl DATE: a/05/s~a

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONS
oee.•O00ee00•4o0e0••0600oe40eeee0e ee0e00o4o0ee 3000W.o00e0e0eee0O•0•••ee004ee0.e

STANDPOINTs CORBIN QUAD 4

PCs FOREPOINT * DIR 4 OBS'D DIR * COL 0 DIRECTION * TIME

1 * * * (DDO.MSSS),(SS.S)o(DDD. $SSS)6 8TARTaill39

* CORBIN QUAD I * 0 * O.OiiO * 9 * P40 10*39
* R 0 18400196 0 o..4 0 i
0 CORIN QUAD 2 0 D * 39.18561. e 0
* o R 0 219.1555 # $4.4 * 39. 18 h 6

• CORBIN OUAD 3 0 D * 77.56231. * I
• o R * 257.56?227 0 * .4 s 77.5 031 *

REMA RKS t

PERFECT OBSERVING CONDITIONS-OSS TOP TOT 0 DIR 40 DOT TGT 0 REY

2 & t *(DDD.M SSSS.SS.S~oIDDD.MSSS)o TARTsIO:41
a CORBIN QUAD 1 0 D # 11.00220 * D o t, 1:48
v P o 191.00199 0 42.1 1 i
0 CORBIN QUAD2 0 * 54. 18571 e 0
4 % R o 230.18566 * .6.5 * 39.1935 *

* CORBIN QUAD 3 * 88.56=9 # 0
* R * 268.564.8 * 41.1 9 77. 5504

REMARKS.
NONE
•eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee0eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee0eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee0eee*eeeeoeeee4eeeeeeeee,

3 t 9 (MDOD. MMSSS)a(SS.S)(DDD. NMSSS) U START1O:48
CORBIN QUAD I * D * 22. 06254 o 0 0 EN : 10:55

** R o 2Q..0057 a 4. 7 *

* CORBIN QUAD 2 *0 6 81.19919.# * 0

* * R e241. 1 15 # #e.4 3&.1 4 m
SCORBIN QUAD 3 0 a ". 56Z91 * 0
* 0ft 0 279.56288 0 *0.3 a 77.536 • I

NONE

4 # 0 *(DDD.NqSSSS S o( #(DD.m=)9 ITDiT#l9ieTaIOS5I
4 CORBIN uD I * D * 3. U21 * : WI 11190 -* M # 213.0039 0 *2. 1 0

OCORBIN QUAD * D o 72.1W & # I

SR a '252 .19069 * -4.3 # 39. 18357 I
* CORBIN MUAD 3 0 0 116.56362 • *

* 0 ft * 290.56343 # +1.9 " 77.56042 0 I
RJIARKS:
OPS VEHICLE WITH MOTOR RUNNING CAUSES SCINTILLATION ON LINE TO C03

#@too 0000000000000, 00#**#o0000000000*000*0000 I
PAGE 1
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TOTAL STATIONS TEST - FIELO900K OF OSERATIONS

FILE MES GWILI DT:l~SS

ABSTRACT OF HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONS

STANDPOINTi CORBIN MUAD 4

FOMEPOINTS OSERVED

* (INITIAL)I #
PC$ . CORBIN Q=A 1 # CORBIN WAD002 *CON9IN MAD0 3*

*(DOD.KMSSS) * LDD.RV'SBS) (DDO. 9MS5)

1 0" 0041410 * 31.16M 77. 5431

-------------------

2 0* OseeOs$ * 31.143579 77.544
- ---------- --- -----------------------------

3 # "a. seen 31.164 9 77. 56035
--------- -------- -------------------- ----------

7 9 666. no" * 39. 18337 77.542 *
---------------------------------------------- --------

5 a"6.6g $00 39.183Z8 77.545j3
--~~--------------------------------

6 0441.5 $46 * 39. 163450 77. 56035
-------------------------------- --------------- --

7s * 0e. see". * 39. 11358 0 77. 54027
-- ---------------------------------------- -- - -

a11 09a ee #66 39.16346 0 77. 56913
----- ------------------------------------------------- ---

13 # 0".e~ BI" 39.18345 * 77.56034 .&
---- ---- - ---- ----------------- ---- ------ --

I4 0 001. sees@ 0 31.16374 0 77.54037 *
-- -- - - - - -- -- -- -- - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - -

15 * ON.e"we * 39. 16354 77.54M5
.------------------------------------------

12 o 0".e so* * 39.18353 * 77.56028 *

14 on "iET On * 31. 14354 # 77.540313

SYONDWI DEVIATION * 6.90*075 o 0. ll 0101i
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TOTAL STATIONS TEST - FIELOPOOK OF OISERVATIONS

FILENAME1 OWILI DATE: 12/65/85

FIELDOOS( & ADS OF ZENITH DISTCES

STANDPOINTo CORBIN MuAD 4 0ELEvt 69. 51306

006 * FOREPOINT 0D/R OISSD ZO SUMP D/R *COR'D ZD o TIME

1 *DVD. MsSS DDD.MGSS * DO.08SSS * 16:36

" cootsIN GUAD 1 0 90.262340
" EL RFL. "8.31376 R 269.33M0 36.01437 *90.27316

" CORBINOUO "D 2 * 9.0447000
0 EL AFLs 69.267106 o it 269.56359 *340.01229 * 9.0560

" CORBIN WAD 3 t D * $9.3492 &
" EL RFL 1 79.40959 o M * 279..M131 * 360.82823 * 9.354810

PERFECT OBSERVING CONDITIONS-OPS TOP TGT 6 DIR Oft IOT T6T 0 REV

r DOD. lMS9S * DOD.MpqSS DDD.w5m # 10.41I

" CORBIN QuAD! I 0 0 0 99. 262430 *
" EL NFL 1 66.30370 . N 269.33196 0 3"01439 .90.27324 o

" CORBIN "UD 2 # D * 96.94475 *

0 EL NFLI 69.21700 # R * 269.56384 o 3601259 * "6.04646

0 CORPIN WUAD 3 * D * 89.3650 *
" EL NFL, 76.40950 0 N 0 270.25i58 * 306058 * 61.354710

MMARKSz

3 00 *DDD.pwSS 0 DDOD.pssS * DOD.MS 16146

" CORBIN QUAD I # D * "6.133 0 # 1
" EL NFLs 66.31370 0 A o 269. 332109 344.601442 o "6.27312 0

" CORBIN GMDZ a D * 9.0443.
0 EL FL: 69. 26719 * R * R69.56349 9 360.61362 e W004~0

" CORBIN CURD 0 D 0 $1. 365460 00

" IEL NFL: 76. 40150 * N 0 270. 25139 * 360. 0"47 # 69.3545

PAGE I
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FILEM4A'MEI O1L! DATE: 12/?5185
...•OO**0400001,O O @***90O• O*@O*O*4@*O#00O*OOS e•e~ee~oeeoe *O*o••eo...*.....ee

NEAN CORRECTED ZENITH DISTACES

STANOVOINTi CORIIN QAD 4

FOREPOINTS O3SRVED
maaotmmummm.ummoumma~mmsum 8mmmmmmmtgm.m..atum.....mm....m. .s.

S CORIIN OUAD I * CORDIN UAD 2 * CORBIN O.wO 3
*Umaa..aama muua mtmmmmtm tm mmmmmmmuuumuaaum.ummamwmmmumemwmu mm. m

0 00. PSSS • DOD. WSSS DOD. Prs , SS
mmme.. U US..UU ma mma... m.mm m ama. mma.. mmu~m mmuumummmmu mum muu UUSm s8

1 * 5.27316 • 56.04056 • i.35441
to 56.27324 * .4046 4 65.33471
3 2 56.27312 * 50. 0405 0 i5.35465
4 * 21.27330 " 1. 04071 4 69.35467
5 " 56.27324 * 56640O * 65.35415 0
6 * 627324 * 604057 ". 6354 76
7 * 56.27336 * ',.04069 $9 6.3 5 4 9
I * 5.27337 0 96.4093 as.354l
9 * 5.27333 * 4. 4066 a s. 355

1O * 6. 27319 • 59..4025 0 6.35493 0
1 * 90.27329 * '.04057 M. n474
It " 6. 27342 • 9 .4 9* 15.35i6 5
13 * "4.'27327 * 94.04046 * $1.35478
14 * 5.27328 * '4.04051 * .491
15 * '4.27324 % '4.64067 95. 35494
16 * 6.27324 • SE. 04056 $ 69.3n475

UUmmmmmmim m ummum mmmmmm tmmmmmmummmmmuau..m... n..mmsu..ma.uoum m mm mmn

.N. 27326 • '.0464 69. 3 1
STO DEV: 0.0,4000 * C4.012 0. S6 I I

PAGE 7
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I

FILE[WI GWILI DATE 12/05/85 I
l.PI RY OF CORRECTED .OPE DISTANCES

ITANDOGINTi CORDIN OUAD 4 * O3n, 0 ECa P D 0 WX-DINo W2t 001 6021

T1EPP-WETs 33.5 DRY& 37.6 * 1*4UIIDITY CORR 6-2 * ED"I CONSTn 0.W8

P0s I * (SGIN) (D)

* TIME TEMP PRES TIME TElP PAU

* 16:36 3.6 676 1 139 4.6 876 U
FOREPOINT OD/N # Gas SlO 0 OM PPPI RIc • CORR,'D 6Dm~uminaaH~ au einuau.mussmmm s eee mauummuuualuuauumiomlll Umuu umaaumuuuua

COMItLN UD 1 0 * 154. 260 0 I I
#NFL COlTli -. 0531 N 0 15.023 * 156. W55 -4.0 A -. 0013 35.0639

CORBIN UAD 2 • 0 * 193.9150 1 # •
FL CONSTs -. 0530 * R o 193.9156 o 193.9150 * &4 -i o -.6617 193.8931

CORBIN OW 3 f 0 l ZG 0 127 *
0L CONST 05.38 R t 127.2%0 * 127.5 * 4.8 * -.6611 117.229

PERFECT OBSERVING C4NDITIONS-CBS TOO TOT 6 DIR AND DOT TT I REV

303 2 *(BEGIN) (END)
IdiSOMOSOMMUOM suml B m nlonse ME= enem ll a "amieslllim llilii~ll

* TIME TEPIP PitES • TIME .TEP PRES

* to.4 4., 170 • 10%4, 3.9 ,70 3
wesUiU UuasUUsUa ameli a eas SMEia s a elieili uaaim llmum u iaamlaliu l

ONREPOINT * DIN * OlS S/ MN On'D P ON R COR # CORR,'D S/D

CORBIN UAD 1 0 0 '156,626 * 0 .
REFL COI4ST s -. 69531 R 156. 6256 156.69255 *-8.7 *-.6013 *150.6639

CORBIN WUAD 2 # D * 193.9150 * . .
REFL CONSTs -. 0534 * R . 193.11460 193.9145 * -8.7 f -. 0617 * 193.3126

-- ------------------ _ _ --
CORIIN ,AD 3 0 0 7127.1570

CONSTs -.65= t R * 127. 550 127. 5 -4.7 -. 10011 I 8,39

NONE

I

I
I
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FILENMI 0,11 DATE, 1115/63

PEF. CORRECTED SLOPE DISTANCES

ITANIDMIZNTs CORI1N 0USD 4

FOREPOINTS OBSE VED

P0s * CORBIN Gam I * CORBIN 0UAD I CORBIN Lm 3 0
mmma llmam lm "GUl MIlllll U411 was llaW1nUUUlinUOUm a

1 154. 0"39 193.8931 17.2331
a 150. 039 * 193.6926 0 117.L333
3 150.0029 193.5931 * 117.a33
4 150.0649 * 193.4922 0 117.3334 0
5 15. 0040 * 193.6927 17.8m29

* 15.M035 * 193.1922 * 127.13M
7 154.0046 193.0492 * 127.3350
a 150. "4 0 193.1526 * 117.230

* 150.0047 * 193.4921 0 117.337
to 0 150. $034 * 193.1927 * 117.343 0
I1 156.0038 193.8917 * 17.8334
12 * 150. 0433 * 193.1916 * 127.2337
13 0 150.0046 * 193.8926 117.1337
14 0 15k 0446 193.5917 * 127.3333 0

is 0 150. J4a * 193.932 * 117.&33
16 0 150. "33 * 193.1922 0 117.2343 0

*uallmuuuummauuunleuuuaauina..uuauuauum mmmuusU uin nUi i~

MEANi 150.0440 * 193.8924 * 117. LM
TD 0EVI 0.006 6. 0"05 * 0.0m5

MCZ DISTs 149.9992 * 193.5923 9 187.2336

EOC DIST: 149.9976 • 193.6902 f 17. 2 0
**00000**********..000******************00900*0*00***000000440049*

PAGE 1
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I

TOTAL STATIONS TEST - FIELSOOK OF OBSERVATIONS U
FILEAMEI OILI DATE:12/05/65

FIELDIOCK OF ELEVATION DIFFEiNCES• ••e••••.o..~e ...••••••••••••o•e o o •o ee• eeee ee e eO•e ....•.•..eeoo

STA POINTs CORBIN GUAD 4 EL EON: 69.51."f • TI[IE-IOsN.,30 iEOtIl14i

P0s FONEPOINT . O/R C BS' 0 EL DIFF M DiN CBS' * KWN EL DIFF
UMb...U 3 .UmU.UUU*SUUU..UUUUUUUUUU.UUUUUU.U6.inSU8..U.UU.3UUUU.UU inUU.

• ONDIN OUI * 0 * -1.237 0 0I #
# EL NFLi U.31370 • R . -1.162 0 -1.1995 M -1. 1"30

*CORIZNOUAD * * -6.267 ' 0

EL p. FL 69.287090 R * 4.169 a -0. 2" 0 -4.22an" I
9 COIN QOUAD 3 9 0 6 9.859 *
• EL RFL , 70. 4095a # N # 0.935 0.970 4 , .04o5

--- - -------------------------- -- -

REMARK S s

PERFECT OBSERVING CONDITIONS-OBS TOP TOT I DiR AND SOT TOT 0 EV
*****..*e*e*****•*****.O.*..**o*..*****e* oooo••oeooeeoeoo eeo00o00000 ,.00

POS • FOEPOINT * D/R * OBS'D EL 01FF M D/N OS'D 0 KWH EL. DIFF
imSUU3nUUUUUUUmuUUUDUU3UUSmau.S wuuuuuuaauuuum uamuuuuumm m uauwuauuuuuuuuu

" CORBIN "UD 1 D * -1.238 0

* EL rFL, 68. 31370 N . -1.162 -. 2e0 * -1.19"34

0 CORBIN OAD 2 # D 0 -0.267 0 *

* EL AFL: 69.28700 R * -4.187 -•.2270 -. 226

SCORIN oUAD 3 • D • 0.-59 * I
* EL tFL: 76.40950 * R O .936 • 0.975 0 6.49650

REMARKS.
NONEI

POS * FOREPOINT * D/R * OPS'D ELDIFF * P0/N 0SID omKs N EL DIFF

" CORBIN PUAD I 0 D * -1.241 0 0

" EL MFLs 69.3137 * N * -1.162 * -1.2015 °1.19M30

" CONIN OUAO2 0 D 4 6. m I
* EL. FLI 69.I67 0 IN -0. 1" -4.2275 c -4.3 m

CORBIN UAD 3 * 0 * 0.86 4
EL NFL# 7O. 409M * R * 0.935 * 0.0965 * @.S WI

------------------NqMKS- s

PAGE I
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TOTAL STATIONS TIEST - FIELSOOK OF OBSERVATIGNS

FILOWAPh OWILI OATMz 12/g/85

FIWM 0K OF ELEVATION DIFIRENCES........•......,.......•,••e•.*o•***o**** .~e.o......,eoo060o009.,*****o*s**.

ST 01NTa CORIN UAD 4 E L ED8 61.51304 * TIoE-M3&1630 END314s4

FORSPOINTS OSEWVED

9 CORBIN QUAD I * CORIN QLAD 2 * CORBIN LAD 3

* EL RFLa 11. 31370 * EL RFLa 69. 267i0 0 EL RL3 70.4MJG5

KW E F 0 EL DIFs -1.1"9 EL DIF: -O.2260 EL DIN a.m *

POS e W 03SD * OS-KWN M Wa Oi5 a OlS-KIId * E 0USD 0 OSS-IGI *
#(motors) (aM) *(motors) 0 (rn) *(moters) 0 (M) •

I -1.11 -0.2 * 4.22 06 -2. * 076 4 6.5 *

a * -1.00 M -0.7 * -0.2270 .1.0 * 0.515 * 1.0 *

3. -1.8015 -2.2 -4.2275 a -. 5 * o0.1 * 0O *

4 -1.06 * -1.2 * -6. 2295 o -3.5 * ,.8lee * 1.5 0

S -1.2m * -1.2 * -0.2285 * -2.5 * 0.55 * 6O 0

6 * -1.M65 0 -1.2 0 -0.2266 * -2.6 • 0.570 a L5

7 # -1.2010 1 -. 7 * -0.2295 * -3.5 5 .8975 * 1.6 0

A 0 -1.035 * -1.2 0 -0.2315 * -5.5 * 0.5175 * 1.0

* -1.20 * -1.7 * -0.2n85 t -2.5 * 0. S10 # -0.5 *

10 * - #.WS * -0.2 * 4.2275 & -1.5 5 0.8%0 -0.5 &
---------- ----------------------- ---- -- ---------

11 -1.1016 -1.7 * 4.2246 * -2.6 * 0.10 a 1.5 *

It -1.295 -1.2 04.0229 -3. 6 @ 0.Avg * 5 0

3 -1.800 * -4.7 *0. am a -. 5Iwo0 L S

140-1.16650 -1.2 *4ott7S -1.5 * 0.8110 6" 0 *

1s -1.8005 a-. 4. 2 - 3.3 6.0 M * -O.& *

1 -1.2 * -1.2 4.22M* -2.0 . am 7 1.O *

PAGE 7
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